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Beliefs

such as
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to the John Birch

and Principles

of the

and ''Why Join the John Birch Society"

as statements

of official

Society

beliefs

have
and

have been used as such.
Because the Society's
"letter,"

~

Politician,

leaders

disclaim

and Welch himself

Welch's

controversial

contends

it has no

•

2

place
it

in official

as a source

doctrine,

no attempt

of Birch belief.

However, Welch has continued

to expand and revise

the original

an aid to recruiting.

1

bookstores,

understood,

that

It is available
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since

Social,
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in history
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to be a reality

what appears
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gly vocal in their

society
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nology;
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with such an enemy is difficult.
Korea add to the frustration
in the developing

nations

China are hard to accept.
after

another

1see Bulletin,

June,

1963.

World problems

like

Berlin
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communist control

The U.S. is involved
victory

of tech-

The Cold War struggle

of the struggle.

with no clear-cut

rate

communism continues

Stalemates

and complete

thou-

in America;

development

for world domination.

that

groups are growing

produce more than is consumed.

drive

On the home

the fact

for a place

International

demands

have changed so

times:

minority

lags behind the rapid

are even more complicated.
tireless

the

today may be clearly

These are bewildering

sarrls of good jobs go unclaimed;

its

and action

many men remain unemployed despite

increasin

have equalled

and political

rapidly

that

and functioned

the end of World War II in revolutionary

thought

front,

and

might be more fully

which it originated

have never been so great;

obsolete

and uses it as

in many libraries

the John Birch Society

the times during

be recalled.

change:

1954 "letter"

should anyone want to examine it.

In order

should

has been made to include

in any.

and
trouble
in

in one conflict

3
In such a situation
failure

i ng America's

not the United States,
settle

its

to meet the challenge
'

of those who has grown increasin

Welch had had enough.
gone wrong .

Jr.

Dwight D. Eisenhower,
as his Democratic

forei gn policy

contests

He was certain

with eleven disciples.

One

abroad?
this

period

of Massachusetts.
continued

predecessor,

His open concern finally

and a rendezvous

even known,

~ly alarmed during

is one Robert Henry Winborne Welch,
the Republican,

of Communism. Can-

country

the most powerful

problems at home and win its

the land question-

across

we hear voices

that

When

the same basic
the activist,

he knew what had

led .him to Indianapolis

I
CHAPTER
OF
ANDORGANIZATION
THEBACKGROUND
THE JOHNBIRCHSOCIETY
The Beginning
Indianapolis,

areas in the world, has a

agricultural

of one of the richest

ican realist,

Booth Tarkin gton,

called

Indianapolis

did James Wbitcomb Riley and Benjamin Harrison.
"Indianapolis

500" is the city's
"crossroads

1958, this

meeting attended
and presided

For two days,

informal

and brief
cussion

interrupted

required

two full

and purposes

1

Society
2

by eleven

"influential

candymaker.

Robert Henry Winborne Welch,

This

Jr.,

the Mass-

a len gthy monologue while the
Only short

conversation

coffee breaks,

between sections

days to set forth

lunch,

of the dis-

presentation.

Yet, it

"the background,

methods,

the deadly serious

of the John Birch Society. 112

Robert H. W. Welch, Jr.,
(Belmont, Massachusetts:

-Toid.

and very busy men"1

to the John Birch Society.

men listened.

"influential"

Today, the

of America" was the scene of a hotel

candy-man, delivered

achusetts

home, as

On December 8 arrl 9,

prize.

over by a former Vassachusetts

meetin g gave birth

The Amer-

it.

as rich as the farmland surrounding

tradition

of

the crossroads

on the White River near the center

located

Indianapolis,

America.

called

is often

Indiana,

~ ~ ~ .2f ~
By the author,

John Birch
1.
196I'r,p.

5

Mr. Welch discussed

at great

length

the advance of Communism

throu ghout the world and the United States.

He explained

his

analysis

arrl outlined

his

plans

of the existing

political

for an organization

to combat the threatening

of communism. This discussion

~ Book is the transcript
Welch decided
John Birch,

the subject

Birch possessed
and ideals

that

was recorded

of that

of an earlier

in his own character

expansion

and the Society's
1

presentation.

the or ganization

which we should like

Birch Society.

'situation

should be named after

book, because"•
all

of those

•• John

noble traits

to see symbolized by the John

,;2

Near the end of his book,~~

2£ John

Bir ch, Welch

wrote:
We have built this sermon around John Bir ch for
in one blade of grass lies the key to all creation,
could we only understand . it; and in the forces that
swirled around John Birch lay all the conflict,
of
philosophy and of implementation,
with which our
whole world is now so imperatively
concerned.
Therein
lay the significance
of his life and death.
Actually
we must choose between the civilization,
the form of
society and the expression of human life, as represented by John Birch, and their parallels
as envisioned by Karl Marx and his spiritual
successors.
There is no middle ground, at least for the foreseeable future; not because no middle ground is
philosophically
possi~le,
nor because intelligent
and humane beings could not prefer some middle
gr ound, but because the Communists will not permit
it.3

1 The Blue Book is the official
statement of the Society's
philosophy-;;-itwas
outlined at the Indianapolis
meeting.
Because of its importance and repeated use all future references
in this paper will be cited~
Book.
2

Toid.,

p. 158.

JRobert H. W. Welch Jr., The ~
Henry Regnery Com., 1954), P• 75.

.2£~

Birch (Chicago:

6

John Birch became the symbol, but Robert H. W. Welch was
to become
the force.
At the Irrlianapolis
the struggle.

meeting Welch made clear

After discussing

key conservatives

the leadership

as Barry Goldwater,

William Jenner arrl dismissing
the phrase,
self

his pos ition

qualities

of such

William Knowland, and

the whole political

process

in politicians,"

he offered

"Put not your faith

with
him-

as leader.
I want to convince you, as I am convinced, that
only dynamic personal leadership
offers any chance for
us to save either our material or our spiritual
inheritance.
I want to convince you, as I am convinced,
that even under such leadership
we have no chance unless
the specific battles
are fou ght as part of a larger and
more lasting movement to restore once aga in an upward
reach to the heart of man. And I have wished to make
clear, what you were bound to be assumin g already, that
with whatever I have in me, of faith, dedication,
arrl
energy, I intend to offer that leadership
to
all
who
are
willing to help me. 1
Welch noted that

rassing

this

for him, but that

leadership

"It is the cohesive
agreements,

plea for personal
it was necessary

was the cement that
force

that

welding temporary

loyalty

because his personal
together.

reaches

doubts and

across

alike

dedicated

into

to the

on in the monologue, Welch made it known that

it was he who would offer

the "dynamic personal"

was needed to move the Society

toward its

1Blue Book, p.
121.

--

2~.,

passing

and enthusiasts

one permanent body of men and women unshakably
. t y ••••
,;;.
Socie
Again, later

was embar-

would hold the Society

doubters

p. xiii,

footnote

23.

in

leadership

goals and purposes.

that

7
I know in my own mind, beyond all doubt or question
around which
that with out dynamic personal leadership
and confused forces on our
the split an::l frustrated
rapidly and firmly, we do not have
side can be rallied,
a chance of stopping the Communists before they have taken
It is not that you would choose me, or
our country.
that I would even choose me, against other possibilities.
It is simply that, under the pressure of time and the
exigencies of our need, you have no other choice, an:i
neither do I.1
on two men; John Birch,

centered

the Society

In the beginning

In order that

"the Symbol," and Robert Welch, "the Founder."
beliefs

and programs of the John Bir ch Society

may be better

look at

to take a closer

it is necessary

understood

the

"the Symbol"

and "the Foun:ier."
The Symbol
of John Birch reveals

A review of the life

of his life

he reached

before

of many reared

in similar

emerge as a controversial
ship group which organized
at Mercer.
faculty,

This attack,

for controversy.

head of the Christianity

The facts

Mercer College are characteristic

circumstances.
figure

with a fellow-

in his activity

a mild liberal

to suppress
leveled

We begin to see him

against

five

Department,

was the first

to which John Birch was willing

movement

members of the

Dr. John D. Freeman, seventy-five

including

of the extremes

a center

provided

from the beginning

a young man who

year old
indication

to go to promote

his beliefs.
there

Over-all
on ordinary

religious

for his beliefs.

is an indication
training

Hence, "Saint

of a reli gi ous zeal based

and an extraordinary
Birch,"

enthusiasm

as he came to be called

8

by classmates

g symbol for the Society

at !~ercer, became a fittin

Robert Welch. 1

founded by his biographer,

John Morrison Birch was born on May 28, 1918, in La.ndaur,

Both were in India as Christian

English .

and one-half

years old.
for a short time in Vineland,

living

After

Birch taught
the elder

at the Mt. Berry School.

where Mr.

After moving repeatedly,

to make a livin g at Birchwood,

Birch tried

his

New Jersey,

home town, the family moved to Rome, Georgia,

mother's

repre-

missionaries

to America when John was only two

the family returned

health

was teachin g agri-

Because of his father's

Church, U.S.A.

the Presbyterian

senting

Birch,

College and his mother was tutoring

at Ewing Christian

culture

ill

Georges.

where his father,

India,

"a rundown

farm with a dilapidated

house" near Rome. Mr. Welch claims that

"next to the education,

religion,

the grea test

single

influence

at Birchwood. ••

his life

and character

on John Birch,

of his parents,

undoubtedly,

~2

John was a good student

and graduated

at the head of his

from Gore High School in Chattoo ga County, Georgia.

class
entered

Mercer University

scholastically,
cum laude.

was

He

in Y~con, where again he led his class

and graduated

with a B.A. degree in 1939, rnagna

From Mercer young Birch went to the Bible Baptist

Seminary in Fort Worth, Texas, to prepare

himself

for a Chinese

mission.

1

rn
was shot
Hsuchow,
on Birch

1954 Welch wrote
down by a small
China on August
in this study is

2welch, Life

the short biography of John Birch, who
force of Chinese Communist soldiers near
data
25, 1945. The basic biographical
biography.
taken from this

.2£~ .fil!:2.h,p. 9.

9

John Birch's
period

of serious

with ideas

that

was brilliant

college

days were anything

religious

contemplation;

did not always correspond

passion.

absolutely

unbending.

leadership

of the Fellowship
the professors

exonerated
their

he was a man of action
with the orthodox.

in his school work and had deep convictions

with an evangelistic

against

but a peaceful

When he believed

This distinctive

he was

resulted

in his

Group and in the heresy hearing

mentioned earlier.

of the char ges, but not before

The teachers

were

being reproved

for

conduct.1
Birch was not considered

body.

One of the placards

Saint

Birch."

The police

to be a hero by the Mercer student

on campus during
had to escort

the trial

safety.

The Mercer student

members of the fellowship.
was circulated

recalled

A petition
2

advocating

along with the impression
One classmate

young man, always a zealot.
to defend the faith,

for their

described

His scholastic
he left

of the
expulsion

record

is

on those who

him as"·

3 Another said,

11

their

own

Yes, Birch was remembered

He was a top student.

worked with him.

Group from

newspaper urged the dismissal

among the students.

well at Mercer.

read "Lynch

the Fellowship

the campus the ni ght of March 30, 1939, to provide

still

topped

a thing,

nature

He

''He felt

••

an angry
he was called

and he alone knew what it was. 114 A psychology

1rn additi on to Welch's book, the following article
provides
insi ght into Birch's days at Mercer.
C.R. Daley, "The John Birch
I Knew," Western Recorder, General Association of Baptists in
Kentucky, (April 13, l9bl), PP• 4-5•
2 New York Times, April
of the Mercer case.
3Mark Sherwin,~
4Ibid.

23, 1961, p. 64, has a good coverage

Extremist

(New York, St. ~Artin's,

1963), p. 55.

professor

said,

"He was like

a one-way valve;

everything

coming

.
. ,.1
out an d no room t o t a k e an yt .ning
in.

As a student,
character
bears

John Birch had taken on the controversial

which has become so characteristic

of the society

which

his name.
By

this

time Frank Norris

came to have a great

John Birch.

It was Norris who convinced him that

a missionary

to China.

followed

Norris

After earning

to his Bible Baptist

where he completed the two-year

his B.A. at Mercer, Birch
Seminary in Fort Worth

By June,

mastering

1940, the young

was on his way to China as a Fundamentalist

missionary.

on

he should become

course in one year,

the Chinese language on the side.
zealot,

influence

He was in China when the Japanese

Baptist

attacked

Pearl

Harbor.
When the United States
army as a chaplain,
was not fully
Bir ch .

entered

but had difficulty

reco gnized.

the war he tried

because Norris's

to a man who had

The guide led Birch to a small river

where he found Lt. Colonel Jimmy Doolittle,
bombing raid

on Tokyo.

number of his men into
How does Doolittle
they had together?

free

boat

from the famous
arrl a

China. 2

remember John Birch and the experience

"John Birch was one of the most pleasant

1 New York~'
loc.

fresh

Birch was able to get Doolittle

young men I have ever met. •••

2~elch,

seminary

Even so, by 1942 the war came to John

He was taken one ni ght by a native

"dropped from the sky."

to join the

April
cit.,

P•

He helped us a lot with his know-

23, 1961, P• 64.

?.

11.

••

led ge of the langua ge and the territory

Birch,

himself,
joined

was tryin g to get out of China at the time and we just

downed in China have been exaggerated.

his aid to a gr oup of fliers
The official

mention Communists),

was commissioned in the
Certainly

does not say how he was killed
(4) he was 27 years

Arrrry

the war and
began. 2

the fighting

Air Corps after
account

and official

a more detailed

of age when he

in China. before

missionary

nor

of the death of John

could be produced by the Arrny.3

Birch

soon after

It is kno,m that
Doolittle,

Birch joined

the unit

Fourteenth

Air Force.

Chennault's
a fine

is recorded

field-intelligence
period

his experience

¼~ile

to have said,

net.',4

with Chennault,

throws further

light

"Birch was the pioneer
by Chennault

on the success

l New ~ ~,

April

15, 1961,

P• 22.

~ ~'

April

15, 1961,

P• 12.

2~

3Robert Welch contends that
Communist groups in the U.S.
~ime,

April

the facts

14, 1961, p. 29.

he had

In a Time article

written

A letter

with Colonel

became General Claire

that

combat intelligence.

in air

record

Chennault

this

on August 25, 1945, 10 days after

(3) he was killed

(5) he was a Baptist

died,

gence work in China. during

intelli

t he end of the war (the report
does it

twice,

(1) he was decorated

items:

five

(2) he was in behind-the-lines
World War II,

by the army on John Bir ch is very

data released

It- includes

sketchy.

about

Joh n Birch was a fine young man, but stories

forces ••••

of our
during

of John Birch in

were suppressed

by pro-

1

11

1?

assignment.

very difficult

this

to intelli Your recent secret mission i n relation
gence matters, which led you extremely close to enerrzyto the China Air Task
, has been invaluable
territory
accomplishment of this hazard ous
The successful
Force.
coura ge, and devotion to
missi on required fortitude,
manner in which you carried out this
The excellent
duty.
duty is highly commended.
difficult
C.L. Chennault
Bri gadier General
A.U.A. Commanding 1

quarters

the location

concerning

tar gets.

airstrips

within

of three

to several

In addition

to head-

of prime Japanese

was in char ge of the construction
enem.y-territory.

information

He radioed

behind enem.y-lines.

coura~e

with great

His jo~ took him con-

throu ghout the war.

and resourcefulness
tinuously

his duties

who performed

officer

intelligence

John Birch was a very successful

that

It seems certain

He

he was

Chinese awards,

awarded the Legion of Merit and a posthumous Oak Leaf Cluster.
he was transferred

Eventually
Services
China.

the end of the war served

and until

Conditions

China.

Welch estimates
on Chinese soil

2~,

l o.::. cit.,
-April

3welch, loc,

fighting,

still

of Japanese,

that

there

trouble.

were trapped
were close

on August 25, 1945.l

P• 13.

14, 1961 ·, P• 29.
cit.,

~~jor Gustav Krause,

112

the war were very difficult.

in China after

Pockets

at Sian in northern

''Birch is a good officer,

is too brash and may run into

but I'm afraid

L;1elch,

period:

durin g this

noted in his diary

Japanese

of the base,

The commanding officer

of Strategic

to the Office

p. 36.

throughout

to three

million

The exact

figure

13
is

not known, but the confusion

that

many difficult

volunteered

missions

by train

until

guerillas

who stopped

equipment.

Of course
adequately

to go on foot because
of Communist

the group turn over
Birch

who wanted to take their
I

his way out of an extremely

and arrogance

his hands had been tied.

him repeatedly

Chinese,
His group

As the scene has been reconstructed,

Insults

shot after

missions.

them and demanded that

was to bluff

situation.

Birch had

The group met a force

argued with the Communist officer
His choice

Captain

special

they were forced
ahead.

was so great

made up of American,

on one of these

of a break in the track

their

were necessary.

to head a small party

and Korean soldiers
traveled

and disorganization

resulted.

arms.

1

difficult

Birch was seized

and

The Communists then bayoneted

and threw his body on a junk pile.
the events

leading

be reconstructed.

This,

to the death
at any rate,

of John Birch cannot
is one account.

Those who were in the area and knew Birch seemed to think
he pushed his luck too far and died needlessly.
a Pasadena manufacturer,
Birch

"may run into

death.

He didn't

After

reviewing

Birch,

who had earlier

trouble"

felt

that,

Major Krause,

noted in his diary
"He brought

that

about his own

die the hero he was supposed to have died. 112
the circumstances

Krause said,

leading

to the death

"In the confusin g situation

were to act with diplomacy.

of John

my instructions

Birch made the Communist Lieutenant

htJilliam T. Miller,
"How the Chinese Killed John Birch,"
Life, ray 12, 1961, p. 128. This account is the testimony of
Lieutena nt Tung, the Chinese Nationalist
adjutant who was with
Birch when he died.
It was from this source that Welch reconstructed
the death of Birch in his book.
2
~

~ Times, April 4, 1961, P• 18.

now

14

lose

John Birch brou ght about

Militarily,

his own men.

face before

his own death . 111

who drew up the mission

in 1945 the O.S.S. officer
Birch was killed,

replied

John was just

"Certainly

but

now a Los Angeles stockbroker,

Willia m P. Weiss, Jr.,

concerning

to a question

on which
the killing

.

as much a hero as any- other American

who died for his country." 2

soldier

Joseph Sample, a radio-T.V.
was in the same

o.s.s.

unit

executive

from Billings

as Captain Birch .

, Montana,

He summed up the

event as follows:
The patrol had run into a force of Chinese Reds
who were understand ably disturbed by what seemed to
Captain Birch chose
them an unwarranted i s trusion.
Harsh
situation.
to bluff his way out of a difficult
words led to insults and insults to arrogance.3
not been for Robert Welch, the brutal

Had it

Lunghai Railroad

murder on the

not far from Houchow would have been the end

of the John Birch story,

but Welch was captivated

he found,

and the experiences

the lines

of O'Shau ghnessy's

of this

boy's life

by the study
he compared to

ode.

great

But on one man's soul it hath broken,
A li ght that doth not depart;
And his look, or a word he hath spoken
Wrought flame in another man's heart . 4
John Birch became the symbol, the ''blade of grass, " around
which Robert Welch built

body.

his anti-Communist

and de ath he was a controversial

figure .

Perhaps,

In both life
if he were

1Ti me, April 14, 1961, P• 29.
2 New

York Times , April

4, 1969, p. 18.

)Ibid .
4From the foreward

to Welch, The Life

.2f ~ Birch .
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livin g , he would feel
that

at home with those who make up the Society

his name.

bears

With his death and in his dea th the battle lines
were draw n, in a struggle fro~ which either Communism
must emerge with one
civilization
or Christian-style
completely triumphant and the other completely destroyed.

1

as seen by Robert

This was the "symbol'' and the challenge
Wel ch.

"The Founder" - Robert Welch
the fervent

Robert Welch expressed

the John Birch
for

for hundreds of years and be an influence

would last

Society

hope that

the temporal

good and spiritual

For his role

as or ganizer

be remembered as its

advancement of mankin::::l for centuries.

and promoter he wanted no more than to
''Founder?"

Who is this

Founder.

How did

he become so concerned about Communism?What is his background?
Like John Birch,
gr ound.

He descended

from Wales in 1720.

country
"full

He was born December 1, 1899, on a farm in Chowan County,

Carolina. 2

North

Southern back-

Robert Welch had a rural

of farmers

discussing

fundamentalist
this

preachers,"

details

restricting

bonds of his South-

background over forty

of its

According to the information

as being

but claimed to have

years

background he said he "loved everything

except the specific

1 Ibid.,

his ancestry

He described

the intellectually

broken through
ern Baptist

and Baptist

from Miles Welch who came to this

ago.

In

about it

dogma."
provided

by the Society,

Robert

p. 76.

2 The basic material upon which this section on Robert Welch
sketch fround in the appendix
is based is from the autobiographical
biography printed in the
of the Blue Book and from a more detailed
U.S. Congressional Record, CVII (May 25, 1961) Appendix A, 3782.
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Carolina,

From the University

with honors.

and graduated

sixteen

his B.A. at the age of

receiving

of North Carolina,

University

Welch moved to Annapolis and spent two years

which occupied so much of his time and energy

a candy business

started

he dropped out of school in order to put his full

found himself
to turn all

of his stock over to creditors
other

After several

a job with his brother,
candy manufacturing

business

James

firm a

as regional

Chairman of its

position

director

of the National
Vice-President

Association

activities

Mr. Welch has served as director
other

corporations.

he has been active

of Manufacturers,

of the N.A.M., and two years

Advisory Committee.

&lucational

of several

with key

firm he served for s even years

He also served

cha i rman of the Washington Committee of the National
Association.

he traveled

the nation.

While working with his brother's

years

in this

in charge of

and was soon in close contact

throughout

on the Board of Directors

to Boston and

Welch, who had founded a successful

He was made vice-president

of the country

leaders

o.

and move to New York.
he returned

failures

While serving

aoo advertisinge

to all parts

business

into the

it was necessary

Finally,

difficulties.

in financial

effort

and consequently

It appears he over extended his credit

venture.

three

at the United

at Harvard he

AJ3 a student

in Harvard Law School for two years.

sales

of North

1
Naval Academy. In 1919 he moved to Boston where he enrolled

States

that

the

At the age of twelve he entered

prodigy.

Welch was a child

as

as

Confectioners'

of one bank, and as a

In addition

in community functions

to his business
and the Belmont

School Committee.

1No explanation is given in any of the Birch literature
why Welch left Annapolis after two years.

as to
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Certainly

Robert Welch has had . a distinguished

which has provided
all

across

called

him with friendly

the United States.

contacts

business

career,

with business

leaders

These were important

his 1958 meeting in Indianapolis

when V~. Welch

to fonn the John Birch

Society.
Not only did Mr. Welch's business
United States,
world trips.

take him to all

but he made it a practice

parts

of the

to ~se his vacations

for

In 1946 and again in 1948 Welch went to England,

primarily

to study the effect

Br-itish.

In 1949 he took a month's

of the Socialift
flying

government on the

trip

around the world,

spending most of the time in Asia. : He also made trips
America and to various

countries

in Europe.

once again in Asia where he arranged

to South

The year 1955 saw him

interviews

with Chiang Kai-shek

I

and Syngman Rhee, then President
called

on Chancellor

morbid fear

of Korea.

Konrad Adenauer in Bonn.

in this

Most of those who have written
acumen and all

of the

of Mr. Welch,

period.

Robert Welch is a businessman,

his business

of 1956 he

The beginning

of communism, which is , so characteristic

seems to originate

work.

In the fall

and businessmen

concerning

know him best.

him think very highly

admire his dedication

and ability

of

to

D:>nGussow, acknowledged spbkesman for the U.S. Candy Industry,

in an editorial
Journal,
associates

in the May 9, 1961, Gandy Industry

summed up the general

feeling

and Confectioners

of Welch's business

as they remember him.

We remember Ibb Welch as an articulate,
highly
intelligent,
imaginate and very much involved person.
We do not recall Ibb Welch taking the middle road on
acy subject.
When Ibb Welch became involved in a
situation,
he was fully and wholly involved.
Almost
literally
bouncing with nenous energy, lbb Welch could

18

or standing in one position for more
not remain sitting
A compulsive worker, Bob Welch toiled
than a second.
After a full, hectic, rat-tatalmost around the clock.
.BJb would rush off to deliver
tat day in his office •••
or community group, return
a talk before some political
to his office and, after a brief nap, go on with more work
This was par for
until the early hours of the molning.
.Ebb Welch's working day course.

Without humor.

of Mr. Welch, he is not

nature

Despite the seemingly serious

appendix of the ID.ue Book which he wrote in the third
two sons,

claimed "one wife,
golf clubs--none

Welch as a gifted
did write

a Golden Retriever

confirms this

writer

2
of which he loves.

and recalls

characteristic

with a fine sense of humor.

to his other

.Bob

11

He could and

he wrote what some claim to

activities

books on salesmanship

be one of the best and most meaningful

The Road to SalesmanshiE was published

published.
Ronald Press

ever

in 1941 by the

Company. The book sold very well to businessmen
America.

throughout

Robert Welch took his first
in ' 1946 when he offered
sending out personal

dip into the waters of active

to help Massachusetts

letters

kind of support

Bradford to all the retail

supporting

is a politician's

Quoted f:rom U.S. Congressional
Appendix A, 3782.
2welch,

Record, loc.

of the cost,

Welch said

Record, CVII (May 25, 1961)

Blue B:>ok, .Appendix.

3u.s. Congressional

Of course

dream and Bradford grabbed

When he asked Welch to keep track

1

politics

Governor Bradford by

who handled Welch candy in Massachusetts.

distributors

for it.

he

humorous verse. 113

In addition

this

person,

dog, and fourteen

but all

of which he understands,

associate

A business

found in the '

sketch of his life

In the biographical

cit,
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he would take care of all the expenses of the project.
short

time Welch moved a complete staff

the necessary

office

equipment into

This staff

of 6o,OOO letters

After .&-adford won the election,
for his help.

of secretaries

Welch declined,

plus all of

the campaign headquarters

announced he was ready for action.
mailed in the neighborhood

Within a

he ' offered

prepared,

and

typed,

and

over the next few weeks.
Welch political

saying it was enough that

favors
he had

helped the men he wanted. ·
By

1950 Welch decided

he would run for pub~ic office.

He made a

I

bid for the position
primary.

of lieutenant

governor in the Republican

His campaign was very forceful

He became so involved

and very uncompromising.

and worked so hard that

nervous breakdown by the time it was all
forward and frank in his opinions
opinion.

Rigid political

Welch was no exception;

In 1952 after

over.

rarely

elects

his Asian visits,

and sold 200,000 copies

carried

long detailed

of four.

!

of Gem,:-al OJuglas A.

by the Henry Regnery Company of Chicago

in the first

he also started

and

Welch wrote a book, entitled

with the dismissal

It was published

period

a candidate

he came in second in a field

I

this

He was very straight-

and would not budge from a stated

strategy

Mal God Forgive Us, dealing
MacArthur.

he was very near a

year of publicatio

publishing

articles

·n.

During

One Man's Opinion, which

on Communism. : This venture

was done

at his own expense and on his own time.
Welch was strongly
to be elected

a delegate

in the Robert Taft camp and tried
to the Republican

own expense he made twenty-five
campaign.
insists

that

He was very disturbed
the nomination

radio

Convention in 1952.

speeches

for Taft during

by · the Eisenhower victory

was stolen

unsuccessfully
At his
the

and now

from Taft by the "One Worlders"

20

who had made the deals
this

setback

politics

necessary

Welch was still

until

1958.

to get Eisenhower nominated.

involved

in his senatorial

myself to become a one-man finance
I raised

sent it to him early

scale

in conventional

He wanted to help an Arizona department

owner, with whom he agreed,

Massachusetts.

on a lesser

Despite

race.

"I took it upon

committee for him (Goldwater)

around two thousand dollars

in 1958.

store

in my state

in

and

1

Welch was becoming more and more involved

With his "extra-candy

In 1954 he wrote The Life pf John Birch and expanded the

job."

I

publication

of his magazine.

Soon he changed the name from One Han's

Opinion to .American QEinion.
country
By

late

and was writing
1956 he felt

and pamphleteering
sales

stacks

that

Yet he couldn't

He resigned

all

practiced
way things

convinced that
faith

on Conununism.
political

to handle his

from his post with the James O. Welch

his

nothing

of his life

to

by successful

office

but Communismand became even

"conspiracy

in the give-and-take

theory"

of political

hQlders.

was true.
activity

He had
as it was

He was convinced that

the

were going the country would soon be under complete
A plan of action

to the .American people.

Communist subversion

1

the

Communism.

Communist control.
presented

continue

he would devote the rest

For two years he studied

lost

and tracts

he could not give up his outside

Company and announced that

more fully

of pamphlets

ventures.

manager job.

fighting

He :was making speeches throughout

had to be developed

The unchecked advance of

in the United States

mue Ppok, p.-~119.

and

was alarning;

yet nobody

21

This conviction

nation.

to save the faltering

chance

any

led Robert Henry

and the meeting with the eleven

to Indianapolis

Winborne Welch, Jr.,

offered

leadership"

Only "dynamic personal

was alanned.

and very busy men. 11 He had a "Symbol, 11 and he had a

"influential

plan of action.
Plan of Action

American government from actively

the world-wide conspiracy.

helping

thought in mind the Society must influence

With this

leaders

2

of

the actions

The best way to accomplish this

men in high governmental positionse
was to awaken local

He

task of the Society must be to stop the

that the first

explained

1

plan of action.

a ten-point

his eleven friends

Welch offered

beliefs,

concerning the Society's

the "facts"

After establishing

and destroy

the apathetic

attitude

of

the people.
With the proper leadership
could be done.
leading

and educational,

The anti-communist

this

this

forces,

type of leadership
positively

Communism; a battle

than military,

rather

and the

into freedom groups.

the work of a million
and efficiently.

but a

the course of history.

the man on the white horse,

men in .America must be organized

be directed

against

which would determine

nonetheless,

ablest

as "the man on a white horse"

Americans in the battle

the alert

program he argued, this

the right

Welch thought of himself

which was political
battle,

and

men and women could

To such men Welch offered

program. J

1The plan is found in the Blue Book, Sect. 4, pp. 71-112.
2

Ibid.,

Jibid.,

pp.

75-76.

pp. 76-77.

With
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The ten point program is essentially
campaign for membership recruitment.
in the Blue Book includes
"First

(1)

indoctrination
The stated

the following

we would establish

reading

rooms, somewhat similar

Science reading

These reading

rooms would be manned by volunteers

locations

serve as rental

libraries~

"Second, since

current

but with very strict

The rooms would

limitations,

list

made available

getting

the truth

the circulation

by Society

publications.

of conservative

In addition

mentioned by Welch included

National

fairly

suitable

fifteen

and is quite

minutes of waiting

time;

publications

office,

(J)

the number of stations

Ibid.,

p.

77.

2 Ibid.,

p.

79

Jibid.

every dentist's

during
which

to have these
waiting

room

in the country.

"We should do everything

increase

publications

113and Human Events,

Welch hopes eventually

and every barbershop

conserv-

because it it

complements American Opinion.
in every doctor's

was

worthwhile

to pick up for reading
•••

we; can to support,

and

is so important,

Review, "because it is aimed.

•" The Dan Smoot Report,

short

history

periodicals

to , American Opinion,

at the academic mind; ••

1

headquarters.

about both recent

112 The promotion would
be of all

expan d ed ••••

"so as

The books provided

events into as many hands and heads as possible

we would see that

ative

and housed in in-

through Communist sabotage."

would be from a selected

to

rooms, but small and inexpensive,

in order to keep the cost low.

to avoid too much loss

(2)

plan as outlined

points:

the Christian

expensive

and a

maintain,

used, and widen the audiences

(and)
of,

23
such radio programs as those of Fulton Lewis, Jr.,
and dozens of more localized
The main push in this
sponsors
that

broadcasters

Clarence Manion,
the country." 1

throughout

area would be for the Society

of these programs and to give public

to encourage

praise

to those stations

carry such programs.
(4) "We would institute

full

and effectively

weapon that

coordinated

planning

and control

use of the powerful

of mail would provide

the "little

side with courage to join the fight.

has been very successful

that

an organ-

man" on the conserv-

This tactic

and very controversial

to make

letterwriting

so ready at hand. 112 Welch explained

lies

ized outpouri~g
ative

the organized

of the Society

since

the beginning

fronts,

big fronts,

in 1958.J
(5) "We would organize

temporary

fronts,

technique

of operating

point

fronts

. . . little

permanent fronts,

all

behind fronts

114 The

kind , of fronts.

has been developed

to a fine

by the Communists and Robert Welch makes no apology for using

a tactic

of the enemy.

In the outline

on the use of the front

Mr. Welch gives many examples of what he has in mind by a front,
such as A Petition
of Recognition,
activity

is

to lmEeach E¥l

and Please,

considered

1

Warren, Committee for Withdrawal

Mr. Pr·esident,

Ibn 1 t Gol

very highly. as a plan ·of action

This type of
by

the

11

Founder~ 11

1

Ibid ·., p. 81

2

Ibid. , p. 84

3The tactics used by the
John 'Birch Society
in more detail in a later section.
4

Blue Book. , p. 86

will be discussed
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is fairly obvious.
the possible use of petitions
•••
Goodness knows the Communists have proved their subtle value
We ought to out do the Gomrnunists at
and effectiveness.
least two to one at that game. 1

.
th e American

peop 1 e ••••

112 As Welch saw it,

could be best accomplished

shocking

would be to start

(6) 11Another thing we should do •••

this

shock treatment

by exposure in the manner of McCarthy.

American Opinion would be used to drop one bombshell after

another
Welch

the American people wake up to how they are being duped.

until

an example to make this

suggests

point

clear.

There is the head of one of the great educational
in the East (not Harvard, incidentally)
institutions
whom at least some of us believe to be a Communist, •••
with just five thousand dollars to pay for the proper
amount of careful expenditure and undertaking of the
magazine, I believe we could get all the material needed
for quite .a shock •.J
Welch sees this
man cannot recognize

shock treatment

as necessary

a Communist until

The shock would make the people think

nature

of the conspiracy.

(7) Point number seven is not easily

this

Mr. Welch does not state

it as clearly

is the use by the Society

should,

he states,

send persons

dangerous.

The persons

show no connection

p. 94.

2

pp. 95-96.

)Ibid.
4

rbid.,

pp 10)-108

am realize

described

would be sitting

the

the true

in a few words

as he does the others;
baiters.

11

4

11

with loaded questions

with one another

1
Ibid.,
Ibid.,

or speaker

given by individuals

and discussions

talks

out into

he is flushed

open.

and

because the cornmon

the Society

-The Society
to community
considers

away from each other

or the Society.

and

This action
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would ruin the effectiveness

of the speakers

and caus .e people to

have doubts concerning what they said.
(8) "We would line

up a large list

over the country.

of speakers ourselves,

These speakers would be willing

speak to small audiences with no charge for their
be instructed

to speak on a varie~y of subjects

The speaker would be very informative
the Society's

all

cause indirectly.

time.

to

They would

but not on Communism.

in a manner that would advance

This point of the program would aid

in get ting Society ideas into such groups as the P. T. A. and church
study groups. Because most of these groups have little
money, they
would be happy to use free speakers.
I

(9) The ninth point on the action program as outlined
to advance the cause of the Society in other countries,
ber that the safety
concern.

of the United States

and

by providing

Communismis threatening
(10) "Finally,
of action,
co~try

surrender

actions

where

goverruuents. 2
of all

these courses

scales

in this

and as far as we could. 113 This action

according to Welch, in order to reverse

outside

pp. 107-108.

2Ibid.,

pp. 108-110.

3Ibid.,

P• 110

p. 111•

of the straight

is

the gradual

of the United States to ·eommunism. This political

1Ibid.,

Ibid.,

for national

we would put our weight into political

would provide "forces

4

existing

number one

anti-Communist goverrunent-

and probably most important

just as fast

necessary,

leadership

but to remem-

is the Society's

This could be done by supporting

in-exile

by Welch is

political

action

organization.

114
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He is anticipating

being used.

already

strategy

this

Again Welch patterns

influence

formed on new projects

One might find this
getting

is

force to

areas of possible

keeps its members in-

through its monthly bulletins;

however the

Mr. Welch at Indianapolis

by

creed as far as active

basic

a conservative

The headquarters

ten point program outlined

that

one activity

after

has grown, a number of other

have developed.

activity.

Education of the AFl,-CIO.

match The Committee on Political
As the Society

political

on conventional

great influence

to exercise

remains the

are concerned for the Society.

projects

program ambitious

and fantastic

for an

off the ground, but Mr. Welch is an

organization

just

"imaginative

and very much involved person.

11

Howdid he view the

whole project?
B.J.t everything
Of course it's fantastic.
Fantastic?
times
We are living in fantastic
I am talking is fantastic.
to sufficiently
The alternative
situation.
and a fantastic
suffermeasures and efforts is a fate of fantastic
fantastic
loss of a
ing for our children, and the equally fantastic
that has cost countless sacrifices,
whole human civilization
number of noble dreams
immeasurable labor, and an infinite
We are in circumstances where
across centuries in building.
to be fantastic. 1
it is realistic
This is the basic program.
Society

and its

projects

It does not stand alone.

have grown so has its

Members are informed of new directions
throughout

the year.

Annually,

White Book which becomes a lasting

plan of action.

through the monthly bulletins

I

issued

As the

these

are bound into the

source of Birch doctrine.
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Orgaai-zational

Mechanics

With the man on a "white horse"
program outlined
organizational
that

in the ten point plan of action,
mechanics of the Society.

the organization

all levels;

mounted and the rudiments

is to operate

infiltrated,

distorted

we turn to the

It soon becomes very clear

under authoritarian

it was to be a monolithic
or disrupted.

of the

control

at

body which could not be
There is to be no room for

democracy because to Robert Welch democracy is "a deceptive

phrase,

fraud. 111However, if this

a weapon of demagoguery, and a perennial

language is too severe Welch eases our mind by reminding us that
there
is,

need be no fear of individual
after

all,

a voluntary

can be enforced
from the top,

association

only by persuasion.
otherwise

oppression

and such power as it
But it must subnit

it would become a debating

the order of a democracy) and no debating
to stop the Connnunist conspiracy.
another

frustrated

saw it,

these

society

to direction

society

(after

could ever hope

Welch said he had no wish to add

societies

had become easy prey to the planned confusion
would be protected

by a tough monolithic

organization

as Welch and J. B. Mathews, who could provide
Such were the organizational
the forces

exerts

group to the many opposed to communism. AJ3 he

.
2
o f colTlJlluru.sm.
The Society

white horse,

because the Society

guide .lines

by the man on the
and by experts,

such

much needed direction.

of the Society;
we observe from the beginning. 4

such are

1

Ibid.

2

Ibid.

Jibid.,
4

p. 161.

Again Welch returns to the idea of the need for "dynamic
personal leadership''
and expresses the opinion that it is he who

3
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I

The physical

organization

of the Society

as outlined

very complete and would probably

be considered

rative

organ is called

experts.

The basic local

made up of "ten to twenty dedicated
instructed

to meet at least

Leader, who is appointed

patriot

by Welch is

very fine by administa Chapter which is

111
7.

Each chapter

once a month in the home of the Chapter

by either

the Belmont headquarters
I

Society

officer

in the field.

in continuous
material

contact

with the merbers of his group in order

requires

or a

The Chapter Leader is expected

sent down might reach them with little

The Society

is

that

to be
that

difficulty.

dues be paid ·by its

members.

These

dues are whatever the member wants to make them, with a minimum of
$24.00 per year for men and $12.00 per year for women. (There is no
stated reason why the dues are l~ss for women.) The Chapter Leader
is responsible

for the collection

to the headquarters
not established
call

of these dues, which he forwards

in Belmont, Massachusetts.

in an area,

the Society

Home Chapters or individual

has arranged

membership. 2

now available

for $1,000.00

automatically

covers membership to any local

in two consecutive

Where a chapter

A

life

is

for what they
membership is

for men or women. Life membership

annual installments

chapter

and may be paid

of $500.00 each.J

must provide the direction
for the whole Society.
The immediate
threat of Communismwill not allow the luxury of organizational
leadership.
If there are any in the Society who cannot "feel the
necessary degree of loyalty" to the Founder, they can either resign
or the Society will put them out.
1

Blue Ebok., P• 16J.

2This
type of membership was pushed in Utah by former UtahSouthern Idaho coordinator
Reed Benson, because many people supported
the Society, but for one reason or another didn't want to be identified
with an active chapter.
)Information on dues is taken from an application
sent to this writer upon request from the home office
Birch Society.

for membership
of the John
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The organizational
area Coordinator,
his function

who receives

above the Chapter Leader is the
a salary

paid by the Society.

to handle all organizational

and represent
interest

position

the Society

to the Society

in an official
in his area.

1

problems within
capacity

the Founder.
coordinators
provide

Their position
keep strict

a direct

individual

connection

appointed

location.

personally

of Major Coordinator.

on the local

chapter

between the headquarters

by

These

operation

and

and the

members.

Everything
authority

control

of

The size of the area is

are Supervisors
is that

his area

on all matters

dependent upon the number of chap~ers and th~ geographic
Above the area Coordinators

It is

moves from the top down.

because,

as he explained

is the way the area leaders

Founder Welch is the final

at the Indianapolis

and the members alike

meeting,

think

this

it ought to

be.
I

The men who join the Birch Society :during the next few
months or few years are going to do so primarily becaus e they
believe in me and what I am doing and are willing to accept
my leadership
anyway.2
The idea of Welch's having the final
been challenged,
that

this

but lately

should not be the case.

ship of men like
Others reject
like

there

former California

word has never seriously

has been some talk

by members

A number are looking

to the leader-

Congressman, John H. Rousselot.

the idea of one supreme spokesman.

Strong individuals

Fred C. Koch and Frank Cullen Brophey have at times been

1

At the present time Mr. Garn E. Lewis, a former teacher,
the Coordinator of the Northern Utah-Southern Idaho Area.
2

Blue &>ok., p. 161

is

JO
critical

of Welch's leadership.

for one man and that
delegated

The top administrative

fields,

Council;
primarily

organ of the Society

it is composed of successful
business,

political

at the present

apolis

of twenty-four

Council,

committee.

is reasonable

on the National

and position

to

Although the identity

and very busy men" who joined
it

of

composed

members, four men are selected

at Indian-

to assume that

Council.

In the appendix of The ID.ue Book Mr. Welch describes
responsibility

of

and the role of the

From the National

has never been made public,

they are among those listed

the

men in a variety

of government,

process.

"influential

is called

who share Welch's views on the threat

serve with Welch on the executive
of the eleven

off if Welch

to others. 1

Communism, the proper position
traditional

the job is too much

the Society would be better

more responsibility

National

They believe

of the Council.

Its

function

the
is three-

fold:
(1) To show the stature and standing of the leadership
of the Society; (2) to give your Founder the benefit of the
Council's advice and guidance, both in procedural or organizational matters, and in substantive
matters of policy; and
(J) to select,
with absolute and final authority,
a Successor
to myself as head of the John Birch Society, if and whan an
accident,
"suicide",
or anything sufficiently
fatal is
arranged for me by the Communists--or I simply die in bed of
old age and a cantankerous disposition.
And we believe that
both the growth and the effectiveness
of the Society will be
greatly helped by the experience,
ability,
and resolute
purpose of so strong a governing body.2
There are no elections
in the Society.
All positions
are filled
by appointment from the top, with Robert Welch as the ultimate
1J; Allen . Broyles,
(Boston, Beacon Press,
2

The John Birch Society:
1964) p. 52

m.ue fuok, Appendix.

Anato5r of a Protest

Ji
sovereign.

The Council is given the power to appoint

would succeed him, but there
publications

of the Council was merely to "show the

and stan::iing of the leadership

obviously

of the Society. 112 Mr. Welch

wanted the Council to provide

to the Society

in any of the Society's

agreement. 1

for a replacement

One of the functions
stature

is no provision

in order that

prestige

and respectability

it might make a good public

A look at the Council members does convince one that
members of importance

on the Council.

up of what most people would call
It is interesting
of the National
of business
Radical
publicly

executives

developed

into

In addition

sixteen

of the twenty-four

successful

Birch leaders

executives

companies,

enterprises

over the last

called,

professional

1At the
date of this writing nothing
on the life of Robert Welch has occurred
2 B.lue
Book. , Appendix.

JMr. Welch included a list of these
of The Blue Book, which is out of date
list on the official
Society stationery
of the present Council can be had upon
office.

members

out in The

come from the large

or "self-made"

executives,

men. 3

or former heads

such as General Motors or Standard

to the business

what could be broadly

active

on the Birch Council represent

with a family tradition

are

the Council is made

As Alan F. Westin points

none of these

there

and influential

Council are either

owned companies,

The business

Certainly

impression.

successful

to note that

corporations.

Right,

the man who

there

Oil.

companies

which have been
few years.

4

are five with,

backgrounds

on the Council,

in the form of a threat
from the Communists.

men in the ninth edition
when compared with the
of April, 1965. A list
request from the Belmont

4 Alan
F. Westin, The Radical Right, Edited by Olniel
(Garden City, N. Y.: O:>ubleday, 1963), p. 249.

Bell,
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including

a physician,

military

officers

two professors,

and two attorneys.

and a distinguished

Two retired

member of the Catholic

clergy

complete the council.
Four members of the Council join Welch to make up the present
five-man Executive

Committee.

board, which includes
evangelist

acts

This committee,

Reverend Billy

in a special

along with an advisory

James Hargis,

advisory

capacity

Christian

on matters

Crusade

concerning

the Society.
The executive
right

Committee meets quarterly

to review and to approve-Society

including

the monthly bulletins.

and appears to have the

releases

&oyles

to the members,

reports

that:

One of the Council members explained to me that the
function of the Executive Committee was to "help fub Welch
to maintain the breadth of perspective
to keep the Society
functioning well."
•••
The Council and its Executive
Committee appear to have modified the leadership of Robert
Welch to a rather substantial
degree.1
There are no students
foreign

policy,

of government,

or international

The John Birch Society
direct

chain of authority

member.

The hierarchy

of the coordinators
monthly publication,

and the small local
the Bulletin,

body with a

any chance th~t

projects

The Society's

provides !the chapter

members will

The Bulletin

for each individual

ill.:_,

chapters.

members an

of world problems.

of action

loc.

organized

from "the Founder" down to each individual

stand on any issue.

Broyles,

process,

on the Council.

is an efficiently

Society's

1

affairs

the political

is not far .removed fr;om the membership because

up to date interpretation
This eliminates

history,

p. 61.

be unaware of the

also provides

member.

an agenda

This organization

.3.3

eliminates
personal

divided

and confused

leadership"

the John Birch Society

necessary

factions

and provides

in a struggle

is engaged.

the "dynamic

such as that

in which

CHAPTER
II
IDEOLOGYOF THE JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY

Because this

raake its

study is centered

usage more meaningful

defines

on the ideology of the Birch

throughout

it as a system of ideas concerning

phenomena observed in social

life;

is characteristic

or individual.

traced

of a class

an early usage to a little

Destutt

this

study.

Webster

phenomena., especially

or the manner of thinking

which

Henry D. Aiken has

known French philosopher,

de Tracy, who used it to describe

the empirical

analysis

of the mirrl as it was developed by Locke in his Essay Concerning
Human Understanding. 1 Aiken himself defines it as the manner
in which individuals
described

ideology as a form of consciousness

basic attitudes

of a social

as a reflection

of all

individuals

w. Y.

Elliot

alized

class.3

urrlerstands

regard to their

origin

the term to mean a collection

or nature. 4
of ration-

claiming to unlock the meaning of history

6

Company, 1956), P• 1 •

2~.,

P• 14.

3Toid.,

P• 17.

the

Raymond Aron employs the term

1Henry D. Aiken, Th! Ag of Ideology,

or, at

(New York, Houghton

4n.aymond Aron, Political
Thought Since World War II, edited
(New York, Free Press ofGlencoe-;-1964),

by W. J. Stankiewiez,

P• 4.

which expressed

ideas or bodies of ideas accepted by

or groups without

concepts

Mifflin

2 Marx and Engels

or groups view reality.
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other

times,

Being fully

aware of the many interpretations

realizing
less

to supply a magic formula for the control

the inadequacy of a single

find it necessary

to establish

of the term and

definition,

ideology

represents

the symbols and slogans,

a substitute

the central

notion

of infallibility

ideals

based on values

duture

arrl at the same time provides

day behavior.
terrls

stated

specified

type goal.

ideology

.

will

always be closely
which all

of its

daily

An ideology possesses
followed)

a desirable

the pattern

for proper every-

operating

with the single

results

eternal

from this

within

a

which must
truth

upon

kirrl of belief

in nature

Outside influence

is

in order to insure
must be kept out

crumble and fall.
of an ideology

Loyalty and member support

by a high degree of sentiment.

ideology

aims along with an ultimate

and authoritarian

will

base

are based.

that

characteristic

man's loyalty.

emotion,

It has

and the

have fixed programs of action

of the group.

or the structure
A final

concept,

Thus,an organization

actions

monolithic

the survival

truth

promise (if

correlated

The organization
usually

for religion.

The program of a group with an ideological

to include

millennium

that in marzy-respects

fourrl in religion.
that

we neverthe-

one of our own.

We cannot avoid the obvious conclusion
political

of history.

is often

is that it demands
is often accompanied

Because of this

supported

presence

by nonrational

of

action

1A good general discussion
on the meaning of "ideology" can
be found in: w. J. Stankiewiez,
(&litor) Political
Thought Since
World War II (New York, The Free Press of Glencoe, 1964)&
Arthur Schweitzer,
"Ideological
Strategy, ·~ ~ Western Political
Quarterly,
March 1962, PP• 46-66.

1
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explained

in rational

and logical

terms.

Emotion, the idea of a single
monolithic

organization

that provides

members, authoritarian

leadership

who wish to follow--these
beliefs,

truth,

symbols, slogans,

a daily

program for its

that demarrls loyalt~

from those

are the bomponents of ideology.

programs, and actions

a

The

of the John Birch Society fit

this

definition.
The process of pinning down the actual
is extremely difficult.

In any organization

bring many of their

personal

ization.

this

Certainly

a body feels

of any group

the converted members

ideas with them into the organ-

is true of the Birch Society.

it must operate

Birch Society does, its
leaders

beliefs

from an ideological

Yet, if

base, as the

ideology must be determined by what its

have record.ad as basic beliefs.

Thus official

public-

;

ations

must be examined in order that beliefs

The discussion

may be clarifed.

which follows is based on such publications.
The Idea of Conspiracy

The dominating belief,
first

attracts

according
position

ComiiIUnistconspiracy

of the world 9 including

economic, political,
This conflict

the point that

most of the new members to the Society,

of an international
of the nations

which is urrloubtedly

and social

which is gaining control
the major religious,

institutions

with Communismis the central

to the Society.
to the conspiracy

"true Americanism" from this
toward corrlitions

is the idea

of the United States.
issue of our time

All other problems take a secondary
and the Society's
takeover

as they once were.

ma.in concern is to save

arxi start

the movement back

by Society

As explained
part

of a three-step

soon after

is

spokesmen, the whole conspiracy

plan for world conquest put forth by Lenin

'
the Bolshevik Revolution.

plan

three-step

Lenin's

includes:
The conquest of eastern Europe.
The gaining of control over the land mass
and the masses of Asia.
of the
The encirclement and infiltration
United States of America, whereby the Communists
would gradually establish their control 1in and
over "that last bastion of capitalism."

( 1)
(2)

( 3)

According to Society evaluation

of this , program the first
except for Greece.

plan has been accomplished,

step of Lenin's

Number two is more than eighty percent

complete,
percent

for the U.S. have now gone over the fifty
advanced by the Society,

ing the figures

that the Communists are now three-fourths
goal of controlling
How can this
attention
explains

atrl their

goals

mark.

Consider-

it would be safe to say
of the way toward their

the worldo
takeover

from our government?

The answer is obvious,

it in simple terms in the July,

so little

and attract

occur so rapidly

and Welch

1960 Bulletin • .
I

question
there is no 'slightest
To the sober realist
seeking
in
for,
look
to
what
or
now, as to where to look
advance.
nist
Commu
ng
continui
the
to
the most important key
the
and
ent,
gov~rnm
our
within
That key is treason right
gton.
Washin
in
right
is
it
plaee to find
Welch is certain
they will

that Americans cannot see .what is obvious because

not face realities.

The wishful

thinking

causes them to excel even the Communists in accepting
-

explanations

of the events of o\ll" day.

1 stop, Look, & Listen,
1965, P• 1.
2Bulletin,

July,

absurd

_According to the Founder,

(John Birch Society

1960, P• 3.

of most Americans

Pamphlet),

Spring,
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our government, under the control

of either

or worse, is following

from Moscow and has nearly

directions

dupes or politicians
sur-

rendered.1
How extensive
Welch explained

is this

well organized

conspiracy?

As Mr.

it to the men at Indianapolis,

This octopus is so large that its tenacles now
reach into all of the legislative
halls, all of the
union labor meetings, a majority of the religious
gatherings,
and most of the schools of the whole world. 2
The conspiracy

is world-wide,

dozens of countries

and the Communists have taken over

by gaining

control

of the key institutions

menti oned above.

Aaoord.ing to the Sprin g, 1965 issue

~,

the Communists have, since the errl of 1945,

and Listen,

enslaved
their

of Stoi•

an average of seven thousand people every hour, and

leaders

believe

that

the end is now in sight.

world only Western Samoa is relat i vely safe.

In the whole

It is rated

at less

than 10 per cent under Communist i nfl uence. 3

1welch, writin g in Americ an Opinion, January, 1962, let it
be known how involved the United States was in the international
conspiracy when he wrote:
The whole canvas deals with Washin gton's visible will
to win this cold war--for the Sovi ets.
Perhaps the most
al armin g thin g about current history in the makin g is the
way Washin gton has become a part of the whole international
conspiracy of which it is now another mecca second only to
Moscow. And we have seen on every side, in a hundred
different
manifestations,
the unceasing efforts of our
Government to carry out all programs and take all steps
required to bring about the merger of the United States
with Soviet Russia and all of its satellites
into a oneworld Socialist
government.
These are all plain facts
incontrovertibly
clear to anybody who will use the eyes,
the intelligence,
arrl the common sense God gave him.
2Blue Book, PP• 72-73•
3stop,

~,

&

Listen,

p. 1.
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One of those who is willing
alley

of conspiracy"

to ''search the dark and dangerous

is Thomas J. Anderson, a member of the National

Council of the John Birch Society arrl publisher
Magazine.

of Farm!.!!! Ranch

Arrlerson, speaking before the Freedom Club of the First

Congregational

Church of Los Angeles in early April,

it clear where he saw the roots for our failure
Communist advance.

As he explained

1961, made

to combat the

it to his young audience,

whole problem is that our government is "very heavily"
with communists.
(The Politician)

He added fuel to the fire
charge that

"dupe" of the international

Treason which is played at local

chapter

from this

light

doctrine

record shed additional
of international

are not fighting

conspiracy.

Eisenhower was a

speech called

2

on the Birch Society
The first,

of control

expressed

United States

9

The second,
depetxi on our

is everywhere.
Idaho Co-

the same concern over the failure

government to cope with this

audience of Utah State University
In fact

"Our leaders

eyes there is no place to turn--the

Mr. Garn E. Lewis, the Northern Utah-Southern
ordinator,

Two quotes

communism, they are promoting itt"

In Anderson's

Communist blanket

Bi-Partisan

meetings.

"I think we are being ruled by evil men; we can't
leaders."

infiltrated

by echoin g Welch's

former-President
1
communists.

This same Arrlerson has a recorded

the

students

conspiracy

of the
to an

on April 14, 1965.

like Anderson, Mr. Lewis sees many of our elected

1New York Times, April 12, 1961, P• 11.

-----

2Quotes taken from an article
by Richard G. Bacon. ,''Why I
Can't Join the John Birch Society," 1 .!e21£,November 3, 1964, P• 80.
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He talked

takeover.

in this

co-workers with the Soviets

as actual

leaders

and views the

conspiracy

of the "atheistic"

alleged

agency used by 1the Communists for

United Nations as the leading
purposes.

their

loyalty

the President's

was Oliver who later

should be investigated.

advanced the thesis

Kennedy was a result

of Mr. Kennedy's falling

number of supporters,

John Birch Society,

the leaders

including

was a part of the conspiracy.

Robert Welch 9 who has made it the practice
of "a few. of the honest books of the period,"
Opinion Series,
reprint

entitled

The letter

wrote a letter

on the inside

From Major Jordan's

illustrates

of the

death of the Pres-

the tragic

who agree that

of the United States

ident

his charge arrl appears to

group, Oliver has repeat~

have a sizable

that Lee Harvey

on his own and was not a part of aey inter-

Oswald was acting
national

behind

Although the

have indicated

Warren Commission's investigations

It

the assassination

that

for American takeover.

the Communist time-table

unless

in his administration.

payoffs"

he got rid of the ''political

of President

and

John F. Kennedy as an agent of the conspiracy

saw President
suggested

of lllinoie,

at th• Univ•r•ity

of olasaioe

a professor

Oliver,

Council, Revelo P.

National

Another member of the Society~s

Diaries

Welch's positi9n

to run reprints
in an American

front

cover of the

by George Racey Jordan.

on the international

communist conspiracy.
For years we have been
from the platform, the huge
brought on
was deliberately
agents
conniving of Stalin's
great

emphasizing, in print arrl
extent to which World War II
by the scheming arrl lying and
for that purpose.

Once Stalin had got his war urrler way, the next
Arrl
step was to bring the United States into it.
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in this most important undertaking he had the unremitting,
of Winston Churchill,
cunneary [sic], and powerful assistance
vast coterie of
the
all
of
and
t,
Roosevel
D.
of Franklin
American public
ted
manipula
who
zers
sympathi
and
ists
Commun
action.
opinion and political
horror and
Stalin was willing to bring the limitless
suffering of all-out modern warfare on hundreds of millions
of people for the sake of two vital needs in Connnunist
The first consisted of the
plans for global conquest.
immediate, and tremendous advantages for Stalin
direct,
of making the Soviets a wartime ally of the ''Western"
The second
of the United States.
nations, and especially
chaos,
the
and
changes
gain comprised the sociological
in
agents
ist
Commun
for
opportunities
and the resulting
afterits
and
every country which Stalin knew the war
math would provide.1

munists,

treason

weapon of the Com-

as the most important

Welch sees treason

the national

within

leadership

of the country

to

be taken over.
Always and everywhere the Conspiracy uses native
highly placed, as the agents through which to
traitors,
gain control of a government, and then its people.
Putting the answer in the simplest possible terms, as to
why the Communists have taken over dozens of countries,
and are already so far on the road to taking over ours!
The reason is treasont2
The fact

that

1955 there

since

communists in our federal

Committee to investigate
seen as evidence
U.S. government.

that

has not been a Congressional

traitors

are influencing

According to Welch these

been stopped by executive
The Birch Society

orders

sees this

of the
have

from the President.3

directly
conspiracy

closing

the actions

investigations

hold on our government f~r the past thirty-two
run on American banks and their

government is

as having had such a
years that

the

during the early days of

"From Major
1American Opinion ReHrint, George Racey Jordan:
cover.
front
inside
1961),
2,
Jordan's Diaries" (July
2 stop,

'Ibid.

Look,!,!!!

Listen,

P• 1.
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from Moscow.

were part of the great plot directed

the depression

by Welch in his 1958

The Federal

Reserve System as described

open letter

to Khrushchev was a realization

point

of the fifth

of

for centralization

of the Communist Manifesto which calls
in the harrls of the state.

credit

Since 1958 American Opinion has published
in the nations

showing the Communist influence

a "Scoreboard,"

of the world. A

comparison between the 1958 Scoreboard arrl the 1964 edition
that,

has crept
final

to the Society,

according

on its

slowly up and continues
Only three nations

goal.

Twenty-eight

showed a decrease

in 1964 as compared with

became more dominated by Communists

nations

in 1964 than they were in 1963.

The remaining

nations

were un-

goverrnnents were uooer
1
of the Communists in 1964 compared with 1963.

changed as to the percentage
the control

and control

gradual path toward its

of 137 listed

of conmmnist control

in the percentage
1963.

Connnunist influence

shows

Mr. Welch feels
over the years.

that , their

that his Scoreboard has proven fairly

He feels

that in some cases later

accurate

developments

year were too low.

have indicated

that his scores for a particular

In no instance

has he seen any evidence that any score was too high.

The Society

explains

very carefully

that these figures

something picked out of the air, 'but are the result
tabulation
and analysts

of information

and opinion supplied

are not just

of careful

by expert

scholars

on six continents.

1Taken from the 1964 Scoreboard released in Spring of 1965
The complete Scoreboard is reproduced
by the John Birch Society.
e
on page
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Scoreboard

and complete the conspiracy

shows how extensive

for the past few years.

increasingly"

of the Kennedy Administration

with the plans of the Communists."

could be identified
he noted that

"the .policies

that

Welch states

even the ''measures of the administration,
presented

were specifically

were in fact helping

as means of fighting

•••

of Cuba under President

hold that

that

hope a

is little

of the situation

would not expect to suffer
And this

designed

s.
U.S.

as such measures.
has taken such a

The conspiracy

it.

The complete

when Welch concludes

is very apparent

"I t must be sadly noted and frankly

Kennedy.

Communism,

Kennedy and the present

not even a Robert A. Taft could control

helplessness

which

purpose. 111 The U.

in Viet Namare viewed by the Society

Alas, there

In fact

the Communists arrl had been cunningly

by somebody behind the scenes for that

buildup

is according

the problem

who ''have been studying

to Robert Welch and others

quarantine

A glance at the

advance toward world domination.

in its

stopping

and never

as world-wide

conspiracy

sees this

The Society

stated

that

any by the substitution

does not have to be the positive

the conspiracy
of Johnson for
fault

of either

man. ,,'2.

How to Stop the Conspiracy
....

How.can .this

"Americanist"

1~
2~.

_n:i,st .con~piracy _be . stopped? __ How can _the _
.CoIIII!lU

tradition

York~,

of the United States

be saved from the

December 25, 1963j P• 20a
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barbaric

takeover

in Moscow? Mr. Welch and the members

designed

of the John Birch Society

see their

''body" as the saving force.

As I see it, I am afraid you have just two alternatives.
Either you, and tens of thousands like you,
came into the John Birch Society and, without giving
it the whole of your lives, still devote to its purposes the best and most you can offer, with money arrl
head and heart as well as harrls, or in a very few years
you will, by force, be devofing ill to the maintenance
of a Communist slave state.
The John Birch Society
taken the active
Conspiracy.

role

has accepted
of stopping

The only thing

that

the challenge
the International

and has underCommunist

the Communists really

fear is

exposure and to expose them is the aim of the Society.
Stopping this

conspiracy

mirrl since the beginning.
Indianapolis

has been uppermost in Mr. Welch's

He remirrled his eleven friends

in

that

•••
it is the threat of the Communist conspiracy
that brought us here.
Stopping the Communists, and
destroying their conspiracy,
or at least breaking its
~rip on our goverrunent arrl shattering
its power within
the United States,
• •• must occupy the front spot and
most important spot in all of our thinking.
It is the
driving danger which should determine our thinking about
almost everything else, arrl most of our actions arrl
time for the foreseeable
future. 2
Welch is certain
world will

surely

that

if the Society

return

fails

in this

struggle,

again to a Dark Age under Communist

control..
The plan that Welch advanced was the ten point program
discussed

earlier

rooms, circulate

1Blue ~,
2

Ibid.,

in this

paper.3

conservative

periodicals,

p. 168.
PP• 169-170.

3see pages '-22-25

of this

That is--establish

study.

support

reading
conservative

the
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organize

broadcasters,

properly

the operations.

"It is the imminence and horror

will

myself as a

Robert Welch, "the Founder,"

•

fight,

in this

danger

of this

a course as to offer

me to so desperate

leader

personal

must direct

leader

a ''dynamic personal"

plan to function

which drives

In order for this

of America.

elections

the political

as possible

as much

and influence

countries,

extend Birch programs into other

to organizations,

sp~et)ers

free

provide

and speakers,

assemblies

undesirable

disrupt

shock the American people into action,

fronts,

establish

campaigns,

letter-writing

the saving process.

direct

Past Conspiracy Theories
directed

The Birch idea of a conspiracy

to subvert

ions could not insure
utive
period

so wished.

il!IIIIUnity against

The apparent

becomes more evident

as aliens
considered

included

friends

American
no proof of
was enough

discretion

and the noblest

deportation

when it is noted that
and that

intent-

if the Ex.ec-

fear of the conspiracy

of known aliens

was

French Jacobinism

the law required

The best behavior

prosecution.

in the Alien and

through its

The Presi1ent's

or formal charge.

to warrant

that

American institutions

The fear was so ·broad that

agents.
guilt

that resulted

with the belief

Acts started

Sedition
trying

The agitation

1800.

periods

it has been with us at various

new on the American scene;
since before

is not

by outsiders

of that

those
all

classified
aliens

enemies. 2

1Blue Book, P• 170.

$

2 James Schouler, History 2f
United States,
NewYork 9 Dodd, Mead & Co., 1880), P• 405.

(Vol. I

were
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to America following

move-

of European revolutionary

the failure

numbers these

Because of their

ments.

of immigrants

there was a sudden influx

During the 184o's

new "Americans" were courted
strength.

by th e Democratic Party and became a source of political
the predominant

Since most were Irish,
Soon native

of a conspiracy

Church to gain control

of America.

Th!?~

organization

fraternal

A secret,

anti~Catholic

of this

movement.

Banner

the

Because their

in the association.

of officialdom

complete

Its

they reached

members until

program was not made known to its
level

planned by the Roman Catholic

or The Order of the Star-Spangled

of~

became the leader

highest

the whole influx

groups appeared with "proof" that

of new people was part

called

was Catholic.

religion

was, "I don't
answer to questions concerning their organization
M t.51--£HD1;V6 ,(!I/
were tagged with the name "Know-Nothings."
they
"
know,
'' saw a giant
Like the John Birch Society, the "Know.Z.Nothings
conspiracy

but directed

in g Catholics
persecutions

from Rome rather

were brought to bay in public
in all

of the holy auto da fe'

arrl delu~e our blooming plains
Nothin~s'' developed
their

members.

Its

little
cardinal

controversies,

by the Catholic

countries

Americans were warned that these
fires

than from Moscow. "Lead-

Church were recounted.

agents of Rome would "kindle

on the high places

with American blood."

sayings

and slogans

principle

P• 263.

the

of our republic,
2

The "Know-

by which they rallied

was the "Americans must

History,
1Alexarrler Johnston, American Political
263.
P•
1912),
York,
New
G. P. Putnam's Sons,
2~.,

the

(Vol. II,

111
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rule America."

Another of the "Know-Nothing's" favorite

was an order that
on a critical

George Washington was supposed to have issued

occasion,

their

than with the Catholic

secret

politics.

machinery,

1

"Put none but Americans on guard tonight."

The Know-Nothings became more concerned with their
activities

slogans

conspiracy,

dropped a part of

and .took a more active

They polled one-fourth

political

role in traditional

of the total

vote for president

in 1856.
The American Protective
i~ed movement that

and conspiracy.
arxi like

Association

saw our country

(A.P.A.) was another

as the subject

the John Birch Society

it saw itself

A.P.A. Movement, states

that the cause of this

movement was the desire

of the old-family

by pointing

plots

status. 2
out that

Seymour Lipset
the publisher

as the savior

of

Humphrev J. Desmond, in 1J:!!

conspiracy."

social

of foreign

Like the Know~Nothings, the A.P.A. was anti-Catholic

America from the "great

their

organ-

new anti-Catholic

Americans to maintain

supports

this

interpretation

of many of the anti-Catholic

A.P.A. pamphlets and books was also the publisher

of the Social

Register.3
The main A.P.A. argument was that
Pope and thus to a foreign
claimed that Catholics

1 Ibid.,

institution.

Catholics

were loyal

The leaders

had no claim to the rights

to the

of A.P.A.

of citizenship

in

P• 261.

2Hymphrey J. Desmond, The A.P.A. Movement (Washington,
Century Press, 1912), PP• 9-10.

New

3seymour Martin Lipset, !h! Radical Right, Edited by Daniel Bell,
(Garden .City, N.Y.: · Doubleday 9 1963), P• 311.
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They explained

America.

that

system

''Romanism" is a political
policies

and that those who followed its

were agents of the

Vatican.
Like the John Birch Society,

people to provide the force necessary to stop

business

established

The statement

the conspiracy.

the A.P.A. looked mainly to well-

that Robert Welch made to the eleven

men at Irrlianapolis,
''. • • there is enough strength, enough money, enough
and enough patriotism in the vast business
intelligence,
community of America, to form the nucleus that pll
"
conspiracy ••••
stop, and destroyll the •••
have been made to a meeting of the A.P.A.

Could as appropriately
in 1887.

hierarchy

During this
condition,

same period,

became convinced that he was the victim of "some
influence."

baleful

extrinsic

the farmer, plagued with adverse

Why should the Kansas farmer have

to sell his corn for eight or ten cents a bushel when the New York
for the same bushel?

broker was taking a dollar

were to comprise the nucleus of the Populist
ificial

barriers

to consumption."

in the form of "certain

at work like thieves

influences

case the conspirator

agent of a foreign

them

against

in the night,"

just reward. 2
considered

was not usually

an

However, the charge that international

power.

bankers were the controlling
was often heard.

movement saw "art-

' They saw conspiracy

to rob hard-working farmers of their
In this

The farmers who

force of production

in the United States

Hicks concluded that the farmer saw railroads,

1Blue Book, P• 177•

--

2John D. Hicks,
1931), P• 55..

!h!

Populist

Revolt,

·

(Lincoln,

Nebraska,

the

of the conspiracy

him.

against

as the ma.in agents

of Wall Street

and the money-lenders

trusts,

The farmer's

was with

main fight

own advan-

which were concerned only with their
1
.
for the farmer.
tage without any consideration

those corporations

Another of the political

groups which used the conspiracy
Like

argwnent was, the group led by Father Coughlin in the 19)0's.
the Populists,

Coughlin saw a conspiracy

financiers

of international

Coughlin

and Eastern bankers as the cause of the Great Depression.
Jewish bankers and became anti-Semitic

attacked

he shared the views of arrl became allied
turned finally

He

to the point that

with Gerald L. K. Smith.

from the bankers to "the conspiracy

of the

•" but never
from the idea of a giant plot designed to takeover America. 2 When
communistic,

international,

capitalistic

Jew, ••

his radio program no longer had a sponsor and was discontinued,
he turned to the magazine, Social
Hitler

that

arrl declared

her 9 years ago by the Jews."

was very evident in Coughlin's

thesis

conspiracy

In its pages he praised

"Germany was the innocent victim of a

against

sacred war declared

Justice.

conspiracy

1 Ibid.,

upon

of Americanism at home. 113

Strange as it may seem, it was those on the left
shouting

the

charge that

cause of World War II was "a Jewish-Communistic plot intent
the liquidation

The

in 1946. The strained

relationship

who were
between the

P• 95.

2The John Birch Society has been plagued with anti-Semitism
However
charges, arrl certain members who harbored such feelings.
arrl there is no evidence
Welch himself seems free from anti-Semitism,
that the Society holds such views officially.
3Discussion of Coughlin is based on the following article:
P. Shenton, ''The Coughlin Movement arrl the New Deal, "Political
Science Quarterly; LXXIII (Sept., 19.58), PP• 352-373•

James
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United States
left

and Russia after

not as a conflict

conspiracy."

World War II was seen by the far-

of nation-states,

but rather

as a "Fascist

It was Heney Wallace in 1946 who was warning the

nation arrl the American people that it was the ''Nazis •••
runnin g the American government.''

Wallace was saying,

By 1948

The two major parties had rotted, and Wall
Street, the military clique, labor misleaders,
"redbaiting" intellectuals,
and even the churches had
become part of a program to ''betray" peace arrl progress.
Unless the people rose and shook off this conspiracy,
•••
the country faced an imminent Fascist takeover,
and American foreign policy would serve only dictator regimes
and the former Fascist nations. 1 ·
During the same period the "right"
administration

was dreaming of a Republican

which would end American 11defeats"

the i nternationalists.

They saw either

Robert Taft or General

Douglas MacArthur, not Eisenhower, as the leader
movement in the "right
introduced
States

direction."

by the supporters

at the hands of

of America's

But the "modern Republicanism"

of Eisenhower won out arrl the United

continued on the path of international

concern and commit-

ment .
The extreme right
strength

wing of both parties

during the late

they considered

forties

gained considerable

and organized

dangerous to the security

of the nation.

weapons used by those who saw America slipping
pit were the House Un-Americ~n Activities
Subcommittee on Investig~tions

to purge those
The

into the Connnunist

Committee and the Permanent

of the Senate Committee on Government

Operations.
This was the McCarthy era.
and internal

mistrust

1Alan F. Westin,

McCarthy used the themes of doom

as a ladder to elevate

!h! Radical

himself as a symbolic

Right, P• 261.
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figure

and savior of the American way

seemed aimed at providing

or life.

His whole attack

a stage where he was the center of attraction.

He used the Senate only as a base 'rrom which to operate with some
authority.

In three years he had an international

a following

of millions

reputation

and

who looked with him for the Communist

conspirators.
McCarthy's symbolic role lasted

only five years--beginning

in

February of 1950t when he charged that the State Department was
rife

with Communists.

troubles

With the advent of McCarthy the idea of our

being caused by false

accepted by many.

friends

and traitors

This idea of betrayal

was again

is the strong motivating

force which has made McCarthy a near martyr to the present

rightist

groups who still

see the same Communist takeover and the same
1
American sell-out as the cause for U.S. difficulties.
Review of ConsEiracy Theory
The John Birch Society's

concept of a giant conspiracy

which,

if allowed to advance unchecked, would take over the United States
is not a new phenomenone The few groups or individuals
mentioned above illustrate
as America itself.
changes.

that the conspiracy

Only the foreign

that are

theory is as old

power pushing the conspiracy

Mention has not been made directly

of such American move-

ments as the Ku Klux Klan or the Black Muslims which also see con-

1A complete examiMtion of McCathyism can be found in Earl
Latham, ed., The Meaning 2f McCarthyism, (Boston, D. c. Heath,
1965). For an inside view of the McCarthy hearing see Charles
E. Potter, Days_of Shame, (New York Coward-McCunn, 1965).
Senator Potter, United States Senator from Michigan was a member
of McCarthy's Committee.
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who usually

anti-Semites

themselves to other movements have

attempt to attach

not been discussed.

The always-present

ills.

as the cause of their

spiracy

SUffice it to say that historians
betrayal

firrl evidence that the conspiracy

antecedents

can easily
of the Birch

Society go as far back as 1798 in America.
of Less Government

The Desirability

The John Birch Society is very concerned over the Communist
advance and the alleged
officials.

A look at their

ments of Birch leaders,

of the conspiracy upon high U.S.

influence

objectives

convince one that the Society is concerned

with much more than the conspiracy.
at the 19.58 organizational

as seen through the state-

Robert Welch made this clear

meeting in Indianapolis.

He said:

I have tried to establish furrla.mental arrl
much broader than the fight
permanent objectives,
against the Communist conspiracy, because I am
convinced that these ultimate longe-range objectives
are more important than the defeat of the Communist
conspiracy ..1
While serving in Congress, John H. Rousselot,
Director

licity

for the Society,

Record, June 12, 1962, a series
of the general beliefs

outline
Society.

Midway through article

inserted

National

Pub-

into the Congressional

of ten articles.
and principles

These were an
of the John Birch

ten is fourrl the following

sentence which confirms arrl adds substance

to Welch's statement

quoted above.
But our struggle with Communists!I while the
most urgent arrl important task before us today, is
to our more important longbasically only incidental
range and constructive purposes. 2

2u.s. Congressional
after

Rousselot•s

Record, (June 12, 1962), CVIII, A4292. Here
Belief.
ten articles will be referred to as Articles£!
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The ten articles

of belief

presented

accepted by the Society as an official
are now reproduced and included
headquarters

in

to persons professing

A

by Rousselot

statement

have been

of belief.

They

packet sent by the Society

interest

in the beliefs

and

programs of the Society.

!.!!S!Listen,

A pamphlet, Stop.~,
explain the basic beliefs
includes

is also sent as a tool to

of the Society.

The Spring,

the following paragraph which further

1965, issue

expresses

the idea

of a long range objective.
But our strength arrl effectiveness
derive
from our being far more than merely an anti-Communist
group. We are basically concerned with constructive
long range objectives,
to which the rout and destruction of an ephemeral !onspiracy of Conmrunist criminals
is really incidental.
·
The Society has never outlined
these long range goals are.
reading
social

statements

By

in detail

examining their

made by Society leaders,

views on key questions

of public

their

"Our goals have been sunnnarized as:
world."

nearly all Society publications
representing

and

political

arrl

can be determined.

the beliefs

of the Society which go beyorrl the conspiracy

and a better

literature

interest

On the pages that follow will be discussed

responsibility,

just exactly what

arrl programs

theme.

Less government, more

This statement

is found in

and is quoted often by speakers

the Society. 2

Thus, one long range goal of the Society
cJ r/1~ Frl.is to reduce the size of the government; a goal which seems to be

1stop, ~'!!!:!Listen,

2see ~ ~,
Belief; and Stop,~,

P• 4.

P• 127 & P. 162; Article
Listen, P• 4.

arrl

Seven, Articles

of
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very much in line with the thinking
Welch discusses
Section

his view on government in great detail

Six of The~

Book.

every level--federal,
by reducing

state

He advocates

and municipal.

can provide

Based on the past experiences
general

(1)
•

a

of government.

"First

9

be restored

as being an anarchist,

prove that

criticism

Welch says,

government.
the greater

of man, Welch explains

He lists

these

Arrl the larger,

confirmed anarchist
It is very difficult

a

a

to the

that
the

in ten points.

some degree of government

1 Welch
is often charged by his
stat~ment

However, a little

"The greatest

concerning

conclusions

but this

faulty.

the enemy.'~

n

only

:in aey way upon aey

can be established

society.

that

for himself.

government is necessary.

• in any civilized

critics

text

conclusions

in

goverrnnent at

He reasons

Government should not ; infringe

area where an individual

position

less

government can true responsibility

itrlividua.l.

certain

of most modern conservatives.

ene,my of man _is,
the more extensive

This st~tement

and is probably
to determine

would seem to
later

and always has been,
that

sourrls like

the basis

'on in the

government,
it is from a

for the critics

charge.

which view is uppermost in Welch's

mirrl.

Rousselot

irrlicates

should be limited
fears

the eventual

federal

that

arrl subject
takeover

government is necessary,
to close

at all

government in Washington.

--

1Blue Book, pe 129.

but that

checks and balances.

levels

it

He

of government by the

He advocates

a very active

program

where initiative
Critics
Articles

is assumed by small local

could not accurately
.Qf Belief

The over-all
that

they feel

anarchistic.

call

the thoughts

as anarchistic.
actions

expressed

in the

1

arxl statements

government is necessary
However~ isolated

goverrnnental units.

of Society members irxlicate
and do not go so far as to be

statements

display

terxlencies

toward

anarchy.
With the exception
conclusions
part

of number ten, Welch's other historical

on the position

of the Society's

of government ha~e not become a major

doctrine

to some other phase of their
in g nine points

is helpful

view on the position
(2)

except as the point might be related
activity.

in gaining

A brief
a fair

look at the remain-

estimate

of government and economics.

"Secorxl, while government is necessary,

a non-productive

expense,

tive

This second point

econoll\Y•"i

i t is basically

an overhead cost supported
is nineteenth

the idea of the overhead expense (government)
the productive

of the Society~s

base (business)

can support

by the produc-

century

economics;

exparrling faster

it traces

clearly

th.an
to

pre-KE!fD3Si.aneconomic thousht.

(3)

"Third,

of the statement

government is frequently

by Lord Acton that

almost always bad men.

He sees all

great

evil. ,l

W8lch is forxl

men, in politics,

are

governm~nts as being thoroughly

dishonest.

(4)

"Fourth,

government is always and inevitably

1 Ibid. , p. 129 •
2~.

an enem;v of
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freedom. 01

individual

It is self-evident

enemy of freedom; the history
restricting

the rights

(5)

function

is bad.

and public
function

and responsibilities

in any area outside
Government action

works is contrary

always cost

the traditional

in such areas

multiply

cumulative

their

effect

size,

errors
effect,

its

of those errors

as public

if confined

to the people that

is truth.

determine

Welch explains

truth

on

history.
authority,

• • • but

the arithmetically
to individuals

an;y

matter

or

gives the

by government

if i~ is sanctified
that

welfare

of the proper

policy,

as against

groupso n3 Governmental action

impression

protection

momentum, and its

of doctrineor
•••

groups. 112

or smaller

to the whole philosophy

"Government, by its

not only perpetuate

smaller

Qf rna.n.

of government as it has developed throughout

(6)

it

of mankirrl shows government gradually

could be done by irrl.ividuals

Governmental action

it will

government is an

'"tJhatever must be done by government will

more than if it

will

that

if man were left

alone,

he could

through the use of common sense and everyday

experience.

(?) As man advances to the point where he and his society
are settled,
of the social
the nation.
of free

1

government has the tendency to take over the management
affairs

Welch sees this

enterprise.

Thid.,

P• 130.

2 Thid.,

P• lJl.

3Toid.

of the citizens

including

as contrary

the total

economy of

to the American tradition

The free market could,

through

natural

methods,

58
automatically

adjust

through it.

to the needs and ambitions of those who work

This natural

government intervention.
. t rusion.
.
1
in
(8)

law of supply and demand is bt-oken by
Only chaos can result

"As a government increases

from such an

in power, •••

has a terxiency to squeeze out the ' middle class ••••
the case in the United States
America" under Franklin
(9)
its

2

"

This was

beginning with the "socialization

statement

of

D. Roosevelt.

"The form of government is not nearly as important

quality."3

In this

as

statement Welch seems to be echoing the

made by M:>ntesquieu that the form of government should

correspond with the principles
people being governed.
positive

it always

of government or the situation

of the

Although, like Montesquieu, Welch has more

ideas on the proper form of government than this

state-

ment would indicate.

(10) The tenth point is the most important of the generalizations

on government.

and closely

"•

coincides

It is the sum total

with modern American conservative

• • Neither the form of ·government nor its

as its

quantity.

11

2 Ibid.,

quality

belief.
is as important

.4 Welch sees the size of government as the key to

1

many of the problems of the world.

1Ibid.

of the other points

P• 132.
po 1330

3Ibid.

9

P• 1340

4 Ibid.

9

P•. 136.
,_

According to the Blue Book, a
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foul corrupt

government,

than the more benevolent

like

that

government of Diocletian

Why? Because it was not nearly
bureaucratic

agents

constitutes

the greatest

seriousness

of this

recalled

so large

quantity

tragedy

conviction

for Rome

or of Constantine.

and did not depend on the

as did the governments of Diocletian

''Theincreasing

Constantine.

of Nero, was far better

of government,

and

in all

nations

Century." 1

of the Twentieth
becomes more evident

The

when it is

that Welch also said:

Yet I had rather have fo~ America, arrl I am
convinced America would be better off with a government
of three hundred thousand officials
and agents, every
single one of them a thief, than a government of three
million agents with every one of them an honest, honorable,
public servant.
For the first group would only steal from
the American economic am political
system; the second
group would be bound in time to destroy it. 2
As far as the Society's
seems clear
feel)

that

they advocate

views on government are concerned,
a system patterned

our government was at the beginning

The long-range

view of the Society

Welch himself)

in the Blue Book.

on this

after

of 0ur national
matter

what (they
history.

is expressed

The purpose of the John Birch Society, as
officially
stated, will be to promote less government,
more responsibility,
and a better world.
The purpose
as unofficially
described and discussed among ourselves will be exactly the same thing.
Our shortrange purpose, our long-range,
and our lasting purpose,
is to promote less government, more responsibility,
and
a better world.
That says it all.
It is, I think,
simple, .ur:rl~rstm:id.a.'ble, and all~inclusive
. as .to the . goals
for which we should strive.3
·
'

1 Ibid.
2 Ibid.,

P• 1'36.

3~.,

P• 162.

it

(by
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The method of attainin~
action

on the political

earlier)

scene.

is the instrument

be carried

forth.

be discussed

these objectives

The plan of action

in a later

section.

one of the Society's

is stamped a statement

cliches--"This

headquarters
which has become

is a republic,

not a democracy

that way."

John H. Rousselot
Belief

Feelings

mail sent from the John Birch Society

keep it

will

The methods used to advance these goals will

in Belmont, Massachusetts,

--Let's

(outlined

through which these objectives

Anti-Democratic
On all

is educational

in his fifth

article

of the Articles

of

says:
We beli eve that a constitutional
Republic, such
as our Founding Fathers gave us, is probably the best
of all forms of government.
We believe that a democracy,
which they tried hard to obviate, and into which the
liberals
have been trying for 50 years to convert our
Republic, is one of the worst of all forms of government. 1
Nowhere is the anti-democratic

clearly

expressed

than in the~

feeling

of the Society

more

Book.

Arrl democracy, of course, in government or
organization,
as the Greeks and Romans both fourxi
out, and as I believe every man in this room clearly
recognizes •••
democracy is merely a deceptive
phrase~ a weapon of demagoguery, arxi a perennial
fraude
. The Birch . concept . of democ.racy .is part
Society's

drive

of - the base for -the

for the impeachment of Chief Justice

Earl Warren.

Welch claims Warren had ''taken the lead in the drive to convert

1Printed
A4292.

2
~

~'

in U.S. Congressional

P• 1590

Record,

- . - • - • - · · · ·

this

CVIII (June 12, 1962),
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out that

seems very curious

attitude

school days, American history

about such movements, periods,
democracy, Jacksonian

as Jeffersonian
artistocratic

Through-

have read of and

students

and phases in American history
and

democracy, democratic

America, Constitutional

in colonial

clashes

coming from

"Americanists."

themselves

the spokesmen of a group calling

talked

to be a democracy.1

by the founding fathers

was intended

This anti-democratic

out their

He often points

which 5aid the

is nothing in the 9onstitution

there

United States

miro.,unconstitutional

the nation as a democracy.

to treat

for leaders

in his

It is,

country into a democracy."

democracy,

'

parties

making the world safe for democracy, the role of political
in American democracy.

As early
traveled

Alexis de Tocqueville,
impressed with the fact

as 1831 the French aristocrat,
I

throughout

America and was greatly

Americans believed

that

they had a special

world mission as the champions of democracy and equality.
very difficult
unless

to divorce

America from a democratic

we have been grossly

misinformed about this

is clearly

Welch has repeatedly

It seems

tradition-tradition.

Concept of Leadership

Authoritarian
The Society

2

designed

expressed

along authoritarian

the desirability

lines.3

of one-man personal

1raken from a Santa Barbara, California speech given by Robert
- April ·12, · 1961~ -P~ lL ...
Welch as · r ·eport ·ed iri the NewYork -~,
2 Even though de Tocqueville himself was suspicious of American
did report
-democracy and doubted it would work, he nevertheless,
that the Americans believed themselves champions of democracy and
equality.
national govern3welch never openly calls for authoritarian
ment. In fact he cannot be treated as a critic of the structure
is more often based
His criticism
or philosophy of government.
on what is generally thought of as moral issues.
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leadership

arrl there is no doubt that it is he who will made the
I

final

decisions

on Society policy~

Birch Society was to be a monolithic

After declaring

body and dismissing

methods as weapons of demagoguery, Welch offered
who would provide the leadership
of America.

necessary

authoritative

control

"allow for honest differences

differences

of opinion become translated

any Congress of so-called
With this

democratic

type of authoritarian

Welch is not only the founderj
Indianapolis

to turn the tide in favor

•••

at all levels."

including

but whenever

1

organizational

are going to be doing so primarily

leader

because they

to accept

the Society to prospective

my

he enjoys vast powers

the power to expel any member or chapter without

on the application

At

"the men who join the John

the reasons arrl without any chance for a hearing or appeal.
is stated

Mr.

concept,

but also the guiding light.

As absolute

support,

both without going thr~ugh

in me and what I am doing and are willing
aeyway."

operate

The Society

into lack of loyal

processes."

he told his audience that

Birch Society

leadership

himself as the man

of opinion •••

we shall have short outs for eliminating

believe

democratic

With him in commArrl"the John Birch Society will

under completely
will

that the John

stating
This

for membership which is sent out by
members.

It reads as follows:

I agree that my membership may be revoked at any. time, ·cy a duly ·appointed officer of the Society, · without ·
the reason being stated, on refurrl of the pro rata part of
my dues pa.id in advance. 2

--

1Blue Book, PP• 161-162.
2This statement is taken from an official
application
for
membership form sent by the Society upon request.
The full
application
is reproduced in the Appendix of this study.
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Welch has used this power, but not extensively,
publications

report

panionship''

that one lonely widow who "only wanted com-

arrl one anti-Semitist

,have been dropped by the home

office.

Less than a dozen individuals
out the nation by 1961. 1
Welch justifies
pointing

The Society

had been dropped through-

the power he holds and the controls

he has by

out that they are needed to prevent CollllTIUnist
infiltration

of the Society as well as to keep hate-mongers,
and racists

anti-Semitists,

out of the organization.

The authoritarian

nature of the Society has been similarly

defended by members arrl. non-members alike.

Thomas E. Woods, a

Society member from Wichita defeooed the organization
arrl. the nature of its

leadership

Milton R. Young (R-N.D.).

structure

His explanation

in a letter

of the Society
to Senator

concerning the Society's

method of government was:
There is no question about it--we are a private
organization.
But so are the Knights of Columbus,
Masons, Elks, etc.
2°es this fact in arrl. of itself
militate against us?
This defense is well t _aken inasmuch as the U.S. is full
authoritarian

private

or religious
of their
.criticism

organizations,

operating

spheres of American life.

activities

by those outside

the organization.

from those who are concerned arrl. interested

1~

~,

in the fraternal

No great notice is taken

of .the Society's . authoritarian

of other actions

2u.s. Congressional

footnote

The

nature utrloubtedly .stems
in the Society because

or programs advocated by the body.

P• rf,

of

Alarm is

2?.

Record, CVII (April 12, 1961), _5608.
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sounded because the Society
than in the service

operates

or fraternal

There is no conclusive
power in all

matters.

in the political

area of American life.

evidence that

Welch exercises

dictatorial

Members are free to leave or to refuse

with those programs which would require
to the principles

sphere rather

that

them to act in anyway contrary

1

lives.

guide their

to comply

The Blue Book declares

that:

Our members are told specifically
and
emphatically in our bulletins,
about once every
three months, never to carry out any of our requests
or to do anything for the Society that is against
their individual
consciences or even contrary to
their best judgment.1
This being so, the charge that
Fascist

lines

the Society

and that Welch is another

Although not dictatorial,
lines.

Because of this

critics

from left

to right.

to hurt the Society's
as leader

Hitler

the Society

character

run on

seems too severe.

is organized

on authoritarian

it has been a prime target

However, this

recruiting.

seems to be acceptable

is an organization

criticism

The authoritarian

for political

has not seemed
position

of Welch

to those who chose to follow;

look to him as the Founder and accept

him as an authority

members

on the things

they fear or do not understarrl,
Once the Catholic

Church was regarded

communism, now many very religious
John Birch Society

trend. is. revealed

received

by such Catholic

letter

1Blue ~,

and sincere

Catholics

arrl Welch as Communism's arch enemies.

of . this

following

as a very active

by letters

P• xv.

of the expressions

Footnote

look to the
A good example

from members of the Catholic

magazines as Extension

is typical

foe of ·

27,

and America.
concerning

Church

The

Welch's position.

If America and the Holy Mother Church are to
survive in the face of our Catholic Action, our
Catholic President and too much of our Catholic
press, we sorely need the John Birch Society to
keep us from destruction.
As long as good people
continue to give God their first allegiance,
as
Robert Welch does, there is hope that our Lady's
Son will be appeased and we will enjoy an era of
peace.1

Thia type of teetimon;r from a rel1 g1oua and eino•r•
puts Robert Welch in fairly
It is evident

that

company. 2

distinguished

Robert Welch is viewed by many as a savior

whose prophetic

leadership

of leader

is no need for members to select

define

there

Society

with all

is trusted

position .

concernin g the nation

absolutely.

type

programs or

or the world.

He who is at top can be trusted

detailse

by Society

leadership

arrl its

acceptance

members seems to be based on the idea that they have a

monopoly on wisdom, on correctness,
ground of the birth
which has determined
that

of the Society
that

and goodness.
is characteristic

"the truth"

can only become a reality

administered

from having access

Society

sees it,

of a body
to it,

if shared with others

to such wisdom.

and

Those who follow will
As the John Birch

the very powerful and persecuting

by instructing

The whole back-

has been revealed

from the top by those who know.

benefit

destroyed

With this

There is no need for them to debate issues

The Birch concept of authoritarian

truth

C&tholio

enemy can be

the "anxious and angry people" in "the

!Robert A. Graham, "The John Birch Society,"
(December 2, 1961), P• 328.

America, CVI

2see the letters
in the appendi~ for additional
examples of
how the Society is viewed as a saving force by some. Also see
T. Thompson, "God Deserves Better, ~• Christian-Century,
October 4,
1961, PP• 1174-1176.
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Truth" by those few who know,
The idea of an organization
monopoly of wisdom and truth
history

is not new.

hundred years before

Christ,

his beloved teacher,

Socrates,

him to long for an ideal

provide

state

that

type leaders.

disgust

Four

for democracy (he lost

governed by philosophic
Plato's

statesmen

"philosopher

base for the charisma.tic

have followed. 1

a

at the hands of a democracy) caused

knowing "the truth."

the philosophical

doctrines

Plato's

claiming

Much of the world's

by spiritual-savior

has been directed

who would rule

or an individual

The Birch Society

kings"

authoritarian
is based on such

a doctrine.
Macy of the characteristics
pronouncements

of Robert Welch.

of Fasciam can be fourrl in the
The idea of "Fuhrership,"

control

by one leader;

the reliance

zealots

in key places;

the use of fronts

support;
_people;

the concept of si gnificant
and, of course,

consequential
thou ght.

However, labellin

superiority

from wealthy business
anti-connnunism are all

of Welch as well as of fascist
fascist

of the idea of class

or Nazi is
or race

in the movement and members come from a variety

economic levels

and ethnic

and of the "Americanist"
doctrine

support

g the Birch Society

There is no evidence

corps of

in order to get broader

the idea of militant

parts ·of the doctrine

too extreme.

on a small elite

or tota l

does not exist

backgrounds.

There is talk

of "Americanism''

view, but the extreme nationalism
in the Society.

Authoritarian

of

of Nazi

though it may

1Fried.rich Nietzsche, the nineteenth century German philosopher,
is a good example of a recent advocate of the superior leader
doctrine.
Nietzsche was also a believer in the conspiracy doctrine
of history.
His culprit was all of Christianity.

be, it does not support

the cult

of statism,

militarism

degree.

At the present

to any great

too irrlividualistic

views the United States'

depending on the action

the "conspiracy"
Society
sition

Relations
relationship

of the world wholly as an anti-communist

venture,

taken.

and the strength

can support

no foreign

Because of the nature

that

of communism. All United States

are matters
Soviets,

nations

ridiculous;

a neutral

by Welch.

hesitated

to praise

Spain,

Trujillo

nation;

has supported
that

leaders

.

started

.

the rebels

secessionist

like

Salazar

is

it is supported
arxl has not

of Portugal,
arrl Bastista

anti-Communists.
.

Franco of
of Cuba,

More recently

he

.

of Katanga under Tshombe on the grounds

Katanga was anti-Communist.

over the situation

in Katanga called,

for aid to Katanga Freedom Fighters.''
leaders

with Communism.

nonalignment

He has no fear of dictatorship

of the Dominican Republic,

.

for

is a collaborator.

because they were staunchly
.

there

members as either

As long as a government is anti-Communist,
strongly

that

from communism or the

deadly struggle

There is no such thing as a neutralist

advance the

to recognize

divorced

in its

communism, the

programs either

are viewed by Society

the United States

of

is not geared to oppo-

Failing

of concern completely

other

or against

it.

with the

or pro-communist

of international

policy

communist cause or else defeat

is

as fasc'ist.

International

nations

the ideology

I

to be classified

The Society

nor does it advocate

of the Birch Society

At least

were involved

A Birch front

was

"American Committee
nine of the top

in this

movement.
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The Birch view on foreign
first."

affairs

is stirctly

"American

Even though there is an awareness by the leaders

it is no longer possible
affairs

entirely

for the United States

fear that

agreements,

national

or treaties

or financial

The Society expresses

sovereignty

will be violated

forum type presentation

if at all,

nation.

declaring

The war on the United Nations was launched

in the January~ 1962, Bulletin
that the time had clearly

necessary to break its
From its

with the statement

come to recognize

for what it really
closing

is,

the Fifth

arrl to do everything

grip on American freedom arrl indepen-

beginning the Society has been critical

United Nations and all its
Christmas drives

its drive to "Get

out of the United Nations and the United Nations out

Communist International

dence.

Participation

of our views on key issues .

of the United States. ,.i
off i cially

to military

should be confined to a public

January of 1962, the Society instigated

the United States

a

by alliances,

which commit the United States

action in behalf of a foreign

in the United Nations,

By

to corrluct foreign

on her own, there is a very evident longing for

the good "old days" of isolationism.
serious

that

programs including

of the

the Halloween and

sponsored by the United Nations Children Fund

(UNICEF) which are aimed at furrls to help feed some of the world's
.

starving
. . . .

.

instigated

The Society
.children.
. . . - . . ................
by the

claimed such collections
.

Communists arrl used by them to relieve

people. 2 The American Association

1Rousselot includes
Belief.

_were_ . . .
their

own

for the United Nations claims

this aim in Article

Four of his Articles

S?f

2The Birch group distributed
widely a reprint entitled,
"Don't
Send Me A UNICEFCard" which attacked the use of the funds received
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these charges have no basis arrl are gross misrepresentations.
charges arrl challenges
frequent
factual

against

the United Nations have been so

and so commonthat the AAUNhas prepared and has ready
information

on the United Nations arrl its

Members of the Birch Society are unlikely
mation prepared by individuals
the Society.
tentacle

Hard-core members see this

of the "octopus of conspiracy."

Society leaders

Because the final

Their gospel is the word

his view are viewed very critically.

with the Communists at any level

They feel

with them should always be in opposition.

"front"

organizations

have been very active

Their aim was to keep President

in

exchange between the Soviets

The Connnittee Against Summit Entanglements

of the best examples of their

opposition

arrl
is one

to dealing with the Soviets.

Eisenhower from meeting with Nikita

Khrushchev in 1959. Their main program was a full-page
advertisement

arrl

communist aim is "a completely amoral world,"

to stop any official

the United Statese

as another

will prove to be to the Communists' advantage.

dealings

The Society's
attempts

type of rebuttal

as is the policy in the United Nations.

that any negotiation

United States

to accept infor-

and members regard it as a waste of time to

make aey attempt to negotiate
on any subject

functions. 1

not connected with or supported by

of Welch, and those who challenge

their

The

with such nationally

newspaper .

known names as Barry Goldwater,

J. Bracken Lee, and William Buckley listed

on either

the Executive

I

through the drive.
The past few years the Birch Society has printed
their own cards at $2.00 per dozen with no explanation of the use of
the furrls obtained from the sale.

1Full details concerning this : matter can be obtained from the
American Association for the United Nations, J42 East 46 St.,
New York 17, NewYorkv
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Conunittee or the National Board.
this

case--Khrushchev

Their efforts

proved fruitless

in

and Eisenhower met at CampDavid arrl the Soviet

Premier subsequently

toured the United States.1

believed

was not a complete failure

the project

Khrushchev did visit

the United States.

However, Mr. Welch
even though

The increased

efforts

of

the Society had a great deal to do with the fact that Eisenhower
did not return the visit as planned. 2 The •~ncreased efforts"
included

a call

with postcards,
President's
evident

of action
letters,

through the Bulletin
telegrams,

plans for a return

in the following

visit.

instructions

to flood Washington

and phone calls

protesting

The nature of this call

the
is

from Welch to the membership

in the May 1, 1960, Bulletin.
,

We believe that one big final push, if dramatic
enough and determined enough, can cause the powers behirrl
the Eisenhower throne to decide that the time is not yet
ripe for so drastic a step.
Arn we believe that on our
side, the time is ripe for patriotic
Americans to take
the initiative,
in a firm and outspoken manner, instead of
waiting to complain about what has happened to them after
it has already happened. Therefore, fully aware of the
harshness of what we are saying, and fully convinced of its
justice and necessity, we are asking everyone of our members
to send at once a post card, letter or telegram to the
White House, reading simply as follows:
Dear President Eisenhower
If you go, don't come backl
Sincerely,
(Signature)3

1welch discusses the Conunittee Against Summit Entanglements
in the Blue Book, page ix, footnote 14. A copy of the newspaper
ad can be fourrl in the Blue Book, page xie
2Blue Book, P• x.
3Bu11etin,

May, 1960, P• 22.
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In addition

to the activities

a memorarxiumto all
or reading

of the "front,"

the "Americanists"

Welch issued

who had a radio audience

public urging them to use their

media to aid in the

battle.
The same type of attack

has been advocated against

programs of our post-World War II foreign
SEATO, Truman Doctrine,

Marshall

Welch claims that the defensive

policy

key

such as NATO,

Plan and the Eisenhower Doctrine.
sperding of our nation is part

of

the Communist plan to wreck our whole economy and that these programs
are part of the great hoax being carried
Washington.

The positive

character

sive measures are not factual
Birch Society

calls

The "principle

of reversal"

communists and others

of these alliances

at all,

the "principle

on between Moscow and

but are a part of what the

of reversal."
is the method employed by the

to deceive unsuspecting

people.

on the premise that you say one thing and mean exactly
or you create

what you call

which is really

an anti-Communist

of reversal"

For ' example, during the JO's Reds started
stand F.D.R.

9

Welch feels

that

It works
the opposite,

force like

an agency of the "conspiracy. "

method of using the ''principle

arxi defen-

NATO

Another very common

is through "catch phrases."
such phrases as "I can't

but we must stand by him because of his foreign
such phrases

policy."

caused U.S. entry into World War II

as a Soviet ·ally .- ·Mt>?'e
·recently

the ·110ne-wcirld ·e:rs'' stole · the G.O~P~

nomination from Robert Taft in Chicago with the phrase;"'.t like
but he can wt win.''
principle

that

According to Welch, it was through this

Eisenhower received

Taft

reversal

tha Republic ~n nomination in 1952. 1

1rr one literally
followed the reasoning behird the "principle of
reversal" it would be reasonable to claim that Welch is in reality a
communist using anti-communism as a guise. '
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Sum Up on Birch Concept of Foreign
The Birch Society
advocate

participation

little

, isolationist.

Fearing a loss

oppossed to defensive

withdrawal
another

is basically

in an international

the United Nations.
equally

Policy

from all

not idle

basis.

commitments of military

talk,

against

The Society
drastically,

in behalf

of

to deal with them on a

should be one of decisive

action,

the heads of communism in Russia and China. 1

also feels

of the policy

that

military

sperrling

they advocate.

Congressman, Henry S. Reuss is correct
want us to get rid of our allies,
and then go to war with half
too extremee

they are

and are convinced that

which seems somewhat out of place

ri gid character

probably

forces

the Soviets

American policy

such as

arrl advocate United States

or no good can come from attempts

diplomatic

organization

of sovereignty,

alliances

country e They mistrust

They do not

should be cut

considering
Wisconsin's

the
Democratic

when he observed that

cr ipple

our .defense

the world. 112 Reuss's

However, i t seems certain

"they

establishment,

evaluation
the Birchers

is
would

1The question must be asked, should we fear an exchan ge of views
between our nation's
leaders and the communist leaders?
Our people
would not become converted or corrupted through such an exchange.
To
say that our na.tion should in no way take part in world discussions
with those who claim a Communist belief indicates
that in the realm
of ideas and conviction,
the Communist dogma. would prove stronger
than our own. We should not become dominated by a f~r .that .the .
principles · of "freedom "on which · this · nati~n ~·~ f~u~~ will not starrl
examination and competition.
These principles
will not crumble upon
contact with the communist doctrine.
2Henry

s.

1962, P• 616.

Reuss,

"Birch Bark, 1Birch Bit~,''

Commonweal, March 9,
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~refer

a return

to a pre-twentieth

century foreign policy.

Domestic Affairs
The idea of ''conspiracy,"

coupled with the theme of "less

government" and "anti-collectivism,"
concept

dominate the John Birch Society's

of the proper role of government in domestic affairs

as they do in foreign

relations.

Consequently,

the Society views

with apprehension

the actions

on the home front

since Roosevelt and the New Deal.

earlier,

Welch prefers

taken by the United States

a return

just

government

As mentioned

to a type of government unaffected

by the "one-world" idea which is moving the nation toward communism.1

The Society sees as a part of the "conspiracy"
version

of the United States

into a socialistic

nation,

the Soviet Union as far as economic arxi political
cerned.

This secret

change-over is directed

make it almost impossible
makes this
largest

the gradual con-

patterns

by f.bscow in ways that

aim clear by quoting from a directive

American fourxiations. 2 The directive
structure

.

type of directive

guided citizens

is carried

Welch

of some of the

reads like this:

"so

of the United States

that it can be comfortably merged with Soviet Russia."
this

are con-

for anyone but an expert to detect.

to change the economic arxi political

sees it,

not unlike

3

As Welch

out by thousarxis of mis-

under the guise of ."progressi~e-sourrling''

programs.

I

_Wel~h in . th~ Blu~

~

ex:plains .how the Sovie.ts can .direct . . .

U.S. domestic policy by citing

2welch fails

the Sputnik fl~ght of 1957. In his

to name the foundations

'
to ~hich
he refers.
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opinion,
flight

the most important

Soviet accomplishment in the Sputnik

was not the scientific

prestige

gained over the domestic policies

gained, but the control

of the United States.

-

expanded government spending am the federal
panies such increases;

control

that accom-

the higher and higher taxes;

budget; the government control

on prices,

expansion of the bureaucracy;

The greatly

the unbalanced

wages, arrl materials;

the greater

centralization

the

of power

in Washington; and the new interest
aid are all

socialistic

in education which led to federal
1
of Sputnik.

results

This is just an example of how Welch and the John Birch Society
see the conspiracy
isn't

lost

on the home front.

arrl that the trend

Yet, they feel

can be reversed.

the battle

Their concept of

what the proper role of the American government should be concerning
domestic policy
"international

can be gle~ned from their
conspiracy."

of the Society is a strong
ing of much of the social
thirty

The ''return
"anti"

program to combat the
to proper government plan"

program geared around the repeal-

and economic legislation

of the past

years.
There follows a brief

Society

on some. important

programs, _ the relationship

examination
national

of the position

issues:

taken by the

income taxes,

of government to business,

welfare

labor,

and

the Supreme Courte
Anti-Income Tax
The Society feels

that the progressive

the 16th Ametrlment during Wilson's

1 Ibid.,

P• 33-34.

income-tax

administration

created

was the first

by

step
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in stifling

irrli.vidual

road to collective

initiative

socialism.

arxi starting

Any attempt at equalization

by the government, as progressive
ism and chops at the roots

the nation on the

taxation

is,

of the capitalism

sponsored

is disguised

social-

tha.t made the country

great.
The Society wants the income tax abolished
it;

the income tax would be unnecessary

abandon their

collectivist

activities

private

industry

Power.

The plan to return
calls

The Liberty

government agencies
feel

it would call

in competition

could be better

the service

organizations

in addition

Amendment is actually

After the sale of the agencies
providing

for the selling

with private

the private

should be included.,

industry.

of the federal
1

companies that

to purchase a government agency, or what agencies
or whether or not the agencies

up arrl sold in smaller units,
the services

of private

or

concerns were

formerly handled by the agencies

No mention is made by the Society

of

industry

handled by private

and after

to the

an amerrlment to

government, the income tax would be phased out of existence.
I

are in a position

around

the Liberty :Amendment, a proposed amendment

the 16th Amerrlment. In brief,

which critics

in which they compete with

to pre-income tax days is centered

backed by a number of conservative

all

if the government would

such as Tennessee Valley Au~hority and Bonneville

what the Society

Birch Society.

and ha.s a plan to do

or the profit

should be broken

potential

that would be turned over to private

of some of

co-ooerns.

Perhaps

1Garn Lewis called the Liberty Amerrlment the number three
program being supported by the John Birch Society at the present
time. Number one is the move to impeach Chief Justice Earl Warren
arrl number two is to get the United States out of the United Nations.
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such questions

as these could be answered at some later

The Society leaders ·have a strong conviction
provides

date.

that their

program

the framework by which th, move back , toward irxiividual

incentive

arxi initiative

is possible.

The premature collectivistic

trerxi would be reversed

as other positive policies designed to
'
our system to ''what it once was" were introduced. 1

return

Anti-Social

Welfare Programs

The followers

of Welch view with horror the steps that they

claim the U.S. has made toward a merger with international
munism through the guise of social ·welfare.

Com-

'They are convinced that

the "egg heads" who advised F.D.R. were advocates of one-world
I
During the Great Depression
it was these liberal

collectivism.
advisers

that authored the social

welfare programs that became

part of the New Deal.
Thus such programs as social
sation,
public

workmen's compensation,
assistance

ment-provided

security,

unemployment compen-

medical help for the aged, and

of any kirxi are opposed by the Society.

security

of any type is part of the planned takeover;

people look to the government rather

than themselves for help and

thus become "dupes" to be used by the government.
feel

that social

Govern-

Manymembers

help from the government follows the pattern

the income ta:,c .in li~stroying . "incentive"

arxi !'initiative''

of

of . the

1It should be noted that income tax in America can be traced
back to a 1646 Massachusetts Bay statute.
See Roger Foster am
Everett V. Abbot, A Treatise on the Federal Income Tax, Boston,
Boston Book Co., 1895. Also see lliwin R. A. Selegman, "The
Income Tax," Political
Science Quarterly, IX (1894), PP• 610-612.
James Madison, writing in the January 13, 1793, National Gazette,
called for "the · silent operation of laws, which without violating
the rights of property, reduce extreme wealth towards a state of
mediocrity, and raise extreme irxiigence toward a state of comfort."
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people whose irrlependent

ancestors

The Society offers

made this

no alternative

programs now in operation

country grest.

for the social-welfare

at the local,

state,

atxi national

level.

They only advocate irmnediate abarrloment.
Government-Business

Relationship

There is no question

concerning where the John Birch Society

stand as far as the relationship
is concerned..

The leaders

betw-een government and business

of the 'Society agree that the best

economic policy would be a return
of the nineteenth
place after

century.

the collapse

The implication

to the laissez-faire

They do not like

is that business

leaders

failed

government, through its

the programs that directed
The feeling
nation

in their

took

Because of this

the economic direction

to its

position

economic advisers,

is strong among the members that

should be returned

the change that

of the econorrzy-during the great depression.

as makers of the economy and the conmrunity.
interpretation,

economics

traditional

provided

of the nation.

the economy of our
directors,

the nation's

businessmen.
The Society's
business

view on the proper relationships

or producing phase of society

to the concept of individualism
· could be called

the ·key to · their

and government boils

when statements

This struggle

complaint ~gainst

the "t:rerxi in · ·

years.

to the days of rugged irrlividualism.
by such leaders

The Society
This is cl~ar

as Fred C. Koch, Frank Cullen

Brophy, and Robert Love are evaluated. 1 vJhile discussing

1see Broyles,

loc.

cit.,

down

versus collectivism.

American government during the past thirty-two
_wants a return

between the

PP• 44-61°

the meaning
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of the word "Americanism," Welch explained his feelings

concerning

irxiividualism.
The true Americanist believes that the irxiividual
should retain the freedom to make his own bargain with
life, arrl the responsibility
for the results of that
bargain; an:i that means are as important as the errls in
the civilized social order which he desires. 1
The "in:lividualist"

return

to an earlier

nature

of the Sooiety's

power is forced to confront.

simplicity

is a

date when our nation was not faced with the

complex domestic arrl international

irrl,ividualism

ideology

involvement,

In this desire

that a modern

for a return

arrl less government, the conservative

is evident:

they long for a return

to

desire

for

to the period when

a man could starxi on his own two feet arrl take care of himself;
for the good life
ills

away from the complex modern society

that they claim are destroying

"initiative;"

irrlividual

for the days that are past--days

arxi the

"incentive"

and

that they did not

know.
Anti-Labor Feeling of the Society
Related to the idea of a retU14n to late
economic policy and business-government
Society's

nineteenth

relationship,

century
is the

view of the power of the modern labor union.

Although

they are not as outspoken on this matter as they are on certain
. others, _it _is not _unc_ommonin _Bi~ct,. _literat~e
encer as "the Reutherite
as the "international

' i

2
~

~'

P• 119.

l?UC~

:i;-ef~r"'.'

_Left" used in the same tone of opposition

conspiracy." 2

1
Blue Book, P• 1)8.

. \o _s_ee

In describing

the use of the
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"front,"

Welch suggested as an example "WomenAgainst Labor Union

Hoodlumism. 111 Remarks such as these irrlicate
concept of the position

of America"s labor organization.

Ma.nyof the Society leaders,

including

C. Koch, and Robert D. Love, are strong
to-work'' drive

in the United States.

played in "right-to-work"
plishments

conflict

has been at the local

labor leaders

level.

'

have had a constant

and "right-to-work"

listing

For example, California

battle

with Birch anti-labor

propaganda over the past few years. 2

pushed too far arrl are under the leadership
Reuther and Meanya They equate the rising
international

conspiracy

outstarrling

anti-communist

the Society
on the national

American politics

The

labor unions have

of power hungry men like
labor influence

with the

arrl seem to disre gard organized labor's
record.

more than any other union leader

most active

of the

Most of the Birch-union

of the Society express the opinion that

that

of the "right-

movements in the short sketch of accom-

of Love and Koch in the biographical

.

Fred

Welch included the role

Council of the John Birch Society.

suggests

Frlwin D. Delhrd,

supporters

National

leaders

a less than positive

The Society
including

is hostile

attacks

Reuther

James Hoffa. Broyles

to Reuther because he is the

scene arrl plays the biggest

role in

arrl economics.

Anti-Supreme Court -Feeling ·in the -Society ·
Robert Welch declared

war on Earl Warren arrl the position

the Supreme Court at the Indianapolis

2AFL-CIO American Federationist,

organizational

June, 1963.

meeting.

of
At
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that

time he suggested

as one of the "fronts"

ten point plan of action
important

of this

drive

gives top priority
feels

that

"A Petition
is evident

when it is noted that

presented

is as fundamental

of the John Birch Society
III,

Section

hold their

constitutional

call

the Society
Welch

and far reaching

Warren that

to feel

there

I of the Constitution

offices . during

cause the leadership

are grourrls for impeachment?
says that

good behavior."

requirement.

question

this

Welch sees no need to settle

of what constitutes

for impeachment.

federal

sufficiently

According to the accusers,

judges

Welch feels

impeachment should be used to remove those wh~ violate

general

The

by Jay, Madison, arrl Hamilton in~

What are the charges against

"shall

to Impeach Earl Warren."

Papers. 1

Federalist

Article

of his

to "The Movement to Impeach Earl Warren."

the Warren question

as the questions

in point five

that
basic

the

bad behavior

to

the case against

Warren is easy arrl clear.
Warren

took the judicial

oath as it was worded by an Act of

Congress of 1948 which states :
I, Earl Warren, do solemnly swear that I will
administer justice without respect to persons and do
equal right to the poor and to the rich, and that I
will faithfully
and impartially
discharge arrl perform all
the duties incumbent upon me as Chief Justice according to
the best of my abilities
and urrlerstarrl~ng agreeably to
the con~titution
and laws of the United 'states.
So help
me God.i · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Welch feels

that

1fulletin,

"there

seems •••

, to have been unquestionable,

January 1, 1961, p~ 13.

2united States Code, 1958 Fdition,
(Washington,
Printing Office, 1959l7'°T1tle 28, No. 453, P• 4974.

U.S. Govt.
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that

11

Because of what "seems'' a violation

urxier the "good behavior"

clause.

charge is made against

This serious

most honored positions'

of the highest

survey of that

ma.tterj

"obviously

miscorrluct • • ••
if he thought

by a reporter

of

2

with one

a man entrusted

in the United States.

when quizzed as to the bases of these
though it didn't

oath by Chief

Warren should be impeached for miscorxiuct

Welch feels

oath,

in office

1

•••

Warren,

Justice

of that

violation

and repeated

decisive,

deliberate,

charges,

Yet,

Welch answers as

we cannot give any extensive

3 ' On another

11

occasion

when asked

Welch
Earl Warren was a ColTllTIUnist,

replied:
I have no way of knowning.
I have no idea.
We're not going to run down specific facts--that
is the FBI 1 job--but we can draw an over-all
conclusion.

4

Welch does offer

to "touch on just .two or three
These include

examples of misconduct."

of a "greater

case is part

Warren's

role

in this

su ggests

that

he was made Chief Justice

that

the Brown decision

the-scenes

culprits

-1Bulletin,-

the May 17, 1954, Brown

of ToEeka case which stirred

Board of Education

versus

of the most fla grant

was ~de

in this

conspiracy."

for one reason--to

according

"criminal

up dissension.
Welch
assure

td schedule. 5 The behirrl-

highhandedness"

were Gunnar

loc.- cit.-, ·p ·. ·15. ·

2 Toid.

3Ibid.
4New ~ Times, August 5, 1961, P• 1.
5The Brown v. Board of F.ducation case was a ·.unanimous decision,
yet Warren is singled out1n the Birch charges.
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}trrdal,

a Swedish scholar,

and a group of "American Communist-

with whom the Swede worked. 1

fronters"

Welch is certain
rights

sovereign

that

the "conspiracy''

and advancing

of the United States

of the states

the members of the Court,

He charges that

the "one-world conspiracy."
following

line,

have disregarded

their

oaths and are
The aim

to wipe out the laws which hold America together.

attempting

democracy

of the Court, as seen by Welch, is to advance '"the mobocratic
so feared

by

our Founding Fathers. 112

The Society

the Court has fa~ed

also feels

the Americanist

cause and has advanced the communist cause by ruling
of Rights applies

Bulletin

given aid and comfort,

The Society
In addition

has considerable

to the support

Economic Council,

has been strengthened

his arbitrary

backing in its

arrl We The People;

2The complete Bulletin
impeachment charges.

in office. 3

impeachment drive.
Future,

the impeachment move

voices

by such conservative

loc. cit.,
--

and unsupportable

groups as America's

of such allied

as columnist

George Todt in his

George Todt and Congressman Mendel Rivers.

1Bulletin,

1961,

Warren has

for good behavior

provision

of the constitutional

But as

and was based wholly on Warren's

to our Connnunist enemies,"

violation

National

by

the Bill

for February,

the argument that

the push to impeach Warren was avoiping
"continuously

that

arrl Communists.

to American left-rdngers
in the Supplement to~

Welch explained

decisions,

the

the Warren Court is ·set on destroying

pp. 16-17.
for January,

3see February 1961, Supplement

1961 is devoted to the

.!:2.the

Bulletin,

P• 14.
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"View of the News" column in the Los Angeles Herald Express on
February 10, 1961, supported
charges against

the rights

an official.

of Americans to bring

He wrote that

there must be something

to the charges or more than 100 American patriotic

societies

would

not have answered Welch's cry for support.
A Southern Democrat, Rep. L. Mendel Rivers
stood up on the floor
a speech that
fuel

leader,

of the House ori March 22, 1961, and delivered

not only supported

to the fire.

he charged Chief Justice

decisions

Rivers

that

to fill

a "review of the

beyond a shadow of a doubt

of the United States

have been grossly

of our enemies have been harrlled most tenderly.

sees Warren as a man who happened to have been the

governor of California
state

man~arrl as a patriotic

poseur who has ever worn the

of the Warren Court establishes

the interests

-a

but added

Warren with being "unfit

Rivers declared

while the interests

abused,

Welch as

and the "most inept

robes of Chief Justice."

that

Welch's Warren charge,

After praising

his high position"

of South Carolina,

and was, thus,

Eisenhower camp.

when the ''Eisenhower regime" carried
credited

with delivering

His reward for such service,

he had had no judicial

of the United States. 2 Rivers

contends

unfit

is "attested

to fill

whose dissenting
no high opinion

this

high office
opinions

of their

1u.s. Congressional

the state

to the

despite

the fact

was the position

experience,

show that

that

that

that

of Chief Justice

proof that Warren is
to by his colleagues,

even his fellow Justices

chief's

qualifications

Record,

CVIII (March 22 9 1961) 4604.

hold

for his grave

2The appointment to office as political
reward is as old as
the nation itself
arrl can hardly be called evidence of conspiracy.

111
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responsibility.

1

11

The "drive"
the beginning.
three

to remove Warren from office
In the Bulletin

more reasons

President

for January,

Kennedy.

even after

(2)

Warren has followed

it was known that it was a Marxist

(3) Warren has accepted the appointment for

who did the killing.

the commission to investigate

taking

of

Warren was second only to Khrushchev in

(1)

the Khrushchev line

along.

1964, Welch added

for impeachment based on the assassination

blaming the crime on an anti-Communist.

all

has not let up since

He failed

the crime even though he was wrong

to disqualify

over the investigation

himself

from a ·judicial

of the murder and the forces

body
behirxi

it.
The evidence

supporting

Neither

the Society

defined

the Chief Justice's

failed

to live

Article

III,

It is equally
that

the impeachment case seems very weak.

spokesmen nor their
offense.

Section

founding fathers,

office
defined

to establish

Warren has

clause

is hard to demonstrate.

intentions"

of our

for who is to say what those intentions
has failed

amounts to a charge of treason
III,

Section

of

a case on the argument

the "original

the Chief Justice

in Article

in office"

1, of the Constitution

as difficult

have clearly

The charge that

up to the "good behavior

Warren has disregarded

charge that

supporters

were.

The

to uphold his oath of

and treason

is very narrowly

3, of the Constitution.

Until

the

1u. s. Congressional Record, loc • .£!.!:•. Again, split courts go
back to the beginning of our history.
There is no evidence that just
because they disagree on the meaning of the Constitution
that they
feel those who are of a different
opinion are not qualified.
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Society
in •••
that

produces more evidence
converting

the republic

such an undertaking

United States

Another attempt,

priority

does not have a tradition
motives.

the impeachment trial
that

of Justice

the most serious

way of removing judges."

in American history,

was the

The abandonment

device has been the general

and historians

to our present

be seen that

the conviction

of justices

time.

on charges

hamper and perhaps destroy

in our system.

We seem to have learned

is not a good method to settle

of this

Samuel Chase convinced

of statesmen

judiciary

of the

or any precedent

impeachment of Arrlrew Johnson which also failed.
of impeachment as a political

seems

list.

Early in the history

impeachment was a ''bungling

by law would seriously

111it

into a democracy •••

should be removed from their

of impeachment for political

Jefferson

Warren ''has taken the lead

as . impeachment of the Chief Justice

The United States

republic

than that

political

verdict

Certainly,

it can

not indictable
the role of the
that

or ideological

impeachment
conflicts.

2

Birch Role on the Local Level
The Birch Society
ization

thought

concerned only with matters

the Society
central

is usually

is very active

thesis

and the idea of ''less

at the national

on the local

remains the same--the
gover,nment.

11 .

of as a national

level

as well,

"international
Certain

level.

or ganHowever,

arrl their

conspiracy"

_of tQe .p:ro~a111s havi .ng

1Chester Morrison, "The Man Behind the John Birch Society,"
Look, September 26, 1961, p. 23.
2 rt is interesting
to note that the Birch Society makes no
complaint concerning Congressional investigating
committees that
invade the domain of the judiciary
through legislative
trials.
For an account of the uses and abuses of the Congressional hearing
Alan Barth, Government ]l Investigation,
· New York, Viking Press.

seer
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direct

effect

on the local

level

sections

of this

ideology

might be provided,

study.

towards such local
government,
Society

But in order that
a closer

institutions

Activities

a full

examination

level.

whole Birch ideology
The public

is alerted

are actually

part

as pro-American

arxi their

goes into

such programs as

are just

on the national

the member is directly

involved

level.

and finds

He is doing battle

projects
being

as ambitious,
On the

himself

attempt

part

opposed by the local

of the Communist subversive
The local

member feels

Office will . provide
has expressed

its

Society

· ·

member is

plot and must be fought as such.

secure in his fight

him help and encouragement.

view on local

The

to annex a former neigh-

·boring · community ·or ·the · suggested · z-or'lihg for ·a ·new irnu ·strial
but the evil

actually

with a known "comsymp"

It is he who is exposing the enemy.

may be over the city's

establishment,

the

one-worlders."

projects

as Robert Welch is.

as

is so defined,

move aimed at collectivism

The Birch programs on the community level

of the fight.

no

or anti-Communist.

water supply or slum clearing

of the greater

or more so, than similar

part,

plan of action

arxi warned that

conducted by the "international

conflict

city

are thought of as "comsymps," just

is involved

of the city's

just

actions

newspapers,

As soon as the conflict

fluoridation

in the thick

of their

is pertinent.

are defined

Those who are in opposition

level

view of the Birch

in which a Birch member takes active

matter what the issue,

local

in earlier

in Community Affairs

Local projects

effect.

brieny

as the schools,

and the churches

on the national

were discussed

topics

because the Home
To date,

from mental health

the Society
programs to
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fluoridation

of water.

carried

instructions

idation

in their

For example, the February,
to Society

cities.

1960, Bulletin

members on how to defeat

The instructions

fluor-

concluded with this

statement.

If you live in a large enough city, or if the
Coli11llUn1sts
have been able to beguile a suft1o1ently
large enough, powerful enough, and determined enough
clique into supporting flyoridation,
the above formula,
alone, may not stop them.
The fight

against

fluoridation

Communist struggle.
issues

that

becomes part

Similar

directives

seem to be only local

The community involvement
with their

basic

what they call
to determine

"irrlividual

is closely

connected

They are opposed to an infringment
rights."

The irrlividual

The irrlividual

is all

on

should be able

fluoridated

"initiative.

rights

should determine
to death.

he deserves.

water.

If that

whether or
is the best

Government help only destroys

112

However, the Society
of individual

in nature.

of the Society

in a slum arrl starves

he can do, that
irrlividual

on many

should take care of those in his family who are

unbalanced.

nor he lives

have been issued

whether or not he wants to drink

The individual
mentally

ideology.

of the Birch anti-

doesn't

want to go so far with their

theme

as to allow the American people to decide

. whether _or _not _they _want _to _buy a str~w _bask~t rryade
_in .Y~gosl~v:i~• Or they wouldn't

go so far as to just

accept

the irrlividual's

1Bulletin,
February 29, 1960, P• 13. In the July Bulletin of
1960, page 11, announces the defeat of fluoridation
in three San
Francisco - Bay counties with great pride.
2The complete idea of slum clearance is
as Professor Hans F.
Sennholz, Head of the Economic Department at Grove City College and
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judgment on buying a bookstand from Montgomery Ward which happened to
Yugoslavia. 1 The Communist influence

be made in Tito's
production
Fast

the screenplay

(t);

Spartacus,
by Dalton

based on "a novel by Howard

Trumbo(!);

•••

; the executive

(and hero) is Kirk Douglas • • • 112 is too ~reat for the

producer
iooividual
matters

of a movie like

in the

to evaluate
concerning

United States,

on his own.

All of these,

the "American" in local

are strongly

attacked

will

be discussed

communities across

through the Bulletin.

of the methods used to combat these local
conspiracy

plus many other

evils

in the section

the
Some

of the giant

on Tactics

arrl Methods

of the John Birch Society.
Birch Activities

in Education

The nation's

schools

John Birch Society.
their

are of prime concern to the leaders

They believe

role in the "conspiracy"

our country with "collectivist"
expressed

by the Society

they are agencies

of the "great

propaganda.

for ''brainwashing"

in education,

our schools

by corrupting

concerning

Again, as in other areas
that

that

The general

past.

concern,

view

of America is that

run by "left-wingers.

America has departed

era" of America's

are playing

the young people of

the schools

of public

of the

11

the Society

from traditional

feels

methods

Birch members see our schools,

an editor of American Opinion, explains it, a part of the "oneworld dreamers" plan for collectivism.
Here is his reasoning:
The Welfare State •••
seeks to solve the slum problem
through housing projects that breed new slums. Thus government
housing is slowly substituted
for privately
owned homes, arrl
socialism advances another step ••••
Hans F. Sennholz, "Slums
arrlMansions,"
the Freeman, January, 1960, P• 57.
1Bulletin,

June, 1969, P• 11.

2Bulletin,

December, 1960, P• 17.
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in the hands of incompentent

levels,

on all

brainwashing."

on "collectivist

centrate

of hi gher learnin g

According to spokesmen, the institutions
are cohorts

with the executive
drive

Government in the active
member claims

Society

2

'

The Society
tary levels

that

They feel

to the "real

is called

members that

Dewey days of the "three

Readers and ''patriotic

history"

of the highly

arrl elemenduty

They want to throw

in education
The return

is among the1r

and ideals.

patriotic

it is their

R's."

the

tradition

conservative

to the

and return

to McGuffey

educational

Mary Anne Raywid in her book The Ax-Grinders
four of the six reviewers

are

at American universities

fundamentals."

"progressive"

leaders

''you can find a lot more

on the secorrlary

has been very active

of education.

to cause a return

pre-John

The Society's

to "Americanist"

threats

colle ges in the

today than you can find over-

germs" picked up by students

are one of the greatest

One

nation.

"safe"

The feelin g is stron g amon~ Society

"collectivist

out all

1~elch claims

in conmrunist circles

Harvard accents
alls."

them.) 1

of the Federal

branches

for a "collectivist"

to list

harsh on Harvard.

especially

and ,judicial

are only three

there

(He fails

United States.

con-

but rather

to teach the "fundamentals,"

failed

have completely

pro gressives

so called

They claim these

line.

"one-world hrotherhood"

the

who follow

liberals

points

goals.
out that

America's

Future · Textbook Evaluating · Committee · a·re leaders · of . the johri Birch .

1

April 13, 1961, p. 11. Report of Welch speech
New York~,
Speech sponsored by the
young people in Los Angeles.
beforeT,ooo
Church of Los Angeles.
Freedom Club of the 1st Congregational
2Ibid.
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1

Society.

2

or ~anization.

that

of more power within

and strive

Association

Parents-Teachers

the local

Now the Society

is aware of the renewed Birch effort

education.

In a letter

John Birch Society

dated April

Education

in the field

of

for the NEAview of the

9, 1965, Mr-.Edwin W. Davis, Associate
offered

F.d.ucation Association,

for the National

Secretary

a request

for key positions

The National

Association

answering

circles.

is lookin g to positions

circle.

the educational

the i r

for members to join

Welch called

history

Early in the Society's

censors,

in education

can hecome very si~nificapt

influence

be heard,

where they will

textbook

but influential

such as non-official,

within

in a position

With Birch leaders

the follow-

ing reminder:
As you probably know the John Birch
expanded a great deal in 1964 and 1965.
field we find that they are concentratin
PTA but more recently on school boards,
and textbooks. 3

as far as education

lmat is the Birch belief
How does this

belief

tie

not with "international
curriculum
a gainst

basic

subjects.

the modern move to consolidate

it · fs .the .ir patriotic

districts,

Until

They want
and

this

They are stron gly
but look to the
return

can be made,

duty to · provide ·a · •icount.er-br .ain.:.

1Mary Anne Raywid, The Ax-Grinders,
Company), 1962), P• 153.2see American Opinion,

ideolo gy?

They advocate a limi tad

brotherhood."

schools.

is concerned?

concerned with fundamentals

based on the traditional

good days of small local
they feel

in with their

to an era of good schools

a return

Society has
In the education
g not only on
superintendents 9

September,

(New York: (Macmillan
1960.

31etter from Edwin W. Davis, Associate Secretary for National
Washington, D.C., April 9, 1965.
Education Association,
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washing" to offset

the liberal

These educational

beliefs

"collectivist"

tie

closely

Th.a idea of anti-collectivism
both key concepts

to include

an attempt

Considering
their

their

doctrine

capacity

the leaders

and follow the doctrine
disciples.

what action

individualists.
Civil

with ideas.

is uttered

rejection

Concerning

regarding

the action

The members accept

by "The Founder" and his

than thinking

is best.

of

arrl then having to

It is even easier

for ''rugged

Rights

to influence

to their

the failure

rights

the Society

role at the local

has expressed

level

of the press

move in the South as part
the Dixie states

plan was not moving fast

to print

in attempting

programs as education
its

and

views on such issues

movement (which has become a national

Welch . in .discussing

verting

active

such common community centered

improvement,

as the civil

steps

in other areas

expound the "truth."

as it

extended

11

In addition

city

to battle

are

of American education.

to , note the Society's

This is much easier

determine

the directton

as is the case in so many situation

of the Society,

is easily

stand on individualism

it is interesting

conspiracy

programs on education.

plan of action

to influence

strong

of the individual's
education,

and the international

anti-communist

trend.

to the complete Birch ideology.

of the Birch Society's

The Society's

educational

issue)

arxi

the "truth."

the .Communist advance cited -the civil -rights - · · · · · · · ·
of the plot

started

in 1928 aimed at con-

into a Negro Soviet Republic.
enough, the Federal

Since the

Government has taken

to speed the Communist design along. 1 Welch feels

the civil

1Robert Welch: "The Time Has Come," Pamphlet published
John Birch Society, Belmont, Massachusetts,
1964, P• 2.

by the ,
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the Federal

of the press

to print

for failure

than follow the "line"

established

They

2 According

press does nothing more

by the Daily Worker.

Society
propa ganda

is nothin g more than ''leftist

claim the press

repeated

communication

and anti-Birch.

the nation's

ma11Ymembers feel

the ''truth."

of the nation's

liberal

media as being overwhelmingly

leaders

They have expressed

in 1958.

and reporters

re gard the directors

to Broyles,

with much of the nation's

has had a running battle

since the beginning

criticism

and

111

Constitution.

The Society
press

the laws of our states,

hts of individuills,
the "ri [_;'

destroyed

advance and has

has been a stron g collectivist

ri ghts le gislation

a gents."
Since several
and its
critical.

activities
3

during

the early

It is the Society's

of an earlier

echo's

on the Society

leadin g American papers ran studies

article

1960's Welch has been very

view that

these articles

by the People's

World,

were mere

a San Francisco

Communist paper.
Actually

Jack Mobley's Chica~o Daily News article

1960, and two articles

by Hans Engh in the~

on January 22 and 23 or 1961 preceeded
of February
editorial

2

25, 1961.

dated July 26,

Barbara News-Press

the People's~

Thomas M. Starke' s nationally

article
"quoted"

in his ~ _Barbara News-Press _appear _ed 9~ F'el;:>rµary26, ..

complaint
to note that. a commonliberal
rt is interesting
been that the mass media is controlled by Conservatives.

has

3The most noted of these reports include Jack Mobley: Chicago
July 26, 1961; Stanley Mosk and Howard H. Jewel;~~
Daily~,
Angeles Times,
Times Y.iagazine, August JO, 1961; and Gene Black,~
March 5-9, 1961.

..

.....

.
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1961.

The so-called

~·forld" by ~ hit

"copy of the People's

newstands on April

10, 1961. 1 Welch discredits

age of the Society

by callin g it

World article
quarters

the branches

at it,

a press attack

forces

of the "international

of that

Birch Society

is exerted
all

is tied.

"anti-collectivist"
which all
the Society
"truth

II

action

on the Local Level

has a lo gical

provide
base.

enga ges in the necessary
rhe conflict

in nature.

They are involved with
Their influence
ideolo gy to which
and the active

a hard core syllo gism upon
From this
conflict

lo gically

sound base

in order that

may be local'

national'

Birch members see it at any level

their
or
as part

"
Birch Influence

The ideology

people.

because of the central

expression

of the "conspiracy.

112

The theme of the "conspiracy"

might prevail.

international

conspiracy.

to the greater

every sta ge of American life.

very positively

conflict

Acy way you want to look

institution."

members are active

in practically

the University

"is p~obably the most 'Liberal"

on the Soci~ty can be traced

Sum Up of Birch Influence

issues

In addition

branch at Santa Barbara

of all

of the People's

Santa Barbara is the head-

for the Fund for the Republic.

of California

the News-Press cover-

an "anticipation"

and by pointin g out that

the

on Religion

of the John Birch Society

which gives it a saving character.

1The Time article
was the first
to the John Birch Society.
2
Bulletin,
May 1, 1961, P• 9.

has a religious

This area of the Society

to call

wide national

synthesis
doctrine

attention
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will

be discussed

a better

''build

to this

in detail

of the United States

"fundamental

truths''

leaders,

the business

the teachers,

to uphold the "Americanist"
This is

spokesmen.

by Welch and the Society

in which, according

a responsibility

they have a

that

firrl

and, consequently,

alon g with the press,

as defined

to the Society's

become subject

and the community leaders,

principles

the religious

world" phase of Birch doctrine,

institutions

responsibility,

However, in addition

in Chapter Three.

they are failing

to the Society,

miserably.
The united

or ganization

Counci l of Churches,

the National

of Birch propa garrla.

has been the number one target

The National

Council of Churches has a record
economics,

of libera l views i n such areas as education,
In addition,

and politics.
brotherhood

and what is commonly called

fourrl i n every nation
God's will

that

an equal opportunity
I t is clear

that

the "social

belief

arrl in every race.

all men are entitled
for political

"fundamental
subject

to the subversive

The
are
is

They teach that it

of l i fe and

arrl economic freedom.

the pro grams and ideals

expressed

world

gospel."

to the necessities

"Whensuch an organization
truths"

ri ghts,

God's children

that

of the National

fails

Council

of the John

doctrine

of Churches clash with the "anti-collectivist"
Birch Society.

civil

Council advocates

the National

Council i s stron g in their

National

denominations,

of the major Protestant

to a gree with the

by Welch and his followers,

charges and is seen by the Society

it becomes
members

as an agent of the "conspiracy."
Robert Welch declared
in Indianapolis

war on the major Protestant

when he told his

"eleven friends

II

that:

denominations
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•••
fully one-third of the services in at least the
Protestant
churches of America are helping the trend.
(towards communism) For the ministers themselves are
not true believers in the Divine Names or the Divine
History and Divine Teachings to which they give lip
service as they go throu gh their conventional motions
on Sunday mornin gs. Some have merely watered down the
faith of our fathers,
and of theirs,
into an innocuous
philosophy instead of an evahgelistic
reli gion.
Some
have converted Christianity
into a so-called
"social
gospel'' that bypasses all questions of dogma with an
indifference
which is comfortable to both themselves
and their parishioners;
and :Which "social gospel''
becomes in fact irrlestinguishable
from advocacy of the
welfare state by socialist
politicians.
And some
actually use their pulpits to preach outright Communism
•
I

• • •1
Welch,
Protestantism,

the wise "Founder,"

not only sees this

but in the major religions

Mohannnedanism, Buddhism, arrl Judaism.
.

selves

from the sacred fundamentals.
Once the Society

has established

failing

in

of the world--Catholicism,

All faiths

are removing them-

2

the "truth"

that

the nation's

i

churches

are acting

as agents

of the "international

the whole ten point plan of action
the Society

start

such action

have been felt

and all

of the organizations

workin g to remove the menace.
across

Charles D. Kean. of the Episcopal
D.C. claims the discord

conspiracy,"

the nation.

The results
The rector

the fund.a.mentalist-modernist

of

Rev. Dr.

Church of the Epiphany in Washington,

spread by the Birch Society

has caused more confusion

of

in American churches
controversy

and its

than any issue

''unfounded charges

1Blue Book, P• 59.
2 Ibid.

Crisis

"since

of the 1920' s. ,,3 J. Edgar

Hoover echoes Dr. Kean's concern and says that

· 31ouis Cassels: · ''The Rightist
Look, April 24, 1962, P• 40.

allies

in our Churches,"
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a gainst

America's

clergyman" hurt the very reli gious institutions

"which starrl on the front
The National
harsh attack

line

in the fii;ht

against

Council of Churches is very concerned over the

on it and its

member churches.

They are aware that

churches

are only one ·tar get,

tar get.

The primary tar get is the philosophy

by the majority
is built.
that

and for the most part,

all

dimensions

the doctrine

under which the major Protestant

they are respon sible

ymous with socialism

of "social

on the local

level

church associat i on, the Ameri can

are cut down by the Birch anti-communist

i n America is in our Protestant

cler gy ."

aud i ence of 6,000 at Los Angeles's

body of communists

Or, as Welch warned an

Shrine Auditorium,

do not become Communists--but

ministers.

Council of Churches

problems of today i s synon-

with such char ges as "the lar gest single

ministers

are now operatin g .

or communism. Thus, starting

reli gious organizations

teachin gs

responsibility"

by the National

for the sooial

and moving ri ght up throu gh national

"Protestant

Communists do become Protes-

11

2

Welch explains

that

Communists are infiltrating
.

ministry

of government accepted

of life .

denominations

In his mind, the feelin g expressed

tant

a secondary

The churches become involved because of their

reli gion permeates

forces

the

of Americans and the idea of democracy upon which it

Welch cannot accept

that

Communism.111

because that

the Protestant

.

is the "last

place where Americans would l ook

1 ibid.

2Los Angeles speech by Robert Welch report taken from newsticker report of the event as it was reported to Congress by Sen.
Gale McGee, (D-Wyo._) U.S. Congressional Record CVII, (April 12,
1961) 5607.
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Of course,

for them."

the experts

know where to look.

Birch Society

"comsymps. "

The Birch concept of the truth
education,

or connnunity service

Thus their

idea. of the "true"

that

Those who support

Welch has always had a conservative

anti~communist

but because of its

zations

thoughts

on economic,

member of the Catholic
time Father Francis

At the present
is serving

on the council.

as had Father Richard Girrler,

Council.

Catholic

-aga-inst

The Society

from Bridgeport,

society,

the Birch National
such as Pilot,

to the whole Birch pro~ram

Father

Cushing of Boston has spoken highly of Welch and his

Richard Cardinal

strongly

Council.

on the National
a priest

this

matters.

and political

E. Fenton,

beliefs.

Church and the gospel taught

as well as the conservative

of anti-connnunism,

politics,

is found in the views of the

reli~ion

are attracted

philosophy

like

is based on furrlamentalist

furrlamentalists.

sectarian

type of religious

claims most Arnericans. 1

in religion,

wing of the Catholic

ultra-conservative
by Protestant

accordi n!s to Welc n,

The other 97 percent,

Support for the John Birch Society

Organized Religious

hierarchy

and close to 7,000 of them

with the same gullibility

are afflicted

social,

Welch claims there are about

in the United States

200,000 ministers
could be called

who lead the anti-Com.nrunist John

World, and America have all

tactics
gets its

and individuals

Catholic

However, the leading

the -B-irch Society,

former member of
publications

come out very

· not so · much· becaus ·e ·of its · goals,-

and methods.
gr eatest

religious

support from such organi-

as the American Council of Christian

1christian
Science Monitor, April 11, 1961.
Robert Welch in Dallas, Texas.

Laymen,

Report of speech by
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and his Christian

is very effective

though not as emotional
in the sense

evan gelist

and recognize

the saving force of the Society

sources

in the nation's

churches

scholarly

Roy is the author

Communismand~

he represents.

in American Churches?
of the communist

on the seriousness

by the FBI and the

are releases

such as Dr. Ralph Lord Roy, a Methodist

works of authors

minister.

is an

the nature of the

his followers~

The best available
threat

Robert Welch,

as most of his reli gious allies,
that

fun-

type of approach

of anti-communism.

is the Communist Influence

How Serious

the emotional

The evan gelistic

in the business

James Hargis

arrl Billy

This group represents

Crusade.

win~ of Protestantism.

damentalist

crisis

Dr. Carl McIntire,

Freedom Foundation,

Christian

Churches.

of Apostles
The latter

of Discord and, more recently,
was written

RW
epublic.
study under a grant from the Fund for th 9Ytt

a six-year

after

Dr. Roy's

conclus i on:
"• •• since 1930, there has been as estimated total
of well over 500,000 ordained clergymen in the United
Of these, the proportion who have been
States.
with Communist efforts in any way whatever
affiliated
sli ghtly over one
has been exceedingly small--perhaps
The number who have been Communists or
per cent.
has been minute." 1
fellow travelers,
persistent
Roy adds that

the total

number of communist clergymen in the nation

never was over 75 and that,
William · G. ·sullivari,
Investigation

1cassel,

today,
·chief

twenty-five

inspector

of the

and .an eXpert on the domestic

loc.

ill•,

pp. 44-46,

may remain.
Federal

Bureau of

Communist problem,

claims

99

"any alle gation
on a national

is false
scale,

whi ch holds that

any substantial

American clergy. 111 Sullivan

thare

has been arrl is,

Communist infiltration

has had a recent

assi gnment, personally

given by J. Edgar Hoover, to follow Robert Welch's
a tour of his own in order that

the people will

at Welch's

and charges.

;

unfounded statements

of the

speaking tour with

not become alarmed

2

Sum Up on Birch and Church
The Boston Pilot,

official

claimed were functioning
their

to support

names.

across

the United States.

Welch finally

the char ge, but "just

Bishop Gerald Kennedy, leader
California

paper for the area,

Welch produce the names of the 273 "Comsymppriests"

demanded that

to print

archdiocesan

arrl. Arizona,

confessed

pulled

that

the figures

of the Methodist

The Pilot

out of a hat."

Church in Southern
tele gram to

produce names of Connnunists among t he 734 Methodist ministers

that

he should get specific

talkin g about .

bishop,

the example of his fellow

or else admit he didn't

Christians

P• 42.

2 Ibid.

3Broyles,

loc.
--

cit.,

4cassels,

loc.

ill•,

. P•

127.

P• 44.

telegram. 3
followed

and demanded that Welch "come

forward" a!'ll name the supposed 35 Indiana

1Ibid.,

know what he was

Richard C. Raines of Irrlianapolis,

."pink. I' . To .date Wal.ch has failed

in his

Bishop Kennedy reminded Welch

Welch has never responded to the Bishop's

Another Methodist

offered

he had no facts

also challen ged Welch by direct

area and promised immediate action.

he

Methodist

to .respond.~ .

pastors

who were

100

The Birch attack
are made for evidence,
serious

of char ges.

have little

have little

\

I

l
\

about.

or no doubt that

and is proclaiming

situation

is too

too near to allow for detailed

know what they are talking

Birch line

the situation

When demarrls

Action is what is needed, not documentation.

Members and those who are afraid
"experts"

that

Welch explains

and the communist takeover

documentation

churches goes on.

on the nation's

"the truth.''

doubt that Welch and his
The supporters

of the

"the Founder" knows the real
They just

follow and act.

CHAPTERIII
IDEOLOGICALBASE OF THE JOHN BI RCH SOCIETY

The Birch Society

Help to Build a Better World

as a •••

the Society

as a sacred first

before home and family.
the Society

1

th'e program provides

The foundation

is a faith

,provides

~

Seven of the~

the John Birch Society.

could agree.

The base is built
that

past

and yet be "so deep that

this

faith

will

it can inspire

on religious

Who is better

see letters

--

2

in the appendix

m.ue Book, p. 63.

the tradition

martyrdom."

As

of faith.
of the
to where

to the source of the
of faith.

foundations

Who is better

than Robert Henry

able to provide' the program for a better

world?

1

is an

base for

on the foundation

not violate

whole Birch program for the proper testimony

Winborne Welch?

a meaning-

The result

the religious

is to be found, Welch again returns

able to speak the truth

2

This

a religion.

is in fact

that

and,

the way.

He promised to provide his followers

base upon which they all

ful religious

a source of

preparing

a John the Baptist

certainly

is as Welch planned it.

Section

thing to the Ten Command-

Welch has become the source of "truth"

saving truths.

of

the philosophy

describing

The principles

are to many members the closest

if not a Savior,

ideology

of responsibilities--even

list

on their

ments of God in modern language;
eternal,

Many members place

and strength.

comfort,

is looked upon for guidance,

and, as such,

as the means of salvation

It has been accepted

members.

to many of its

has become a religion

The John Birch Society
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Welch provides

which he feels

morality"
will

the Society

the outlook

of genius to feel what is true of yourself

all mankind,

11

has two keystones:
doctrine

of God is expressed

by Tennyson in one line:
purpose runs."

not through the ages one increasing
stone is an answer to the question:
line?

in Tennyson's
provides

an upward reach in the heart

make us truly

He will

for organizational
who will

-

1
Ibid.,
2

to God than is given by a reverent

"religious

synthesis"

-

3~

p. 149.

•• p. 153.

is clear

and political

matters,

concerning

when the

Society publications

not only provide the "dynamic personal

in what direction

p. 146.

Ibid.,

"to

we do not need to know anything more about

in this

give directions

and _explain

"Thou hast put

audience in 1958 that

message of the Blue Book and additional

considered.

Harry Kemp,

of that line. 113

Welch's position
full

of man.

purpose

is the key to the "bedrock of faith."

God, man, and man's relationship
understanding

The second key-

of man. 112 This second keystone has be-

when he told his Indianapolis
religious,

The

"For I doubt

the poet,

to a line

of the doctrine

come Welch's theme and actually
This was clear

1

Faith

What is the one increasing

Welch again turns

for the description

11

of man.

of God and a doctrine

a doctrine

it is

is also true of

his "b~drock of faith.

the "Founder" describes

and
After

great undertaking.

the thought of .Emerson, "that

he is following

that

the "new

be expressed

for will

stands

the membership in their

serve to unite

explaining

in order that

synthesis

the religious

but he will

Tennyson's

leadership"

be the "prophet"

"one increasing

one should "reach."

are

purpose"

The task is enormous

103

and "the Founder" has little

religious

and asks very reassuringly"•
need for the faith
augurate

••

background,

what firmer

but he is confident

foundation

can we possibly

on which to build our new age and with which to inis coming . to birth 1 111

the dream that

Bi.rchism is religion.

It is a call

to the "saving truth.

a program seen by its

supporters

back into the fold."

It is a program calling

is a promise of a better

world.

headed by a man who, multiplied
. h'is ::unage
.
world in
.2

as the way 1to bring

Birch doctrine
by thousands,

This is religion

the lost

11

for true

It is

11

sheep

believers.

is an organized
is trying

It
plan

to shape the

and Birch members use it as

such.
Welch occupies

the position

charismatic

quality

things

the ordinary

that

only understand
leader

whom he accepts

Society

man does not sense.

that

after

to the theory
processes

as having prophetic
results

from this

11

The belief

of the religious

of change.

that

religious

is evident

in the Birch faithful

Ibid.,

ideology

a near fanatical

zeal.

the idea of

the "truth"

of attempting

This characteristic

This type of religiously-based

to him by the

base has caused the

proclaims

they possess

tradition

member can

ability.

of dogma based on what appears to be logical

1

who has the

The ordinary

they are revealed

to develop as a cult which zealously

"unchanging truth.

leader

to see and hear with his inner eyes and ears the

these things

The doctrine

of the religious

leads

to stop the
by the rigid

body

doctrine.
has the capacity
They zealously

to inspire
follow the

p. 153

2This
thought is borrowed from Eric Hoffer, an American philosopher
who said a true believer is a "mru:iwho, multiplied
by thousands,
is
shaping the world to his i.IT1age.11 ,
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and to rule.

has allowed demagogues to influence

his reward by following

the John Birch Society.

standing

or discussing

but by calling

action,

ivist

recognition

the individual

of the principle
that

principle

has been recognized

collect-

joint

path

base for a society
for a saving force,

of man's desire
I

any

to follow a solitary

for a religious

This provision

to salvation.

by under-

for a saving

by his desire
not through

This the Birch program offers;

promise.

sal-

promises

Such a man is not motivated

but rather

ideas,

gains

doctrine

the program of the agency that

vation--

and

renunciation,

strict

this

man who follows

The religious

sacrifice.

followers

its

teaches

only through dedication,

is possible

salvation

~s a gospel ,that

synthesis"

"religious

Welch's
that

It is also the same type of faith

worldly belongings.

to sacrifice

in past

that

to burn, and converts

has caused armies to march, ' missionaries

history

that

This is the same type of faith

projects.

on suggested

in the m.ue Book, and go to work

described

world,

promise of a better

the

remember the "bedrock of faith,"

but the very faithful

harsh,

the methods are a litUe

At times they may feel

it is expounded.

as

and seldom doubt the "truth"

from headquarters

the instructions

is a
a

i

for

and ideologists

by theologians

centuries.
The idea of a "re-birth"

to action

of the monthly warnings and calls
as the single-minded
on this

religious

dedication

base.

question

in the Bulletin,

of the faithful

throughthe tone
as well

members are all

build

True members seldom doubt the "word" as it

comes from the Belmont headquarters.
correspond

natur~ of the Society,

The authoritarian

out Birch doctrine.

is evident

based on "the truth"

with the thoughts

When Birch doctrine
by other

expresses

which source has "the truth.

11

They just

sources,

does not
members never

follow the Birch
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"gospel."

Like Soren Kierkegaard once said,

not information.

"man wants salvation,

111

The Birch View of History
The facts
these

of history

"never changing" facts

claimed each historian
rather

never change.

and see many different

the stories

Hegel determined that history

positivist

men can look at
things.

Voltaire

must decide for himself what the facts

than merely repeat

world as a whole.

But different

he found in old history

must be viewed in relationship

A number of nineteenth-century

view of history;

were

historians

they looked at history

books.
to the
took a

and saw general

laws which governed the events that took place in the day-by-day
adventures

of men.

principles

as physics or chemistry.

History is a science

of the general laws of history,
future

paths which history

he could determine the present

in th 'is positiv~st

views history

as simply a series

results,

as in the cause-result

His history
izations.

If man could determine the nature

of different

view of history.

of living

in the exact sciences.
organisms called

He draws an analogy betwe en the life

enough to establish

exact time ratio _of _twenty _1ears _of a civilizat~on
man's life.

fourteen

1

hundred years.

that a great civilization
' '

Thus the civilization

Aiken, Age of IdeoloEQ'.:, P• 2JO.

an

t~ qn~ year of a .

Taking seventy years as the average life

man, it can be determined

civil-

of a man and the life

1

This analogy is accurate

He

causes which produce

, relationship

is the study of a series

of a civilization.

and

will follow.

Robert Welch is a believer

just

governed by the same type of

expectancy of a

will last

for about

of Western Europe,
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which "arose out of the ashes of the Roman Empire of the West, 111
produced the highest
of the nineteenth
live

level

century

through its

of human development during the last
A. D.

natural

life

But 'a civilization

half

does not automatically

cycle, . nor does it just

is finished.

The comparison of man and civilization

possibilities

that

can cut short or extend the life
1

die when its

time

includes

the many

of a living

being.

He ex.plains that:

An individual human being may die of any number of
causes, but if he escapes the fortuitous
diseases,
does
not meet with any fatal accident, does not starve to death,
does not have his heart give out, but liv~s in normal health
to his three score years and ten and then keeps on living-if
he escapes and keeps on doing so, he will eventually succumb
to the degerative disease of cancer.
For death must come,
and cancer is merely death coming by stages, instead of all
at once. And exactly the same thing seems to be true of
these organic aggregations of hlUllan beings, which we call
2
cultures or civilizations.
Welch concludes
civilizations.

that

inner disease

years before

disease

collectivism.

was Diocletian's

"collectivist

cancer"

that

the actual

disease

Greecee
that

the disease
great

hit

several

civilization

1

Blue wok,

2

Ibid.,

p.

Europe . in its
hundred years

had expired.

p. 47.

45.

disease

a

The internal

it Became easy prey for the invaders

The United States

afflicted

fall.

of great

The Empire was so weakened by

who moved into the Empire from the North.
destroyed

the fall

Rome, for example, was dying of internal

hundred and seventy-five

this

o.ften hastens

The same "collectivism"

has become victim to the same
old age.
before

In fact,

In the case of the U.S.,
the "life-span"

of this

in Welch's analogy the
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United States
his late

at the present

teens,"

is compared to a "healthy

who can expect to die a premature

young man in

death unless

he

changes his ways. 1
Howdid the "cancer"

get started

organism at such an early

in such a strong

and growing

age7

•••
basically,
because of too long and too close an
association
with a parent that was dying of the disease;
that was old enough and weakened enough for the virus to be
rampantly active throughout this parent's
whole environment. 2
The nations
refers.

of Western Europe represent

These "collectivist"

and. by

so doing"•

••

nations

put (this)

the parent
I

u. s.

guided the

of which Welch
·into World War I

heal.thy young oount1"y in th

same

i

house,

and for a while in the same bed, with this

already

yielding

leadership

cancer. 113 Since that

to collectivist

of such men as Woodrow Wilson,

Truman, !Might Eisenhower,

parent

Franklin

This willful

exposure,

presidents

added to the active

the "Communist conspirators."

the

house of those who

to world problems.

America as having been exposed to "collectivist
authorities--even

Harry

John F. Kennedy and lu'ndon~·Johnson,

solutions

governmental

day, under the

Roosevelt,

United States has remained in the disease infested
seek "collectivist"

who was

Birch historians

see

cancer" by trusted

of the United States.
spread of the virus

makes it very questionable

by

whether or

I

not the United States

can recover

from a disease

so far advanced •

. . . But all -is -not - lost -. · The -general

paths · of ·this

can be changed; the cycles

can be adjusted,

1
2

Ibid.,

P• 52.

Ibid.,

p. 53.

3Ibid.

of history

organic

·history

both for better
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and for worse.
been these

As Rousselot

changes which determine

his conditions
largely

by ambitious

by small minorities

minority

can direct

of greatness

that

is designed

whether or not man has improved

that

is America's.

individuals

historical
these

Oswald Spengler.

of history,

He saw history

are different,

Welch feels

to such actions.

organization

just

develops

of

and

positivistic

life-cycle.

is followed

period,

four.

cultures

Although all

that
cultures

The cycle begins

by one in which political

along with the arts

article

The Decline of the

of self-contained

the seasons of the year.

of Belief,

The r esults

goes wrong, someone is

a twentieth-century

as a succession

This period

any

someone is to be

wrote a two volume study,

like

that

of

is based on the writin gs of Gibbon and

of the cycle is the classical

1Articles

tradition

happen; they are caused.

they have the identical

with barbarism.

As

upon the actions

by him to be pre-determined

Things don't

Spengler,

follow one another

stage

groups,

However, if anything

Welch I s view of history

~.

save the inherited

is dependent

or small active

prais ed and credited.

philosophy

will

Thus, if events prove desirable,

alwa r s to blame.

and

saving purpose.

are considered

· intentional.

(both good and evil)

The program of the John Birch Society

happening can be traced

actions

"is

knows exac~l.y what it wants.

Because the course of history
single

Thus history

individuals

the change that

for this

it has

know what they want. 111 The John Birch

who really

is an active

such, it

the Birch philosophy,

or allowed them to deteriorate.

determined

Society

explains

and sciences.

The third

which is followed

by
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decadence and a r eturn to a new barbarism.

is dead. 1 Spengler

nothin g new emerges; the culture
tion of cultures

and determined

the triumph of naturalism.
the decay of the final

Once in the final

stage,

sees no affilia-

that ,the growth , of individualism

Collectivism

or affiliation

is

contribute

to

cycle of a culture.

From Gibbon's The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, Welch ta kes
his "lessons
present

of history."

situation

fall.

These lessons

in the United States

show a close parallel
with that

According to Gibbon and Welch, the factors

of Rome were the bureaucracy

to the

in Rome prior
that

to its

led to the fall

of big government supported

by trucing

I

those who were able and had the "initiative"
undertakings.

Rome came to depend u~on mass political

through welfare

programs and free

programs destroy
bility

to be successful

the individual

entertainment.
"initiative"

collapse

Without the support
and die. 2

The application
connection

made of these

with the positivist

Eventually

fallen

cultures.

the almost inevitable
ability

of the Society

fall.
leader's

government
responsithe

I

historical

interpretations

program of the Society

in which the United States

of earlier

only

of those who produce,

members see what appears to be. the obvious parallel
situation

support

and the financial

of the citizens.

cultures

in their

finds

itself

They are greatly

is clear.

The

between the
and the conditions

concerned about stopping

The member's concern,
to understand

in

coupled with the

the "truth"

in these

1
see R. G. Collingwood, The Idea of History, (New York: Oxford
Press, 1946) pp. 181-18), for a short coverage on Spengler's
philosophy.
2see

Broyles, loc. cit., pp. 140-141; for discussion
Welch's concept of the "lessons of history."

on
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"lessons

of history,"

provide

saving program outlined

a strong

foundation

for the activist,

in the Blue !bok and kept current

in the

monthly Bulletins.
Welch fails
equally

to report

that

there

are many philosophies

as valued as those he accepts.

Gibbon have long been challenged
little

prestige

among today's

In fact,

by competent

scholars.

of history

both Spengler

historians

Certainly

and

and hold

history

must be

l
more complex than the simplistic

analysis

Montesquieu's

the characteristics

reference

attempt

to explain

to geographical

view of history.
been a little
a different

Pascal's
longer

location

of Spengler

and Gibbon. ~~·
of a culture

was the same type of simplistic

statement

that

the whole history

if Cleopatra's

nose had

of the world would have taken

path is an extreme example of the positivistic

history.

Only when these

the many other

positive

possibilities

by

view of

simple philosophies

are joined

do they become important

in historical

with

thought.
Welch's historian,

Oswald Spengler,

makes a statement

introduction

to The Decline of the West that

who believes

he has the final

truths.

Every philosophy

.
own t ime

••••

II

1

and the idea that

adoption

of the right

"nothing

founding

is the expression

a final

for anyone

"There are no eternal

of its

own and only its

approach used by philo-

answer can be found through the

system based on a scientific

is simpler

a system,

to remember.

Speaking of the scientific

sophers,

adds,

truth

is important

in his

than to make good poverty

and even a good ' idea has little

approach,

Spengler

of ideas by
value when

1
oswald Spengler, The Decline of the West, (New York;
Alfred A. Knapf. 19.39), p. 41.
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enunciated

by a solemn ass.

The Welch philosophy
ideology

individuals

of prestige
will

of history

The present

whose reputation

philosophy
rather

established

principle

Voltaire

history.
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1

as they see it,

and not as a certainty.

as the basis

is easily

historians

a hypothesis

Welch· forgets~

As soon as they

for certainty,
doctrine.

it becomes an

There exists

"the facts"

when he called
of history.

for each historian

Morris R. Cohen reminds
of the essence of

nature

of history.

would join those mentioned in pointine
of history
subject

to be rational,
to modification

theories

the more optomistic

as the work of a "mactricious

(sic]

truth

11

1i

out

it must be consideror even destruction

pnoduce additional

. He ·mer·e1y · states · the

and attacks

no

upon which sure knowledge of the past is

Spengler was aware of the tentative

when competing tentative

thesis

interpretation.

"each age develops new conceptions

for a philosophy

ed only as

cyclical

the

only has merit as long as it is considered

was aware of this

that

Most current
that

The Birch Society determines

than a rational,

to decide for himself
his readers

Spengler and Gibbon, as

of the United States,

supposition

irrational,

based.

and

accepted philosophy.

as a debatable
their

it in a logical

is not known only because the

from a Spengler-Welch

The Birch philosophy

offer

a base upon which Birch

his historians,

not allow it.

condition

tied to their

provides

Robert Welch presents

He re-creates

"collectivists"
"facts"

of history

can be attached.

clear manner.

111

evidence.

This

or" his and.Spengler's

writings

.

of Arnold J. Toynbee

hack" who supported by "inter-

1
Ibid.
2
see Morris R. Cohen, The Meaning of Historl,
(La.Salle, Illinois:
Open Court Publishing Co., 1947), p~ 18-31. [discussion , on skepti.,; ,
cism in historical
writing)
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national

socialist,

tak:in~ th e lead.
find fault

• • • 111 He charges

with his views.

and his position
established

with the Fabians and Labor Party bosses in Engl.and

Again the charismatic

becomes evident.

by him and accepted

There is no ground !or debate.

1

filue Ebok, pp. 42-4J.

conspiracy

His philosophy
by Society

at any who attempt
nature

to

of the man

of history

is

members as a certainty.

CHAPI'ERN

EVALUATIONOF THE JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY

Tactics
(

In attempting
Society

to analyze

it is necessary

the tactics

and Methods of the Society
the organic

to return

and methods that

has developed

follow certain

points

claims that

,justifies

out that

will

as a result

of their

many responsible
_share the _e~reme

"this

untrue.

have been
the

Rousselot

very ingredient

them in the end.'~
within

He also

against

the end

of amoral
states

the realm of social

share their

the Welch advice

Articles

2Ibid.
'Blue

that

about the John Birch Society,

methods and not their

and letter

1Rousselot,

the falsehoods

that

the

respectability.

the Society

comes

professed

beliefs.

beliefs.

However, they do not

In fact,

IT1e:t,hotis
_~hicn _tl}.e_Soc;i~ty . ei:np_lQYS
_to adi.ra.nce. those .beliefs

They cannot accept
organizations

in general

plan of action.

the bulk of criticism

conservatives

and

to condone foul means for the sake of

completely

remains that

and

of tactics

it is the method of the Communist that

help destroy

Birch pro gram operates
The fact

ten-point

of all

the means, and he adds that

brutishness

pattern

ends 111is the most civiously

achievin g praiseworthy

and examine

December day in 1958 tnat

circulated

they are ''willing

goes on to point

A characteristic

of the original

so widely and deliberately
char ge that

to Welch's plan of action

since that

John H. Rousselot

of the John Birch

have been used to promote the beliefs

programs set down at the time.
techniques

ideology

Book, P• 94.

campaings.'

of Belief,

to "out - do the communists" in front
The evidence

Article

III.

is clear

that

on the

•.
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local

as well as the nationa.,

have actively
,---

accepted

--- and

---

that

the end justifies
An impressive

l-e-ve-1
--, member·s--o-f the. John Birch Society

promoted the dan gerous .Machiavellian

-~-

_ th ~ ~ns.

_

number of American periodicals

the Birch program as it is carried
Li fe, Time, the Atlantic
Reporter

have all

related

or ganizations.

have also attempted
San Francisco

to objectively

Chronicle,

Journal

of Social

Issues

have provided

the tactics

profile

techniques

Quarterly

members hit

and the

arrl complete

of the Birch Society
that

may

have been made by

televisi6n

to such an attack.
Xerox with fifty
estimate

to 12,000 letters.

1see report

that

discovered
..

specials

becomes subject
that

when they
they

in the Bulletin

that

to a hundred thousand

letters

of protest.

about 2,100 ~ ~~chers answe~th.ft
were not persuasive

in Saturday

or in

on the U.N. that

Welch su ggested

The letters

on incident

of the Society

to Birch beliefs

-Xerox Corportation

six ninety-minute

ficials

used by the Birch group is writing

becomes critical

in a manner contrary

t o a flood of letters.

were subject

The

and methods used by the Society

Any person or gr oup that

s_ponsored

and

t he nation.

any way operates

P• 29.

the ~irch activities.

more scholarly

A true

One of the most powerful
.

and

leadin g newspapers

seen by examining a few of the reports

members across

close

on the Birch Society

The Western Political

covera ge of the Birch tactics.

those who have studied

Progressive,

Los Angeles Times, arrl the New York Times have

coverage.

Xero ~

report

on

Look, Newsweek,

Nation,

A number of the nation's

continual

letters

out by the members.

documented articles

offered

be better

have had articles

as well as the liberal

carried

theory

call

1
with

in character.

Review ILVII (October

3, 1964)
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They did not follow the traditional
They displayed
single

fear,

threatening

hate,

and contempt and often

statement.

and informed the writers

moderate pattern

~Corportati.cin

that

of correspondence.

nothing more than a
acknowled~__d alLkt.t.e~

the U.N. pr~rams

would be carried

by ABC

and NBC.1
Although Welch disclaims

any

charged with using the tactic
the call

is late

on occasion

connection,

of the ~

the respondent

Pastors,
crosses

matters
teachers,

This technique

editors,

knowingly or ' otherwise,

nation.

The tactic

---store

arrl scatter

informs
_usuall
rather

aeyone.

post card size
the

the

a

"card party."

are knowingly or unkn~

in Yugoslavia

9

slips
I

or some other

iron

arourrl the merchandise.

loss

gly

curtain
the

The card

•

buys front the Commul1ist

to cancel orders

than face a possible

that

is called

The Birch members merely ~~ into

is simple.

the store

he had offended

may find themselves

ar.ganizers

businesses

manufactured

the customer that
causes

of charges

of such tactics.2

is used against

merchandise

"Communist" or

congreemen, housewives and anyone else who

em loyed by th.e.-B.in

selling
-----

Ordinarily

I

enemy and as such the object
One tactic

4

call.

may hear ~n inflannna~ory_torrent

over which he had no idea that

the Birch path,

are continually

telephone

at night and no more than a one
---

concerning

Birchers

'lbe pressure

from F.astern European nations

in ~ustomers. 1

1Ibid.
2The Birch reaction to these charges is recorded in the Bulletin,
May 1, 1961, p. 13. Welch informed his followers to believe absolutely
nothing unless it is unmistakably confirmed by his office.
3Arnold Forster & Benjamin R. Epstein,
(New York Random House, 1964), PP• 24-26.

Danger on the Right,
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Birch workers try to infiltrate
zations

and service

or ganizations,
of influence
their

groups such as the P.T.A.,

and other

literature

They attempt

they are not successful

in respectable

they open up their

One of the most effective
its

tactics

bookstores

on the radio

or no cost to the Society.
businessmen

It is difficult
accept

Rousellot's

the Birch Society

election

meetings

throughout

statement

that

political

lErnest

on television

at little

bank accounts. 2

the Birch Society
organization.

with paid staff

in California
operates

Harry Keaton,

Young Republicans,

and infiltrating

found that

workers,

Republican

Robert Gaston,

of th _e _y9ung ~pub:}.i _c~~ :through

1965.

of right-wing

$1.lCh

to

in the
former

in January

organizers,

had taken over the Young Republicans

the state.

by the endorsement

and often

with large

of 1963, the Birch Society,
of "recruits"

uses in

These programs are sponsored by ultra-

of the California

scores

and where

own stores.

for moderate young Republicans

manner of traditional
president

They

Dan Smoot ..m_g.
_Clarence Manio n... Birch arguments

are heard repeatedly

conservative

to gain positions

institutions.

messages is by way of the audiences
like

fraternal

boards in order that

f

commentators

organi-

church groups,

can be pushed into the educational

to get their

presenting

groups. 1

social

and respected

on school board s or county library

doctrine

attempt

estPblished

and

by pacld.ng

clubs and organizations

a young Bircher,

-won control

T(lethods• . He. was al.SQ ai .ded .

of the then Birch Western states

co-ordinator,

Dunbar, "The Plot to Take Over the PTA," Look, Sept.

former

7,

PP• 27-31.

2National Council of the Churches of Christ, Bureau of Research
and Survey Information Service, October, 10, 1964, pp. 7-10.
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1

Congres sman Rousselot.
Keith

Patterson

is

an individualist,

istic

of a Westerner.

Early

in 1963 one would have found it

He operates

that

Birch

tactics

Just

prior

to a Robert

views on the
that

attack.

sides.

He lost

sponsorship

Letters

of Keith

found an enemy.
Yet,

Patterson
personal

in face

a brief

Costa

Times,

Bot wright

Birch
his

challenged

tendent

of th~ Contra

concern

over

_and j,nstruction
association

2

with the

curP'

speak his

followers

action"

and denounce

.in .his - district.
Society

1 The Birch invasion
of California
in an article
in Look, July 16, 1963,

most

- Botwr-ight
as well

Republican
pp. 19-25.

view.

mind through

to maintain

his

editor

District.

had

Birch

position

of the

but more extensive

College

"subversive

as "your

or "how

of Dr. Drummond J. Mccunn,

Junior

John Birch

him from all

with the

Botwright,

a similar,

actions

Costa

to

school

superingreat

"collectist

s0

programs

challenged
as his

Contra

attack.

- McCunn's

by the

his

to a fierce

such notes

The Birch

was able

William

job under

hit

card

claim.

He soon foun d

were subject

he disagreed

Patterson

they

him

expressed

..

who received

was that

him to censor
tools

editoriaJ

a communist?"

tactics.

the

that

Patterson

sponsors

and he continues

what he called
led

radio

Idaho.

to convince

level

makes my credit

sponsoring

strong

lost

in education

choice

Patterson

editorials.

difficult

to Boise,

character-

KYMEin Boise,

and anonymous phone calls

His crime
is

of the

very

a number of sponsors

lon g have you been

his

through

io nal

station

on the high

Welch visit

he and a number of his

vicious

radio

were conducted

Society

a tradit

· McCtll'lh' s

sources

assembly

is

for better

described

2The Patterson-Birch
Conflict
was first
reported
by Julius
Duscha
in the Washington Post. Senator Gale McGee (D-Wyo.)
requested
Duscha's
article
be recorded ih the U.S. Congressional
Record CIX (May 21, 1963)
9087-9088.
\~
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schools,

which included

lieutenant

a pamphlet by Mervin K. Hart,

of Gerald L. K. Smith and Manhattan chapter

an anti-Semite
leader

for

the John Birch Society. 1
An organized
and Botwright.

stonn of letters
Some just

and phone calls

claimed he was soft on Communism, others

l;il\ifit'ly

011llod him A "MA.Z'Xillt Coliimuniat,"

writing

an editorial

silence.

stating

The editorial

Botwright's

article.

had uncovered

copies

of a challenged

Chronicle

English

board refused

denied the right

students'

sch~ol funds to pay postage
cookai uphaaval is

dismissed

just

across

innnediately.

Contra Costa College
from the Birch led

on charges that

ranged · from

'and rel ig ious prejudice

for Anti-Communist propaganda.

one of scores

concerning

education

and using
This Birch

that

have

the nation.

Drury Brown, the Republican

1

to report,

grades to racial

of ninety

page the story of Botwright' s

to give up under extreme pressure

changing

is another

resigned

story the

and the help of the San Francisco

on the front

Mccunn was finally

been reported

an exclusive

Botwright

community support

attack.

who killed

McCunn with the purchase
text,

into

Jim Hughes, the news-

Times owner, Dean Lesher,

connecting

which printed

being forcefully

the Times would not be bullied

when Hughes also killed

editor

Due to strong

that

by

BotW2':l.ght Nll)ondod

never hit the stands.

paper 's manager, telephoned

hit the Times

American who certainly

editor

of the Blackfoot

questions

(Idaho) .~

the methods used by those

This incident was fully covered in Progressive,
November, 1962,
attempt
pp. 26-28.
Also Look, September 25, 1962. The right-wings
to control U.S. schools is the topic of Jack Nelson and Gene lbberts,
Jr. The Censors and the Schools.
(Boston: Little,
Brown and Company,
1963)

.
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who follow the Birch line.

When he stepped out of his hou se one

morning and found a red swastika

painted

slashed , and sugar in the gas tank,

on his car door, the ttres

he was shocked and concerned.

He became more concerned when he received
phone calls.

One lady said,

time,

it will

be your home."

Representative

Ralph Harding,

the Bi rch Society

a number of anonymous

"Last time,

it was your car;

next

Mr. Bro"Wl'l'
s crime was that

he supported

a young Democrat, who had challenged

and Ezra Taft Benson's

support of it on the floor

Throughout the 1964 campaign, which Harding lost,

of Congress.

and his supporters

were plagued with threats

and charges

from those
1

who claimed Harding had gone too far in his Benson criticism.
The October,
short

1963, issue

of the Ladies Home Journal

story by Jllll1es Cla.vell entitled

included

"The Children• s Story. ,"

theme of the story was of the Orwell type and the Journal

had a strong warning against
expressed
gested

his feelings

that

letters

concerning

the Journal

Within a short

time the Journal

story,

statement

story.

know full

.

.

.

They received

number 1,371 repeated

Many wrote they hadn't

He
and sug-

over 2,300
Welch's
read the

such as the one from a lady in Idaho,

well . that. I should
. . . be . tremendously
.
.
.
.

it

the story was "un-American."

was "aware."

-word for word.

but added statements

thought

the story in the Bulletin

Of that

a

The

Robert Welch didn't.

be made aware that

on the Clavell

Bulletin

subversion,

he

.

.

.

.

_displeased

with its

"I
message. tt2

1

see Blackfoot News, coverage of 1964 election.
A good article
which includes the Blackfoot incident as well as a number of similar
Jai-mary 26, 1965,
experiences in Frank Church, "Conspiracy USAtt~,
pp. 21-23.
2
Editors

1964, P• 15.

report

on the incident

in Ladies Home Journal,

April,
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The letters

were harsh,

extreme,

suggested the Journal's

cruel,

that

The First
Day Saints
official

be deported.

Presidency

questions on the tactics

of the Birch Society

during the winter
of Agriculture

connection

in October of ' l962.

to tie

suggested

the editor

of Latter

used by an

of 1962-1963.

Reed

and Mormon apostle,

Ezra Taft Benson, was put on the Birch payroll

was an attempt

Others

of the Church of J.esus Christ

Benson, son of former Secretary

suggested

moron. nl

had some serious

the Mountain States

Home Worker."

Several

One lady charged that

some kind of degenerated

II

garbage."

should pack and "go home to Moscow."

the edi tors

must be

One person

name be changed to the "Ladies

Another charged "your say is nauseating
the Journal

and unfair.

as Coordinator

Among his first

for

efforts

the Birch program to the Mannon Church.

with the Church in Utah would provide

a powerful

Any

front,

since close to 70 percent of Utah's citizens
are Mormons. The younger
. "L
lli. WIto .
Benson was charged w:i.th using Sacrament meetings, Mutual Improvement
Association

meetings,

firesiQes,

mote Birch doctrine.
statement

The Church leaders

on the official

officers - ................................
·, coordinators

take

he align

The statement

in particular.

"the presumption

....

reacted

to pro-

by issuing

a strong

politics

in general

The statement

of some politicians,

stressed

leadership

with their

that

especially

and members of the John Birch Society,

the Church or its
continued

church functions

Church stand concerning

and the John Birch Society
the Church deplores

and other

partisan

-

who
..... under- .
views.

by encou~aging members of the Church "to vote

11
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according

to their

own convictions."

official

statement

applications

no one should seek or pretend

'
adherence to ' any extremist

of their

ended by urging ,all

ambition. 1

but not before

to refuse

were called

all
to

to account,

Reed Benson claimed that

during the period he was Mountain Coordinator

- ~v
-f"'""~
ow

Utah.

The

11

or Church functions

Birch tactics

they had noted some gains.

to have

ideologies.

Church officials

for the use of church .buildings

promote political

of the Church

11

then added the warning that
our approval

The Presidency

membership tripled

in

1

The above mentioned cases concerning
few of the many-that
papers
cases.

h/3.ve been reported

and periodicals.

2

The cases described

in leading

They do not repres~nt
are typical,

used, but also as to the issues

Wal.ch also uses a number

a

American news-

extreme and isolated

not only as to the methods

involved.

are in keeping with the plan of action
jiQJ,re.y~

Birch methods are just

In genera.l the methods

outlined

o.L_o:th

in the Blue Book.

t.eehn-i<ttte-s-not mentic.oned

at Ind.ianaJloli.s _ _ ~-~

ng these

old technique

,,-

favorite

-

methods of attacking

of associating

tact i c of the Society

f. them and their

. lis ~

additional

the enemy, is the

the enemy with undesirable
against

programs is to list

so"."'call.e.c:l,...c;ru!lnnmist
. organization

groups.

A

those who are most critical
a long list

of names and then

in the . same paragraph

or .thought

1
. . 1.D.S. - Birch controversey is discussed by Sen:\tor Frank Moss of
Utah in U;S. Congressional Record May 28, 1963, Vol. 109, p. 9071; Rep.
Ralph Harding of Idaho U.S. Congressional Record; Sept. 25, 1963, Vol.
109, p. 18125-18127; Senator Wallace F. Bennett of Utah in U.S. Congressional Record, August 6, 1963, Vol. 109, p. 14171. The official
statement by the t.D.S. First Presidency appeared in the Salt Lake Tribune
on March 21, 1963.
2
see Bibliography

of periodicals

for additional

articles

on tactics.
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alLo
the

organizat·on.

person

S~m;U.a. t

a communist

labeled

"red"

this

is the

technique

by naming a long list

and then

showing that

to
of proving

of organizations

the person

being

a

that

are

attacked

belonged

or w
On occasion

on the

inside

Welch is much more direct

cover

of the

July-August,

1963,

Welch explaine ·d to the members how to
see,

a Communist must,

Senator

Kuchel's

or some other

open shot

at Senator

spokesmen

against

in American
that

axiomatically

spot
carry

give-away

the

John Birch

him everything

to a "damn liar."

Many of the

your

recent

like

speech

that

Kuchel

"fri ght peddlers.
at the

Birch

11

Society.

1 see Bulletin.
in his controversial

The Senator'

He was concerned

This type
"letter,"

"

This

is

an

leading
"slam"

of hate

charges

into

letters

such as;

English?"
Another

filth

against

speech

of association
the Politician.

of

and an "anti-Christian"

(his)

with

. . . You

II

to this

to thousands

he spoke out
s first

...

you."

"peddle

Opinion,

or be a friend

In addition

from Russian

sage

became an enemy because

communist.

were one line

you--, Socialist,

Senator

of American

that

from a "pink"

to you., too-

Kuchel

2

Society.

letters

For example,

one of Washington's

"And pooh-pooh
suggested

issue

a real

Kuchel has b een subject

have called

charges.

a card,

Kuchel of California,

Opinion,

"who translated

in his

or

simple

mes-

3

11

in ~ssia.

what he called

was not

the

aimed solely

a number of groups

who

is used

by Welch

repeatedly

2Among the most outspoken

critics
of the Birch Society in Washington
are Sen. Kuchel ( R.-Calif);
Sen. Milton R. Young ( R.-N.D.); Sen Stephen
Young (D-Ohio);
Sen. Gale McGee (D-Wyo);Sen.
Frank Church (D-Idaho);
former Congressman,
Rep. Ralph Harding,
(D-Idaho);
F.ep. Cameron (D-Calif);
Sen. Jacob Javits - (R-N.Y.).
3comments taken from Kuchel speech
al Record CIX (May 28, 1963), 9684-9699.

recorded

in the U.S.

Congressin-
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were blowing the U.S. controlled
"Operatio n Water Moccasin" into
.directed

war games in Georgia commonly called
a Communist invasion;
through'

by a Russian gener ~l operating

When Kuchel offered
and actually
officers

documented proof that

had no base at all

except

from such "anti-American?"

Guatemala,

Spain,

guerrilla

exercise

Thailand,

the United Nations.

the charges

that

places

we :re

124 foreign

not true

military

as Canada, Great Britain,

and Turkey were observers

conducted

an invasion

by the United States

of the counter

Army, he became a

"dupe" and an enemy.
Senator
received

Milton Youn~, a highly-regarded

the same type of treatment

income tax.

icanist"

it

somewhat difficult

and willingly

But as he continues
Birch Society,

concerning

the
..........................................

nation

---

serving

to the accepted

that

Young

an enemy to the "Amercampaign.

the charge that

he is

the cause of communism.

and the goals of the John

such un-documented

essay con&e-sts- on_patriotic

is an American tradition.

based on the subject

foreign

to understand

the

take him long to find

of a Birch letter

to study the tactics

Conduc.ting national

test

he was declared

or unwillingly

he is finding

the opposition,

It didn't

cause and became the subject

Young finds
"Pink"

program was after

when he

an amendment to abolish

At the time he offered

had never even heard of the SocietJ.
out what their

Republican,

from the Birch tacticians

opposed a move in North Dakota to dffer
federal

moderate

charges
topics

are common.1
or ma:tters

Yet, a national

con-

-

"Why Impeach Earl Warren" seems somewhat
tradition.

1

Yet, the ' Birch Society

conducted

1Young•s experience is reported by New York Times, April 18, 1961,
p. 24. Young's view of the conflict
with the Birch Society is found
in U.S. Congressional
Record CVII pp. 3446-3447
(March 8, 1961).
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11

such a contest
on the

to stir
111

campuses.

up a great

The contest

mentioned.

It

lofty

would suggest

goals

seudonyms if

attended

contest

announced

as Eddie

It

seel)ls equally

a part

time

O. Douglas,

Another

example

J.

of a tactic
claim

that

the

their

goal,

sake of achieving

_President

--

Kennedy as a tool

John Rousselot
that

the

national

goals .

"We were going

program

at

th..e

will

off

first

not

was

In his

to Warren. 3

Society

condone

-

of the

the

But the

Hugo Black,

in addition
Birch

expanded

foul

seems

means for

drive.

of

The same

group explained
for the

nationwide

•• --• we just

that

assassination

Birch

sponsors

college

prize

Justices

was well-timed

year,

the

of the

membership

virtues

be

use

from Los Angeles.

Brennan,

tragedy,"

of the

that

is the use of the

the

to kick

beginning

student

to aid their

who proclaims

"terrible

of thP- $1,000

they

should

contest

were announced. 2

used by the

to debunk Rousselot's

this

strange

for Associate

and William

that

no mention

winners

he recommended impeachment

William

that

and the winner

Rose,

among conservatives

"good men and women" with

who entered

would promise

was conducted

that

those

would be made when the

contest

essay

that

desired.

of interest

had a few P.eculiarities

seems somewhat strange

they

of a national

deal

Society's

membership

moved up the

starting

4
bi..t.,...11

line

The number one organ
_page _advertisement

of the

featuring

1963-64

membership

the _assassination

1

drive

o.f the

was a full

President

of . the

New York Times, August 5, 1961, p. 1
2
. see Bulletin,
November, 1961, p. 7. The impeachment movement including the contest
is discussed
repeatedly
in the Birch Society's
White Book for 1961.
3Time, February

16,

4wewsweek, December

1962,

P• 23.

30, 1963,

P• 17.
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United States.

The ad was entitled,

"The Time Has Come" and first

appeared the middle of December, 1963, in such first
papers

as the New York Times, the Washington Post,

Times, Salt Lake Trib ,me, the OakLmd Tribune,
Globe Democrat.
bers in local

The advertisement

newspapers

far as organization
body striving

world."

of a local

P.T.A.
doesn't

ambitions.
purposes

of guilt

without

Perhaps

is to "raise

that

in fact

1
study.

The advertisement

a case.

are legitimate.

Their crime was

the vigilante

tactic

It is possible

that

they

whose aim

to which · the wise and honest can repair."

of the conspiracy

Communists with their

without

are being used by an organization

a standard

Perhaps Welch is right

to advance Society

Kuchel; or Senator Young; or Congress-

It may
. . . well
. . . be,
. . as
. . Welch
. . . .claime
. . .d,.
awareness

to advance Society

world."

such tactics

are merely tools

over the leadership

to be a method of "trul y good men and women"

whose aim is a "better

-

to attempt

This seems too much like

trial

as

the program of a group with such lofty

by condemning Senator

they disagreed.

by the mem-

more responsibility,

organization

seem proper

proof,

Louis

They claim to be a

government,

and then using that

man Harding without
that

are concerned.

Somehow the idea of taking

Nor does it

and the st.

claims to be something new in history

and goals

seem like

the Los Angeles

the United States. 1

for the goals of "less

and better

American

has since been placed

throughout

The John Birch Society

doctrine

line

that

.

necess
. . . ary
. .

is all

when he charges
own tactics."

is reproduced

.

to. . shock
into
. . . pec;:,p_le

.

about in order to save them.
his

followers

to "beat the

Somehow the methods used by the

in full

in the appendix of this

126
Birch Society
group that

don't

fit

into the pattern

claims to be "something

one would expect

new in history--a
I

good men and women, of reli gious ideals

and a better

the tactics

used by the Society

that

in the harsh criticism

result

bqdy of truly

and humane consciences,

• • • " whose goals have been summarized as,
more responsibility,

from a

"less

government,

world. 111 The fact is that
to advance these

it is

imposing objectives

and condemnation that

it has

received.
The Strength

r

I
'

A 1961 California

report

on the John Birch Society

Birch membership as being composed primarily

(

men, retired

\

shoes. 112 This evaluation
seems quite

\

of the 'John Birch Society

surveys
strength

military

certain

indicate
and that

had a continual
past

few years.

officers,

that

that

and little

"of wealthy businessold ladies

may have been accurate
it would no longer

gain in activities
The organization

have proved effective.

1stop,

groups are losing

the John Birch Society

has

as well as in membership over the
and program outlined

at Indianapolis

by emulous young men such as Reed

Benson and former Congressmen John Rousselot.
and strength

While recent

More and more the Birch program is being

spread and made more attractive

. the prestige

in tennis

in 1961, but it

be valid.

a number of the far right

many have collapsed,

described

Such spokesmen elevate

of. the body •.

Look, and Listen,

P• 4.

2 stanley Mask and Howard H. Jewell, "The Birch Phenomenon
Analyzed,'' New York Times Magazine, August 20, 1961. This article
was based on a report for the Governor of California by Attorney
General Stanley Mask and Asst. Att. General Howard H. Jewell.
The
report was also inserted in the U.S. Congressional Record, CVII
1
(August 15, 1961), 15869.
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Welch's administrative
considerin g the strength
and very efficient.

)

of the Birch group.

that

with the individual
he is a vital

to Belmont.

"fight."

members.

This organization

and cities

units

is

allow

Each member is

the members role

is the tool

fight.

rapidly

in the

through which Welch's ideas

into action

throu ghout the

of America.

Total Birch membership is not known.
publl~ly

of authority

link in the anti-communist

These mem:,s report

and programs are multiplied
villages

line

out by each member and sent by the chapter

Monthly memos are filled
leader

It has proven sound

chain of comm.and. The small chapter

Welch close contact
made to feel

must be mentioned when

The step by step direct

a very effective

I

organization

announce the number in their

The Society

g;roup.

20 thousand to well over 100 thousand.

does not

Estimates

run from

Actual membership is probably

somewherebetween the two figures, 1 It is knownthat the members
are widely distributed

throughout

the nation

strong

in areas with a fundamentalist

ornia,

Texas, and areas

strong

financial

of the South.

and are especially

tradition

like

Southern Calif-

These members provide

base upon which the Society

operates.

the

Annual-

dues income in 1962 was over $700,000 which was $200,000 over 1961.
Sales
.

giving
. .
.

of Birch literature
.

the
. . Society
. .
.

.

.

there

time co-ordinators

'---

added perhaps $300,000 more,

a. .working
of near one .million
. . . . budget
. .

As of 1962, over 40 staff
In addition,

and donations

were

dollars • .

workers were employed in the home office.

35 fully

in the field.

salaried
The staff

1tn 1962 Alan F. Westin estimat~
Weston, 12.£•ill•, P• 240.

co-ordinators
payroll

and 70 part

was close to

membership at sixty

thousand.
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\ $12,000 a week • 1
Society

will

The latest

operate

estimates

suggest

that

in 1965 the

on an income in the neighborhood of two million

dollars.
The Society
United Nation,

is continuin g its
against

and the P.T.A.,

ing to present

water fluoridation,

goods from Eastern

itself

sound character
___

Earl Warren, against

against

merchants who sell

n_the importance

people of substance

right-wing

aims.

local
against

Europe.

as an organization

with lofty

During this

long range projects

directly

or principal

financial

school officials
taxes,

.

and against

made up of individuals

of

Since 1963 much emphasis has been

of appearing

as a sound body of respectable

and standing.

By

October,

to attract

1964, Dr. Arthur Larson,

the Council of Civic Responsibility
/ organizations

the

But it is also attempt-

same period it was also organizing

groups.

against

had linked

other

chairman of

twelve ultra-right

to the John Birch Society
supporters

through top officers
2
of each organization.
\ Larson sees

1Financial figures are taken from Alan F. Westin, The Radical Right,
p. 240, and financial
statements filed annually with the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts as reported in the NewYork Times. Westin estimated
Birch 1962 income -$600,000 higher, but the$1,000,000
seems fairly
accurate.
The Birch report to members is included periodically
in the
Bulletin.
This report does not deal in exact dollars and cents, but
is informative.
See Bulletin for December, 1961, PP• 15-19.
2The National Council for Civic Responsibility
is an organization
backe _d by 80 di _s1;.il'lguishe9-.Anler:i,c~ns f:1;'0111
_b1,1S;iness., _religion,
scien _ce, .
law, labor, education, and public affairs.
It includes persons
identified
with both political
parties.
The stated purpose of the
Council is to systematically
inform the American people, through the
mass media, "the truth about the John Birch Society and related
radical reationary
•••
groups, and about the mistatements on public
issues and personalities
that they are spreading on a rapidly increasing scale.''
Dr. Arthur Larson is chairman of the Council.
He
served the Eisenhower Administration
in a number of key positions.
He
is an expert on international
law and is at present, Director of the
World Rule of Law Center at Duke University.
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a coordinated
resulting

policy

directed

from this

by a sort of interlocking

consolidated

This consolidated

1

leadership.

right-wing

"trust''

provides

prejudices

reports

are over 7,000 radio and television

there

50 states

weekly in all

the Birch Society.
related
this

that

of a small fringe

strength

beyond the limited
that

are being aired

money comes from substantial

adds to its

strength

materials

broadcasts
to

law requires

a year. 2

A large

part

enterprises

that

sponsor

with strong business

most successfully.

of

Thus the Birch Society

among other right-wing

scene where the full

has been exercised

icanism versus

Dr. Larson

by groups connected

group.3

through an alliance

It is on the local

a new state

business

by members of this

which in turn are in alliance

Society

group.

far

The propaganda programs sponsored by the twelve

groups cost upwards of $20,000,000

programs presented

directorate

groups

concerns.

strength

of the Birch

For example, in Florida

each high school to offer

a course in Amer-

communism. Among the recommended instructional

is literature

prepared

by the

The Houston area has been strongly
The schools use the film,

John Birch Society.4
influenced

by Birch programs.

"Communismon the Map" extensively.

Often

the film is accompanied by comments by a known spokesman for the John

1 The twelve

groups that Larson sees tied to the John Birch
Society-, · their programs; arid · their connection · a·re re ·produced · i ·n ·
the append.ix of this study.
2 National Council of Churches, Bureau of Research arrl Survey,
''The Radical Right," Information Service, October 10, 1964.
'3Ibid., PP• 8-9•
4
A number of such cases are reported in a leaflet
entitled
"Rightwing Retreat from Freedom" issued by the National Council of
Jewish Womenin 1961-62.
I I.
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Society

or a related

<sroup. A number of "objectionable"

have been removed from Houston public,
because of Birch pressure

and influence.

The Birch influence

J. Evetts

and college

every school in Texas

Texans for America, spearheaded

Haley.

libraries

1

has extended into

throu gh an organization,
rancher,

school,

books

by a wealthy

This group shares many of the same goals

and many of the same members with the John Birch Society.
with the 1962 school year,
schools

conformed to the ideological

any texts
social

every history

text

used in the Texas public

ideas of the Haleyites.

dealing ~favorably ~with the United Nations,

security,

federal

Valley Authority

Beginning

income tax,

George Marshall,

have been excluded from the list

That is,

the New Deal,
or Tennessee

of acceptable

history

books in Texas.
The full
that

the accepted

treated
role

strength

of this

textbooks

group is realized

when it is observed

adopted by the Texas Education Agency

with favor the memory of Joe McCarthy, General MacArthur's

in wanting to bomb China during

and "pa trio tic wars. "
to describe
connection

this

In addition

country.

the Korean War, Calvin Coolidge,

the accepted

texts

used "republic"

The word "democracy" was not used in

with American history.

Laissez

faire

was treated

only system of "American economics" in the accepted

as the

texts.

I

In addition

to the ban on history

· by ·Ha.ley is fi ghting
Carl Sandburg,

all

student

texts,

exposure to such American authors

Jack London,' Lincoln Steffens,

Hemingway, Henry Steele
and Allan Nevins.

the Texas group led

Upton Sinclair,

Commanger, 'l;heodore Dreiser,

as

Ernest

Eric Goldman,

This campaign goes so far as to exclude any mention
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in the biblio ~raphies

of testbook ' of the works of these and other

writers.1
Examples of this

same type of strength

found throu ghout the country
Education

Association

stron g warnings

school or ~anizations.

has also issued

principals,

and textbook

~ On the political

quite

apparent

that

The National

the Birch or ganization

suffered

its

greatest

moves

&lucation
superintendents,

fronts

has shown signs

setbacks.

the strength

to compete openly in the American political

The closest

have issued

for Birch-led

to school boards,

they do not possess

have been gained through

Both the National

committees.

front

but has also

warnings

can be

Association

members to be prepared

Association

of strength

level.

and the Parent-Teachers

to their

to take over local

at the local

and influence

It seems

or the program

arena.

Their successes

or by operatin g behirrl the scenes.

the Birch Society

has come to occupying a position
I

of political

strength

on the national

of Barry Goldwater in 1964.

level

They c~aim that

was their
their

political

"motivated by fundamental hopes and fears of religious
provide

a program of strength

Welch claims that
observation

that

that

support
approach

intensity 112

far beyond that •of traditional

members proved so helpful
"a Bircher

active

politics.

it was a repeated

is worth a hundred ordinary

workers. ,.'3

1This information as well as a complete covera ge of the Birch
stren gth in the educational
field is found in part five of a six
part article
by Fred J. Cook, in the Nation.
Fred J. Cook, "The
Ultras " Nation, June 30, 1962, 596-601. Two good books which provide
a ge neral covera ge of the critics
who influence the public schools are:
Mary Anne Raywid, The Ax-Grinders,
(N.Y. MacMillan, 1962), and Jack
Nelson and Gene Roberts Jr., The Censors and the School, (Boston,
Little,
Brown & Co. 1963).
- -

3Tuid.
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Both the Birch leaders
that

the Society

and the supporters

played a major role in the defeat

Congressman from Idaho by a Conservative
¼~en it is remembered that
that

Johnson carried

Idaho . quite

Birch group aided in Hansen's
Perhaps the greatest
of the leadership

easily,

to determine

political

Birch tactics

rather

Cons ervative
maintain

a position

California

and Hustand in the 1962
voi~e in official
gaining

of the

it was organized.
called

elements

in the conservative
the vice-chairman

Washington.

control

innnedia~ely after

which vowed :to keep radical

Also in Michigan, Richard Durant,
Republicans,

Utt of California

arrl formed a new organization

of respectability

political

two valuable

and started

association

dispersed

Federation

like

capture

But this

than traditional

But they lost

In Michi gan they infiltrated

Those in control

him to task.

the

out and

movement.

of the 14th District

renounced his membership in the John Birch Society

Governor Romney called

the

was their

in California.

they have no real

newly formed conservative

to what extent

show of strength

held by announced members Rousselot
Consequently,

and

the claim may have merit.

In Congress they have supporters

election.

George Hansen.

victory.

and Rivers of North Carolina.
seats

Republican,

of the Young Republicans

was done by typical

of the Democratic

Harding was a firm Johnson supporter

A complete study would be necessary

methods.

of Ralph Hardin g claim

when

Durant had been the best-known

.Bircher •in Michigan ·and had ·provided · the Society
position

of respectable

political

leadership

with · a claim ·to ·a ·
in that state. 1

1Barbara Holliday, reporter for the Detroit~
Press has
studied the Birch Society in Michigan very extensively.
The cases
mentioned are taken from an address by Barbara Holliday to the
National IDiucation Association Convention in Detroit on July 4, 1963.
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Probably one of the

v-1·

best singular

of the John Birch Society

tests

took place in North Dakota during

of 1961.

After the death of Republican

a special

election

was called

a wealthy farmer with full
campai gn, was defeated
candidate,

to fill

election

in Phoenix.
to conflict

members.

an important

North Dakota election

has been making all
that

this

1egular

Republican
nominee,

allows us to see in cold figures

in actual

Milton Young expressed

The fact

by the

only 5,773 votes out of the 92, 536 cast. 1

Scott received

the special

John W. Scott,

He also ran behind the Democratic

an example of Birch strength

after

the fall

Congressman Hjalmar C. Nygaard,
the vacant seat.

overwhelmingly

The North Dakota special

Senator

strength

and open Birch support arrl a well-financed

Mark Andrews.

John Hove.

on the political

It is not great.

point when he observed

that

"only a small minority

noise. 112

small rrumbers can make a big noise was re-emphasized

The United States

Day sponsored by the Birchers

in Phoenix

with the United Nations Day in November of 1963 drew

only 378 persons

to a free program.

internationalist

and a liberal,

The next day Senator Javits,

drew over 1,700 at $1 apiece

to hear

his United Nations speech.)
However, more recent
interpretation
The efforts
party

events may irrlicate

of the Society's

political

of a number of leading

statement

divorcing

influence

Republicans

the Republican

that

a different
may be needed.

to obtain

an

an official

Party from any direct

1see Newsweek, Nov. 4, 1963, P,• 34-35, for a coverage of the
special election.
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connections

with the John Birch Society

statement

against

by name.

John Rousselot

Mar y McGrory,

all

extremists

applauded the statement

meetin g with the Republicans

in only a general

and no mention at all

Washin gton reporter,

as irresponsible

resulted

called

blinking.

of the Society

arrl called

it

splendid.

it an eyebal l to eyeball
A condemnation of Robert Welch

wasas far as the party was willing

to go.

Perhaps

th ey held back because of the need for money and the realization
a number of the sources
supporters
Society

of that money are sympathetic

of the John Birch Society.

exercised

enough influence

of them by the Republican

C h•
fact

on the local
teachers
certain

television

t he sl a ng dictionary

imported

influence

from Eastern

airline

The Birch Society

to their

public

the

denouncement

selection

in other areas.
stores

mainly

· and ·sponsors

schools

to drop
in keepin g

in California.

1

in Texas and lesser
They have exerted

to stop the sellin g of goods

They assisted

in a move which convinced.

to abandon .a plan to have the insignia

of

planes.

has lacked the strength

like matters
pressure.

that

They have caused

They were successful

on textbook
control

Europe.

the United Nations on its

goals concerning

in nature.

programs.

on some department

a transcontinental

not yield

local

out of certain

succ ess concernin g textbook
enou gh pressure

to ward off an official

water to go Un.fluoridated

and radio

They have had great

However, it is a fact

the Birch group has shown strength

on matters

to be fired,

with or even

Party.

remains that
level

that

to successfully

when the organization

accomplish

under attack

would

The 1964 Xerox case mentioned earlier

1see Saturda~ Review, September 30, 1961, p. 30 for an account
of "Dictionary of American Slan g."

is
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a good example of a Birch pro gram that
unmoved and unafraid,
United

Nations

eventually

carried

The Xerox people,

throu gh with their

program despite

sponsorship

the Birch attack.

of the

The Birchers

backed down./ The U.S. R~bber Company in 1963 supported

United Nations an::i became subject
company held its

----Certainly

at this

as a force

of traditional

to a similiar

ground, and the Society

----

ified

failed.

of sufficient

strength

could not be class-

to operate

within

--

The examples given earlier

activity

The

dropped the onslaught.

sta ge the Birch Society

politics.

Birch political

Birch attack.

the

runs a close parallel

the bounds

irrlicate

that

to the losing

·

efforts

'

of Robert Welch in Massachusetts

durin g the 50's.

of st ~ ngt ~ have come through the use
of unconventional
I
than the traditional.
result

r

in more political

influenc~

tactics

i

Their connection

shows

T_herefore,

with ''Big ~ney"

in the future;

rather

people may

only time will

tell.

1

It may be said with ass urang~ that

the Bi rch Societ y has consider-

abl e financia l stren gth both in money controlled
Socie ty and in support
wealthy business

group also provides
influence

which comes from associated

interests

which support

groups and the

groups.

This consolidated

a wide coverage · for Birch ideas and programs.

and stature

of the Society

of youn g men with the reputations
arrl Reed Benson.

these

by the

directly

Rousselot

serves

has increased

arrl connections
as National

. Berison· rece ·ntly opened ·a . nevi-office

The

with the addition
of John Rousselot

Publicity

Director

within ·walking distance

arrl

of the

White House as the Washington area Icoordinator.
In the near future
\remain at the local
heard on the national
there
I
\,

is no irrlication

it appears

level,

that

concerning

the real
local

scene because of their
that

the Society,

Birch strength

matters.

They will

vocal character,

operating

urrler its

will
be
but

present
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ideology

r

and usin g the tactics

now employed, will

i fsnifi cant or lastin ~ influence

exercise

any

upon the mainstream of American

, politics.
America •··s Opinion of the John Birch Society
Such matters

as individual

family background,

means of livelihood

cause a person to express
Thus what seems clear
entirely

different

subject.

and true

mind, a brief
opinions

bein g considered
section

regarding

found in any evaluation.
opinioQs.

difficulty

the John Birch Society,

labor

written

National

recorded

national

Journalists
leaders

Democrats.
issued

newspaper editor
government,

others

James O. Eastland

Security

Subcommittee,

in

evaluations,

arrl

in the

have written

regarding
business,

have issued
often.

on

the
and

their

A number of

Party have been among the most vocal;

in firm support.

The same is true

A small percenta ge of the many opinions

Senator

thought

The man on the street

Those in education

appear in the _paragraphs

Internal

With this

in formulatin g a competent opinion.

in religion,

of the Republican

many are in opposition,

evaluations

in findin g scores of statements

and editors

is

understanding

of the John Birch Society

to his local

leaders

a better

statements,

both pro and con,

have not been silent.

jud gments.

in an

Yet there

If the different

should result.

containing

tho position

There is little

has frequently

he does.

li ght even thougH both are !concerned with the same

American system should prove helpful

Society.

and scores of other influences

examined, and compared, certainly

of the subject

religion,

to one may be viewed by another

value in examinin g stated

are recorded,

education,

his opinion in the manner that

A con sensus is rarely

a real

experience,

that

that

have been

follow. _

(D-Miss,)

is chairman of the Senate

a committee strongly

supported

by

of

1'37
the Birch Society.
position
letter

In answer to inquiries

on the John Birch Society,
statin g that

officially.

•••

Another ranking

Democratic

about the John Birch Society.
among the most outspoken
he heads.

that

"the Fascist

right

Senator

opinions,

without

it are as serious
communism."

threat

and adds that

to our democratic

leadership

in the New York Times,
the Birch leader

unfounded,

arrl his

and false"

regard

but then

as ''Right-Wing crackpots"
of American democracy."

of the Ri ght have been ' practicing
for the truth."

1 Nation, April 1, 1961, P• 274.
March 21, 1961, P• 8.
2u.s. Congressional

to communism." 2

"any mercenary demagogue has the ri ght to

though discredited,

"these radicals

like

Young stated

than are American adherents

terms to describe

the Society's

assassination

different

to go even further

"would undermine the very foundations
claimed

entirely

as internal

in an April 4, 1961, article

that

seems to

Stephen M. Young (D-Ohio) is

today is an even deadlier

He stated

it

of Robert Welch and the or ganization

he was willing

Young used more vivid

described

feels

and way of life

and institutions

Ea.rlier,

Senator

that

1

John Birch Society ,and others

Young then said that

traditions

happy to state

"The

and anti-

In an August 15, 1961, Senate address,

to our security

"the radical

of the Society.

ori;anization."

critics

a form

cannot endorse any or ganization

. . • We are
a patriotic

that

issued

is known to be a conservative

be, from our records,

express

Eastland

He then added his own evaluation

Communist or ganization.

program.

Senator

the subcommittee

John Birch Society

a threat

askin g the subcommittee's

His final

Also reported

who
Young

character
evaluation

----

in New York Times,

Record CIX (August 15, 1963), 15178.

1J8

was that

"they are the Know-Nothi n'ss of the twentieth

Russell
point

Kirk, one of the foremost

century. ,,i

spokesmen for the conservative

of view, sees Welch as "a nice man'' who uses his own money, and

believes

what he says,

but who has gone to extremes.

America,

Kirk had this

to say about Robert Welch:

Writing

in

But Robert Welch, never prepared for the role
of political
leader, is remarkably ignorant of the
nature of the Communist conspiracy which he incessantly
denounces; and the sound of his own words has led him
to the verge of what Burke called ''metaphysical madness~2
Kirk adds that
injure

"since

he founded his Society,

the cause of responsible

against

conservatism

than to act effectively

communism.,,3

Kirk is joined

in this

as William F. Buckley,
Judd.

he has done more to

Judd feels

anti-Communist
his position
critical

Welch lacks

move.

the judgment necessary

in the Society.

of National
opposition

summed up their

opinion

and Walter

to lead an effective

urged that

Welch resign

Lewis has been equally

of the Society.

as such but only Welch's

not pushed into

conservative

Fulton Lewis Jr.,

Goldwater has repeatedly

of leadership

The editors

of Welch by such noted conservatives

Barry Goldwater,

of Welch's direction

the Society

analysis

None of these

condemn

leadership.

Review, after

explaining

that

to Robert Welch by the ''Liberal

of "the Founder" by joining

spokesmen mentioned above in statin's

they were
juggernaut,"

with the recognized
that

"Robert Welch

1New~York Times, April 4, 1961, P• 18. Young's Birch thoughts
are well presentedin
the Saturday Evening Post, January 13, 1962,
P• 6-7 •
2

America, February

3~.,

P• 644. -

,qc.?--

as

17, ' p. 643-644.
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is damag;in g the cause of anti-Communism. 111
One of the Birch Society's
Richard Cardinal
Cardinal

most prized

endorsements

Cushing, Archbishop of Boston.

Cushing who offered

the prayer

is that

of

This is the same

at President

Kennedy's

The endorsement was in the form of a 1960 note to

inau guration.

C. M. Crawford of Los Angeles.
ment in Southern

'

'

The ' note was used as a Birch advertise-

California.

It reads:
Replyin g to your recent letter,
I be g to advise
you that I do not know of any more dedicated antiCommunist in the country than Robert Welch. I
unhesitatin gly recommend him to you and endorse his
John Birch Society.2
Cardinal

Cushin g confirmed his endorsement of Welch at an April

di nner at Stonehill

Colle ge.

However, the Cardinal

issued

denouncement of the Birch group in 1964 when informed that
con t ended that
later

President

announced that

and offered
Bull etin.

publication
feel

g to note that

1A
February
National
char ges.
National
2

the editors

of the~'
Archdiocese

that

movement, with

the "John Birch Society
allowed,

C

def
. . i .nitely
. . . . out
. . of
. . focus."

of apolo gy in the

of the Boston Roman Catholic

al l kinds of good intentions
.

He

he had been misled into condemning the Society

It is interestin

whic h Cushill; heads,

they

Kennedy aided the Connnunist movement.

to allow Welch to print :his letter

the official

a strong

is unbalanced,

The _Chica_gq A.r.chdio .cese's

excjted,

and

.newspaper,. ~ .

conservative

view of Welch is reported in National Review,
vJm.F. Buckley Jr., Editor of
Review, has been critical
of Welch, on methods and unfounded
A more recent National Review evaluation can be found in
Review, Octo. 19, 1965.

11, 1962, pp. 81- 88.

Nation, April 15, 1961, P• 314. See also New York Times April 6,
1961, p. 16 and Christian Century, May 6, 1964, ~5%.
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World,

edited

opposition

by Reverend William F. Graney joins

to the Society.

the John Birch Society
There is little
views expressed
President
that

Graney feels

is taking
evidence

"the United States

narrow Fascist-like

the Rabbinical

intensive

investigation

with serious

and that

General's

office

Protestant

that

and its

sects,

of time and money to refute
associates.

11 The leaders

of

it is
scale

pro grams.

pastor

of the First

the opinion of most of the
when he told his December 17,

evaluation

the doctrine

,.2

The National
deal

expounded by the Birchers
Protestant

groups are

of the Birch program and ideals.

Communist infiltration"

1New York Times, April

Lord.

and has spent a great

But the fundamentalist

among the most avid supporters
"of widespread

than his

"anti-communism has become a god in the lives

Council of Churches echoes this

April

other

to corrluct a full

of those ,;ho do not have the true God as their

--

dangers from the

power ••••

Church of Phoenix expressed

1961, congregation

charge

the opinion

Welch has no ideal

of the Society

of the leading

of the

of Welch and claims the Society

The Reverend Dr. Charles R. Ehrhardt,

and their

Jewish support

Council of America are of the opinion that

for the Attorney

leaders

and fortunate.

Rabbi Emmanuel Raclanan, honorary

bid for personal

essential

Presbyterian

pasting

Birch Society. 111 Rabbi Robert I.

critical

fears"

own "poorly concealed

is deserved

Council of America expresses

and bigotist

on "frantic

in

the present

of any substantial

is confronted

Kahn of Houston is equally
operates

in print

by the Birch Society.

of the Rabbinical

that

the~

The

makes sense to them.

19, 1961, P• 28.

2Louis Cassels, "The Rightist
24, 1962, P• 42.

Crises

in Our Churches,"

122!$,
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They have viewed with distrust
Churches to adapt their
The transition

faith

The nation's

to the social

and editorial

as are the politicans

Beebe, in a~

Francisco

reported

that

politics

or public

Chronicle

life

of supposedly

determined,

known as plain

what used,

"see in the alleged

subversion

once in the almost forgotten
Two months later

be made that

but patriotic.

they are unpatriotic

are doing a devil's
is interesting

which ran Beebe's

pro-Birch

'reJoind.e 'r 'oi' ·, nuts '' 'to this
len~ed additional

Senators

past,

California

and related

groups.

The

words, "they

Indeed,

a good case can
For they

than Communists could do. 111 It

the editors

of the San Francisco

column, joined
paranoid

to be

a sister

and downri ght un-American.

work far better

to note that

attributed

Senator Thomas H. Kuchel' s

at ·the Birch Society

are anything

concerted,

smear at the hands

concluded with an "amen'' to the Senator's

(the Birchers)

of America

to such a prolonged,

newspaper, 1'.h
.~ .§.~ Jose Mercury, supported

editorial

Lucius

as the John Birch Society."

American patriotism."

Senate blast

in

leaders.

in the history

and hysterical

publicists

Beebe adds that many people

are as split

column dated March 18, 1963,

has been subject

responsible

to the Birchers

writers

or

concern.

and religious

"no group or organization

mendacious,

(R-Calif.)

Council of

problems of modern times.

those who join them in this

columnists

evaluation

malicious,

of the National

seems to them to be a movement toward socialism

communism. They support

their

the efforts

Senator

nonsense.

II

Chronicle,

Kuchel "in his

The Chronicle

chal-

and Congressmen to "stand up and declare

1san ~ Mercury, May 6, 1963, Editorial

page.
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themselves.

One of the most favorable

John Birch Society

was that

Examiner durin g the fall
Welch's
accept

fight

and libel

12..2.
Angeles

of George Todt in the

of 1962.

Todt reported

that

Communismand Fabian socialism

his unfounded charges

Todt, like

hurles

against

newspaper covera v,es of the

Beebe, reported
ever directed

against

that

against

Eisenhower,

Herald

he admired
but could not

Dulles,

an::i Nixon.

"some of the worst examples of slander
citizens

of this

nation have been

at the John Birch Society. 112

thou ghtlessly

Few newspaper people have openly endorsed Welch or his organization.
A number of writers,like
defend the position
periodicals

or ganizations

group.

~ World Report

condemnation.

has been silent.

Century,

Of the three

William Buckley's

the body politic"
that

ca.used by the pressures

the ''healthy,

· 1 s~e ·U-nited

movement as another

States

conserving

Congressional

by religious

an::i America are
leading

weekly

while U.S.~
very conservative
William S. White

"temporary boil

of modern times.

processes

have , openly

controlled

Review has been as harsh on Welch as aey.
Rightist

The liberal

and Progressive

and Newsweek have been critical,

sees the Birch-type

certain

New Republic,

The leadin!s magazines

as firm in their

but firmly

on key issues.

such as Cormnentary, Christian

news magazines,~

National

any connection

taken by the Society

such as Nation,

condemned Welch's

equally

Todt, disclaim

on

White is

of American life

will

Record CIX (May 28, 196'3) 9692.

2Todt's editorials
on the John Birch Society were placed in the
U.S. Congressional Record, CVIII, (October 30, 1962), A 7909, A 7911,
A 7919.
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push the sore off"
the

if only those

111 Alan Westin feels

"infection.

round of opposition

to the U.

~enry S. Reuss joins
Birchers

joke.

the Birchers

bipartisan

will

not spread

represent

policies

or combining,

a second

in world affairs.
as rating

2

the

ant un~American threat

111

of Goldwater's

flirtationsand

kind words, few major political

identified

a sensation

the spokesmen of both parties

With the exception

figures

Ezra Taft

have wished to be

openly with the Society.

Richard
against

s.

as "something between,

and an un-funny

Benson's

seeking

Nixon errlorsed

the Birch Society

that

Angeles~

in a letter

"one of the most indelible
adopt the doctrine

the~

lessons

editorial

to the editor.

of human history

the end justifies

stand

He added that
is that

those who

the means inevitably

find

the means becomes the end. 114
The late

President

in a Los Angeles
Society

John F. Kennedy discussed

speech on November 18 , 1961.

a "discordant

voice

of extremism"

the Society

He called

briefly

the Birch

and then warned:

There have always been those fr i nges of our
societ y who have sou ght to escape their own
responsibility
by findin g a simple solution,
an
appealing slo gan or a convenient scape goat.
Men who are unwillin g to face up to the
dan ger from without are convinced that the real
danger comes from within.

1
Alan F. Westin,

P• 25.

2~.,

"The Deadly Parallels,"

Harper's,

"Birch Bark, Birch Bite,

11

April,

1962,

P• 26.

3Henry S. Reuss,
P• 617.
4
~~Times,

March 19, 1961, P• 51.

Connnonweal, May 9, 1962,
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They look suspiciously
at their neighbors and
their leaders.
They call for a man on horseback because
they do not trust the people.
They find treason in
our finest churches, in our highest courts and even in
the treatment of the water.
They equate the Democratic party with the
welfare state, with socialism and socialism with
communism. They object quite rightly
to politics
intruding on the military--but
they are anxious for
the military to en~•~• in pol1tio,. 1
The Birch Society
anti-Communist

fight

of the FBI and feels

is a firm supporter
should be expanded.

They like

its

to quote from

J. :&lgar Hoover.

Yet, J. Edgar Hoover does not have fond feelings

for the Society's

"self-proclaimed"

communism and how to fight
the very mistake
"concentrate

the Communists are so careful

communism without

the social,

political,

Communists are so adroit
those who advocate
us that

understanding

Hoover warns that

on the neE?;ative rather

merely against
eliminate

it. 2

superior

''both Hitler

the Birchers

to avoid.

make

They

than on the positive.

They are

being for aey positive

measures to

arrl economic frictions

which the

at exploitinf?;."

Hoover then requests

such measures review recent
arrl Mussolini

it was by what they stood for,

of

were against

not against,

history

that

arrl he remirrls

communism. However,

that history

has judged

them. ,,'3
No official
associations
Society.

spokesmen can be fou~d for any of the recognized

dealin~

with education

The American Federation

that

openly support

of Teachers

the John Birch

sees the John Birch

1New ~ Times, November 14, 1961, P• 1.
2

April

Louis Cassels

''The Rightest

24, 1962, P• 42 • .
'Ibid.

Crises

in Our Churches" ~'
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Society

as a threat

evaluated
rather

to American liberties.

personalities

rather

than information.

Birchers

other

than issues

to fight

PTA leaders

atte~pts

tradition

chapters

and resents

and

for purposes

tactics.
office

and then report

The local

to appoint

a

to the members

it. 2

The only official

governmental

conducted by the California
American Activities

examination

Senate Factfinding

at the request

of the Society

was

Subconnnittee on Un-

of Mr. Robert Welch.3

Senate

pro Tempore, Hugh M. Burns, served as Chairman of the

President
bi-partisan

investigation

factfinding

committee gained its

closed

hearings,

team comprised of five Senators.

'

who in turn presented

The conclusions
be a Right,

information

and other

On June 12, 1961, it presented
Senate,

of the

The PTA has a proud demo-

have been encoura ged by the national

concerning

propaganda

have been on the alert

Birch authoritarian

committee to study the Birch Society

views,

and presented

to use the organization

than for which it was established.

cratic

have

111 The PTA has been a prime target

from the beginning.

have prepared

Their leaders

its

typical
report

from documents,

investigative

inter-

proceedures.

to the President

of the

it to the Senate 'body.

of the subcommittee proclaimed

anti-communist,

The

fundamentalist

the Society

organization."

"to

The report

1Ibid.
2 rnformation concerning P.T.A. programs can be obtained. from
Chicago.
National Congress PTA, 700 North Rush Street,
3Robert Welch is perfectly
willing to have his organization
investigated
officially
by a subcommittee of either the house or
the Senate.
In fact he has welcomed such an investigation
on
occasion.
Although many legislators,
including Rousselot and
Hiestand, have advocated a complete ,examination, no serious move
in that direction
has been made at the Nationdl level.
,
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indicated

that

the Society

it was not secret

was dominated by Robert Welch, but that

or fascist

team concluded that

of the John Birch Society

It concluded that
by converted
determined

that

evaluation

very similiar

personal

of their

or attending

of what was said in the beginning

learned

was viewed by others
out of line.

were brought

given in the preceeding

of any subject

investigation
and came up

into the Society
doctrine.

They

was an anti-Communist

movement open to
meetings. 2
pages indicate
of this

very clearly

section.

is merely an opinion based on one's

In this

the John Birch Society,

intelligent,

and secret

to those of the Senate subcommittee.

prejudices

in joining

views and interests.
called

in Orange County, California,

the Society

The opinions

it was fascist

Bureau conducted a private

members and were not a part

anyone interested

the truth

that

The investi~ating

by evidence. 1

Research

with the conclusions

organization.

the accusations

could not be supported
The Efficiency

in its

people.

case the subject
the opinions

mentioned were those
and true

as wise as being repugnant

There is no consensus,

own

has been an organization

Yet, what seemed clear

who are just

An

of

to some
and

only opinion •

. .1Twelfth . Report of · the Senate Fact Find
i"ng Sub..:Cominittee ·on ...
Un-American Activities,
California
Senate, 1963, P• 62. The complete
report can be obtained for $1 from Ame
rican Opinion, Belmont, Mass.
or from the State of California.
The California
Senate Fact Finding
Sub-Committee on Un-American Activities
is re-examining the Birch
Society as of 1965. At the time of this
study the findings have
not been published.
This investigation
is not receiving the
publicity
from the Birch Society that the 1963 Repo
rt received.
This report should be available
from the State of California
soon.
2u.s. Congression~l
Record, CVIII (June 14, 1962) A4453.

CONCLUSION
This study has been an attempt
ideology

to examine objectively

the

It has concentrated

on the

of the John Birch Society.

stated

beliefs

attack

has been intended.

pertinent.

and known actions

Questions

Defense of the Society

deserved.

Ex:pressed opinions

conclusion

is a final

Political
system.

Policies

means final.

concerning

the "lunatic

to continual

are by no

examination.

Conserv-

agree on this.

But criticism

responsibility.

fringe"

of society.
beliefs

it removes itself

To

from political

of what Theodore Roosevelt

called

This the John Birch Society
of the John Birch Society

camp, but it is rather

has done.

which place

the methods and supporting

ha,v~ 9-~v~loped. to advance . those .beliefs • . Respe .ctabl .e .
thought

concerning

collectivism,

relations

and the role

different

from that

advanced by the Society.

Chandler,

publisher

of the conservative

critical

programs,

policy

the framework of civic

and becomes a part

it in the radical

conservative

welfare

pro grams arrl foreign

to such actions,

It is not the basic

. ~deo_logy _that

in the American

of the enemy in the name of Americanism is out of place.

When a gr oup resorts
respectability

arrl desired

and moderates,

This

evaluation.

such areas as federal

agriculture

should be corrlucted within

when it seemed

(pro arrl con) have been recorded.

They must be subject

use the tactics

has been offered

is legitimate

as well as liberals

No open o~ biased

have been asked when they seemed

word and an additional

criticism

the Unit ed Nations,

atives,

of the Society.

simple government,

of government in agriculture

foreign

is not essentially

For example, Otis

Los Angeles Times, is very

of nmch of our government policy,

yet his paper was among
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the f irst

to repudiate

a nd ~orld Report,
support

·welch.

is a conservative

to Robert Welch.

'.,,
Telch,

David Lawrence, editor
critic,

but he has offered

Henry Haz]i tt is as anti-Keynesian

yet he wants · no connection

Dealer,

1

with "the Founder."

Ra,ymondMoley, a grees with the Society

does not wish to be identified
well-known German professor
collectivist
supported

of U.S. News

and anti-Keynes

beliefs
1

by pure capitalism.

on many subjects

supports

but

Wilhelm Ropke,

Welch's anti-

and advocates

The list

as

Former New

with them in any way.
of economics,

no

simple government

of respectable

conservatives

who share many of Welch's views could be extended. to cover pages.
Yet, none are supporters
The difference
Responsible
offer

lies

discussion.

policies

arrl criticize

The Birch group and its

government policy,

and treason

and white;

than traitorous

any conflict

they may be wrong.

rational,

responsible

irresponsible

leaders.

truth,

They

open

not only oppose

and failure

political

system.

views are not
can come from

They see the world as black
between good and evil.

they will

Thus they take their

not accept
ideology

Because

the suggestion
out of the

area of debate and place it in the irrational,

sphere of untenable

This is political

many allies

trouble

is a conflict

they claim a religious-like
that

Why?

system.

through rational

as reasons why their

They cannot see that
other

pro gram.

political

but they denounce the accepted

They see conspiracy
accepted.

or its

in the approach in advancin g those beliefs.

groups work through the accepted

alternative

sources

of the Birch Society

doctrine.

This is pseudoreligion.

fanaticism.

1Ropke's thoughb; are recorded. in Wilhelm Ropka, S ci)l
0
of Our Times, (Chicago; University of Chicago Press, 1950.

Crisis
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Welch is a dramatist
aims.

His followers

provide

hero of the production.
become emotionally

employing crisis
an audience

involved

in light

candyman appears

with the

but always look to the hero to speak

clothes

at just

it water fluoridation,
Warren.

ready to co~operate

Like the crowd at a western movie, they

and lead arrl act arrl solve the dramatic
movie star

as a means to advance his

difficulties.

Arrl like

and mounted on a white horse,

the right

the

the retired

moment to champion the cause--be

infiltration

of the local

One asks how can so many follow?

PTA or attacking

History

is full

F.arl

of such

followings.
Perhaps it is as Barbara Holliday
of mind.
ism.

1

If so, we are all

Birchism is a state

on occasion

of a degree of Birch-

1-Jhen we look for scape goats or spread half-truths,

~ en we become impatient
intolerant
guilty.

with the democratic

and see no merit

solutions.

actions,

to motivate

to express

we could easily

activist

possession

threat

The Birchers

.

.

.

.

to difficult

.

of a religious-like

truth

leader,

of cormnunism--this

!Address to National
Michigan, July 4, 1963a

of the Robert

do.

program, easy solutions

plan under a dynamic charismatic
of the true

to dominate our

most people do not allow these

actions.

.

problems,

we are looking for Birch-

into the stage audience

Fortunately,

to dominate their

An organized

again we are

our every move and look for

prejudice,

slip

we are guilty.
or become

If we were to allow these feelings

Welch production.
feelings

process

in the views of others,

When we allow fear

a fixed vocabulary
like

guilty

suggests:

which offers

a saving

plus a claimed understanding

is the Birch appeal.

Education Association

Many

Convention at Detroit,
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reach for it.

Those who are afraid

to the wise leader
himself

and all

who have lost

find it very appealing

who claims to understand

that

he has so that

faith

in their

A number of self-made

rich,

others

true danger and offers
might be saved.

government or religion

in which the free-enterprise

money and support

system was destroyed,

to oppose the "evils"

in Washington.

is supported

reason

abused and long for the "good old days."

Birchism

provides

looking

by many well-meaning

a home, a belief,

for a simple salvation

doctrine

people who for some

for Birch-like

The United States

political

is a blend of common sense and a desire
revolution.

to win.

are

Political

Adjustment to the constant

change is made without

There have always been groups who would change things

by placing

majority

and organization

has never accepted

to a rigidj

of the system.
ideology.

action

when men are tied

disposing

Birch-like

political

in ideological

such doctrine.

it · has always ·tolerated

an additional

that

eventual

credit

repudiation

its

open-democratic

all

to the

·such ·extremism. · ·rt is
nature

assures

the

of fanaticism.

The Birch idea of an easy solution
be challenged.

camps, but the

It is a credit

·American · systeni that

trace

for those

parties

tradition

This is impossible

In most cases

American political

or ideologically

and technical

based.

regard

not rigid

social

In addition

from the complex problems of today.

in politics.

changes are made without

provide

and a plan of action

Americans have in the past had little
ideological

their

coniemns as the

the Society
feel

Those

find comfort.

who oddly enough accumulated

wealth durin g the very years which Birch doctrine
period

to look

to difficult

Simple answers do not exist.

problems to one source.

problems 1TIUst

It is impossible

It is equally

impossible

to

to find
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the solution
the "truth.

in a single

monolithic

whichclaims

to know

11

Should not we question
out documentation?

proof.

is possible

Welch's technique

We must insist

the extreme charges against
positive

organization

that

as scripture.

on sources

our country

Upon reading

of making charges withand not accept

and its

leaders

Birch ~ublications,

If this

Mohammed.credits

without

one feels

Welch is convinced. his writings

as true

that

it

should be treated

is so, we must remind the ''Founder" that

Allah and the Biblical

prophets

write

"thus saith

the Lord."
We must reject
concepts

of imagism.

individuals,
concepts
Hitler

the idea of government based on idealistic
The idea of a saving

must not be accepted.

like

that

Such imagism has led to modern

of the "master race,"

is too recent

government.

and the schools.

We must evaluate
We must audit

as labor unions,

farm groups,

faith

the organizations

in this

concerning

Most of all,
If

citizens

as well as

of our nation,

what do we

If being anti-Communist

type of fear and division

proof of the worth of an organization

such organizations

with each other.

of our fellow

conduct the affairs

and

the churches

associations.

as individuals

have to reconnnend our system to others.
results

with

state,

our views concerning

and business

in the integrity
that

with the federal,

our feelings

we must examine our relationship
we have lost

arrl our experience

to think of that.

We must examine our relationship
local

few, made up of exceptional

should not we ask more as

than merely "it is anti-

Communist?" ·
We must examine American history
meaning.

We must not accept without

and critically

interpret

study the opinionated.

its

views of
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self-proclaimed

experts.

We must examine the Birch condemnation of democracy as a
''weapon of demagoguery."

We must insist

that Mr. Welch explain

place of Thomas Jefferson,

the Declaration

Rebellion,

Walt Whitman and forty

Andrew Jackson,

in American history

in relationship

democracy from America.
perhaps

it will

advocate

extendin g to all

the rights

be trusted

to current

Jefferson's

of his days.

leaders

who

enjoyed in much

those who would end democracy
problems from a man on a white

warnin g when confronted

°'Sometimes it is said that

with government of himself,

government of others?

of

few.

and look for each solutions

anti-democrats

immigrants

such an explanation,

and privileges

Today's democrats must challenge

We must recall

Bacon's

divorce

to hate and fear today's

of the past by the selected

horse.

million

to his oft-spoken

If he can provide

seem logical

of Independence,

the

Can he, then,

Or have we found angels

by the

man cannot

be trusted

with

in the form of kings

to govern him?"j_
We must question
Birch thinking.

the idea of .absolutism

which is the root of

We must not allow fear or difficult

us to turn to a self-appointed

charismatic

the "truth"

as the "savior"

Aristotle

and offers
rejected

himself

Plato's

"philosopher

leader

times to cause
who claims to have

of mankind.

kings,"

Just as

so must we reject

one

.....

who speaks ex cathedra

today.

We must remind Mr. Welch, his followers,
Birch truths

are not necessarily

and his allies

American truths.

that

For centuries

1Arthur M• . Schlesinger,
Jr., The Age 2£ _J_a_c_k_s_o_n,
(New York, Mentor
1964) PP• 191-192. Abridged edition 'of 19.45 publication of Little,
Brown & Co,, Boston.
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certain

individuals

have occupied themselves

truth.

A few have claimed to have found it.

with definin g the final
But of the few there

is not even a modest number who are 'in a greement as to their
There is not a single
is equally
truth,

which is not denied by someone who

claimed truth

as wise as the ·one who proclaims

he is not dealing

findings.

it.

Thus when one discusses

with a fixed formulat~d

matter

but rather

with

I

a relative

thin g which, in fact,

individuals

or groups that

1.
,Jhat of the future?
Birch

Society

a ssured.

is an ethical

truth

only upon the

claim it.
Although all

indications

is growing arrl becomin g more active,

are that
its

future

Those who look for a man on a white horse usually

eye for a greater
senator

man on a more magnificent

and ex-Presidental

Revie w's William
the Birch

carrlidate,

in order that

Barry Goldwater,

conservatives

is not
have an

Such men as ex- ·
and National

are asking Mr. Welch to resign

Buckley,

Society

steed.

the John

as head of

might be viewed in a
I

better

li ght.

Goldwater has started

has welcomed Birchers.

Buckley has repeatedly

of Welch in his conservative
fate

magazine.

of the Birch group and their
No matter

us that,

what the fate

as always,

his own Free Society

we will

group and

challen ged the tactics

Only time will determine

place in the conservative

of the Birch Society,
hear dero gatory

concernin g our government and our leaders.

history

statements
We will

the

camp.
reminds

arrl charges

always hear ominous

· warnin gs 1:1.bout
· the downfall . of ·America •. Wewi.11 co.ntinu ·e ·to ·see .
evidence

among some of doubt,

the future

of this

there

arrl lack of confidence

in

nation.

As Americans facing
world,

misgivings

the difficult

is reason for great

problems of today's

concern;

but there

complex

is no reason for

I

despair.

Of course we must recognize
~

the vast problems of our day and

challen ge them, but we must refuse
and then search

for others

to be among those who lose faith

as the cause of that

not be among those whose only contribution
to condemn and destroy.
America's

faith.

Let us

is negative--to

on the positive.

complain,
It not this

tradition?

Finally
Welch,

Let us build

lost

we conclude

the Founder,

the philosophy
to analyze

thi .s study with the admission

is inadequately

and the actions

the Founder himself

to the cause he serves.

treated

or to account

interested

persona l motives

this

without

any effort

for his personal

His own explanation

But for students

Robert

We have presented

of the Birch Society

is to oppose the Communist conspiracy

took his task after

here.

that

is presented;

connnitment

his mission

everywhere he encounters

in a more thorou gh invest ig ation

will

not satisfy.

a successful

some attempts

We reported

business

i n politics,

career,

that

after

of

he underseveral

trips

abroad,

after

a period

of serious

study.

We cannot oppose any man for servin g his convictions,

nor can

we oppose him for his dedication
the cause itself;

Mr. Welch's

to adjust

irrational

the burden of the statesman

to accept

the disposition
a call

to grapple

of events.

leaving

With this

himself
~

thingse

by

in his mind to the real
to foreign

and fabricated.

with the real

rightness

policye

followin g who like
but the illusory

We can be cr i t i cal of

and the politician.

his explanation

for a general

of governmental

the picture

We have found his approach

pr oblems for the most part

fails

to a cause.

a cause which we have f ound to be distorted

failure

world outside.

arrl after

it.

and domestic
He has shunned

He prefers

his present

He has not the time nor
problems of our time e

him no time for useful

appeal

His is

criticism

he is drawing off a political

have not the disposition

to grapple

with any
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Appendix A
Two letters
which illustrate

written

the religious-like

toward the Society.
a Birch Society

by members of the John Birch Society

These letters

publication.

feeling

that many members have

are taken from The Time Has Come,
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8111;,,,,, ,fJJr,11
62 N. Main BL, Carbondue, h.
Pbo• m-uao
MA'/ GOD HAV1! MERCY ON US, II - 1-,.d
TIN e&/ccflw el .~a
It
fo fftlltli« Worfdl

HAJJn11
IL D. 2, Uniondale, PL
l'IIOM ITNoall

C°"'_,,._

.Tatm.ar7

3,

196lt-

The John Biroh Booi•tT
Belaont 78
Mauacbusett1
OentlPIUI
.is a businessman,

llll the risks

I ha·n alvays tried

to anticipate

I can carry vorlcnen's
insurance

I han

lite

on

.

compensation,

Oil

.,-

boa• •

1n eTent that

I die to talc• care of.,-

pol1c7 to talc• care or
eventualitie1

■e

vhan

I' ■

t&Jli.l.7.

too ol4 to

except one •

ot miDe 1n Cuba had al.l the above 00Tera1e and 7et h• lost

Be didn't

have the

most inlportant insurance in the vorld

ANTI-COMMUNISM
INSURANCE

~

I aa not 101ng to JU.ke the su.e mistake
.ls

insuranc•

comprehenaiTe 11ab111t7, •fir•

bus1ne1s.

tor all

I baT1 prepared
nerytbing

■7

insurance

I baTe a retirement

.A. friend

for

connected Yith a;, home and buaineu.

I carry tire , vind.,torm da.mag1 and 11abilit7
and theft

and prepare

as

■7

Cuban friend

-de •

or tod&T, I am bu;n.ng ANTI..COMMUJHSK
INSUBA.NCE
.
While there

are other good companies selling

ANTI-COMMUlfISM
INSURANCE,

I thinlt the best is THE JOHNBmCH SOCIETY.

mr check tor One Hundred {$100.00) Dollars as mr Jaim-

I am enclosing

ary ANTI-COMMUNISM
INSURANCE
pa7'111entand Yill
/400.00
,?

:3 7 I

7f

-

per month until tu.rther
JAIi 8 196,4

Enc. check

to send at least

~otice.
Yours tor God and CountrT,

CITIZEN'S CODE OP CONDUCT -----,,-----,-----c Uutn, ~•ponsible /o, Frank
'w. Ol.7do1b
my action,,

;Jorgtl t It•I I am an ,.,nrrlcan
·•

"/ ., ill ntwr
artcld.dlcal

continue

lo tit« prindplt1 !Ital made my coanlrg /rH. I ..U, Trait In God
and 111/lie United Slatu o/ Amffleil."
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10 Wright Place
Scared11le, l,,Y.
P•oemb•r mo, 100a
!Jr, Robert Welch
Belmont 78, Mas••
Dear Mr. Welcha
that the next 12 contha 1rnmediatel7
you state
IN the December bulletin
together
ahead or ua now aeem to offer us our laet beat chance of pullinc
to make tt,e odds
expanded organir.ation
and a aurric1ently
enough etrength
Ive been a member for 2 years now, and that~ long enough
more mnnageable,
to know that you have a habit or proving right.
wrltlng,and
studying,
Evan tnough 1 work hard at our 81reb projects
in our December bulletin.
shocked by this statement
,I wus still
chapter leader,
and adding.
thinking
lt was ti.me to do some aerlous
I rsalir.ed
and are expectlno
in a 4-room apartment
in fact wellive
We are not rich,
We have skrlmped and saved during
our 4th child in the middle of January.
before) and now have been able to save
the 6 years we've been married(and
The thought of having a
enough money for a amall downpayment on a house,
to eave this
necessary
to play in made the sacrifices
yard for our children
taken away from ua and
The thought or having our children
money easy.
tyranny make bunk beda in their
brought up under thla 0odlsas barbnrlc
and wo pra~ alternative.
realit~
room a very pleasunt
present

\I

I hbpe
membership.
a check for $1,000 for my lifetime
I am enclosing
in the M.M.W. If, as you
if thinca co all right to also raise our donations
I think it 1s of the
important,
aey, the ne:,:t twel·,e months are so vitally
membersh!pe be s(arted.
that a real campaign for lifetime
utmost necessity
of the next twelve montha, I
the importante
If many of our members realize
Even if they don't have the
$1,000.
to sacrifice
am sure they will be w:lling
amount, they can Larrow it from a bank and pay it back over a period of
memberIf 5,000 members sent in lifetime
(as time permits).
years,
several
If 50,000 members did, lt
dollure.
that would add up to ;o million
ships,
to r.ork with in the next twelve months.
would give you $50 million
to mnke rapid enough addall we need ls the resources
You say yourself,
care and college?
Why worry about houses,
army.
to our educational
itions
before thia
civilization
to eave thie Oud•o~lulietiai
Lot's get the resources
year le gone.
moat important
Very truly youra,
,.)

Appendix B
A directory

of ultra-right

the John Birch Society
each organization.
Civic Responsibility

organizations

through officers

This directory

or financial

to

supporters

of

is prepared by the Council for

urrler the chairmanship

Dr. Larson is the former director

linked directly

of Dr. Arthur Larson.

of the U.S. Information

Agency.
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Amr.ricmu Jot- Cmutit;,trortnl Arlior&
I'rn!Jrnm: I\. politic.:tl nction r;roup dc<lic.,tcd to clcctin~
a11d tc-clccti11g conservative and ttltra-conscrvativc rncmbcrs of Congress, formed as a reaction lo the Americans
for Democratic Action . ACJ\ p11hlishcs an index of voting
tcrnrds of Congressmen and Senators, rating them as
lo dc-,;rce of <'1111~ct
vatism . Loc.;1.Ichaplets arc nctive in
polilirnl

tJ\ll\(l11li;1u,

/Vlrnl Tl~ay Soy: "Amcrlcl\n11 hl\vc been running nway
from their own revolution in order to embrace an armament prog-ram saturated with Marxist id,eoloi;y ."
Bi,·c/1 Links: Vice Chairman and Secretary, General
Bonner .Fellers, .Birch Endorser. Treasurer, Charles Edison, Member, Editorial Advisory Committee, America" 0 pi11io,1, Birch Society Magazine.

America', Fu.lure
Program : In addition to the weekly commentary by
R. K. Scott broadcast on 365 stations, and the newsletter
which draws from the broadcasts, the group publishes
pamphlets and hooks voicing extremist views. It also i~
the sponsor and financer of "O peration Textbook," a
group which evaluates textbooks in use in public schools
for their coverage of American society, economy and gov( ernment.
.
,
Whot They Say: The group's secretary, Rosalie M.
Gordon, in a book, Nine Men Against •America, said
", .. the Supreme Court has struck down practically
every bulwark we have raised against the Communist
conspiracy in America ....
"
Birch L-inllJ: Thomas Anderson, Trustee, member
Birch National Council; F. Gano Chance, Trustee, member Birch National Council.
Chri&tian Crrurulc
Program: This oq;anizat ,ion was founded and is headed
by Rev. Billy James Hargis. In addition to sponsoring
daily political-evangelistic programs on 55 radio and 7
television stations, the group publishes a weekly newsletter and pamphlets and brochures .
What It Says: In a signed pamphlet titled "No Room
in the Inn-Or
The U.N." Hargis said: "We slapped
Christ in thle face at the setting up of the United Nations
in San Francisco, in April, 1945, jus .t as surely as the
Jews slapped Hirn on the night of His betrayal 2,CXXJ
years ago. We gave in to Communist pressures and
agreed to make no mention of Jesus Christ, or God, The
Fa~her, . in the . l)ni .teo Nations Ch;unbers, from the . be-:
ginning, there has been no room for Him in the U.N .... "
He also has said: "For 14 years, I thought the 'ism' that
was thle greatest threat to our nation was Communism.
Now, I am convinced it is liberalism. The liberals have
the finances and numerical strength the Communists
lack; yet their socialistic objectives are much the same
••. To be a real good liberal, you've got to be 100 per
cent stupid .•.• "
Birch, Links: Billy James Hargis, member o( Birch Society•~ Committee o{ Endorsers.

Clirutian Freedom Foundalion
Program.: This group is the vehicle of Howard E,

j

Kerahner ..-whose "Commentary on the News,,,.is broad•
,

'

_.,,,,,,.
...-'
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t;ist on arrrox11n .1lely 1/48 tadic;i stations weekly. Ke rshner is also editor of Chri.1tia11l:.co,io111ics,a fott11i;.:i1tly
111aga1.i11eintettwi11i11g religion a11J economics, antl he
also writes a weei<ly syntlicatcd coh111111which goes to
about 700 newspapers.
Whal /1 Say.1: 111a ~p<'cchat ' Ilarding Collc--;;e in 1961,
Kershner s:iid: "\Ve :ire drive11 to the co11,:l11~i"11
that evil
. men in ~tratq~ic po~itions with the aiu of their dupes,
stooges ;111dfellow -traveler s have heen ahle to mold p11lilic
orinion in 011r country and sh :,pe governmental policy
alo11i; lines that arc l111rryi11
,; us 011w;1nl to destruction.
In a real sense, the Co11111Hmistshave taken over our
cou11try ;ind have r.tcatly i11f111c11cccl
our major economic,
f111c:1I,militnry nncl <ordr;11 pollcic11,11
llircli Li11b: The principal financial support Cor the
Christian Freedom foundation
comes from J. Howard
Pew, who is a member of the Editorial Advisory Committee of the I3irch magazine, A 111cricanOpinion, and is aJso
a stockholtlcr in Robert Welch, Inc.

Clwrcl, Lcnguc of America
( al3a cnllccl National Lnym.cri'e Council)

'

Program : Research Section maintains "live tons of
files" an d "over 850,CXX)
cross-referenced index cards on
all oq; anizations and individuals who had aided the cau se
of subversion ." Since 1962, it has sponsored a weekly
15-mi,mte radio program carried on 17 stations in, eight
sta tes. It conducts a film rental service which distributes
such films as "Communism On The Map," which was
produced by the National Education Program at Harding Collcg-e and based on sections of the Birch Society's
Blue Book.
What They Say : "Communi sm and thcolog-ical moderni sm are as one ." The Girl -Scout Handbook is "unAmcr ican.11
Birch Li11ks: Two members of the Board of Directors,
E . L. Wiegand and Mrs. H . Dillon Winship, are on the
Birch Society's Committee of Endorsers.
Citi:1cns Foreign Aicl Committee

Program : Publishes weekly newsletter "Facts on Foreign Aid" regularly urging cutback or elimination of aid
fundL
,
Wlrat They·Say : Describes itself ns "crosading to kill
the foreign aid program."
Birch Li11lls: National Director, General Bonner Fellers, Bircl1 Endorser; Vice Chairman, Clarence Manion ,
J. Bracken Lee,
Birch National Council; Chairman,
Birch Endorser.
~onservativc Society of America (Courtney Complex)
Program : Publishes the "Independent American" and
·runs right wing broadcasts · on 39 radio stalions. · · · · ·
What They Say: Get out of the U.N. Eliminate the
income tax. Free the government of "infiltration by subversive agents." ·
Birch Links: Board of Directors includes the following Birch Endorsers: Medford Evans, Dan Hanson, E.
Merrill Root, Maj. Gen. C. A. Willoughby, George J.

Hess, J. Bracken Lee, R. W. Orell.

Liberty Lobby
Program: "A monthly newsletter of, by and for the
American a_ightwing.'' Also publishes brochures such as
"How to Write Your Congressman," by _Billy James

I

Hargis,

/
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Wlint They Sny: Oppose Fedr.r:il aid to crluration.
F:ivor repeal of the income tax, and withdrawal from
the U.N.
llirc/i U11ks: Tioard of Policy includes: Torn J\nderso11, N:ilion:il Council member; Dilly James l largis; J.
Uracl<cn Lee; and E. L. Wiegand, :ill Dirch Endorsers.
lllm1ion Forurn

Program: v\'eckly radio pro~rams 011 240 radio stations. Promotes "Con servative Clubs." Now claims over
4,()(X)such clubs seeking charters from Manion .
IV/int They Say: To wage war by television, r:idio and
the printed pai;c .ngainst (I) the c:onfi&c.itory, Mnrxi11t
inrnme tnx: (2) wnnton loreli?n nl<l 11ri11nnclcrln,?;(J)
( 4) destruction of states'
Sociali~tic "public power'';
rights; (5) futile conferences with Kremlin gangsters;
(6) ridiculous budgets; (7) Federal aid to education;
and (8) unre strained labor bossism.
Birch Links: Clarence Manion, member National
Council Birch Society.
Nntionnl Economic

Program:

Council

Publishes

semi-monthly

economic

news

letter.

What Tirey Say: "J\11 branches of American life, especially such unsuspected areas as the Christian churches,
h:ive been infiltrated by Communists." On the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court : "Warren has led the job of
making the court one of the strongest allies Moscow has
/
I
in America."
,.
l3ircli Li,iks: President, Mark M. Jones, Birch Enrlorser; Founder, Merwin K. Hart, deceased, was Birch
Endorser; Co nstance V. Dahl, Executive Vice President,
Birch member.
Dnn Smoot Report

Program: Publishes weekly report and nms nationwide
radio-TV broadcasts on 70 radio stations, and 40 television stations.
What They Say: Calls for impeachment of Earl Warren; sug-gests "that the Cuban inva sion fiasco was organized betrayal, planned in Washington and Moscow."
Birch Li11ks: Leading , financial supporter is D. B.
Lewis, a member of the Council of Endorsers of the
Birch Society.
We tlac fcople

Program: Holds an annual Constitution Day rally
(One featured Robert Welch on subject "This is a reAlso issues "Home Study
public, not a democracy.")
Kits."
What Tltey Say: Wants impeachment of Earl Warren.
Investiga~ion of · National Education · Association. ·Wants ·
to get out of th~ United Nations. "You cannot expect
the American people to sacrifice to light the enemy if the
President does not act now to clean the enemy out of our ·
State Department."
Birch Links: President, Tom Anderson, is on National
Council of Birch Society. Board members include: C. W.
Pavey, E. Merrill Root, . J. Bracken Lee, all Birch Endorsers, and Revilo P. Oliver, member of the Birch Society National Council.
Radical Right Broadcaster,

I

acNine of the leading ,Radical Right broadcasters
and
count for over 7,0CIJ programs a we'ek oveyradio
television stations. The following spot map shows the

'/

\
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.~t-sponsorerl radio
loc.1tio11of "only sevrn key r.xtre111i
programs taped and distributed to stations tiiro11giHJUt
the country .... " They arc : "Life Lines''; "Dan :.irnoot
Kershner";
"Howard
"Manion Fornm";
Reports'';
Reformation
"20th Century
Crusade";
"Christian
Hour"; and, "America's Future."

BROADC,'1STS
vm:G
RIGHT

;: .

Source:

N~tional Council for CIYlc Rupon1ibility,

1964 .

The nine leading- groups or individuals responsible for
over 7,000 programs a week over radio and television
include the following, according to ~he National Council
•
for Civic Responsibility:
Howard

Kersh?1er

This l S-minute commentary on the news by Kershner
is broadcast weekly on 148 stations in 41 states. It is
financed by" the Christian Freedom Foundation, which is
largely supported by J. Howard Pew, oilman, and member of the Editorial Advisory Committee of American
Opi11io,~, the Birch magazine .
Ma11ion Forum

A weekly JO-minute commentary by Clarence Manion,
member of the National Council of the John Birch Society, broadcast weekly on 240 radio and 30 television
stations .
Dan Smoot

A 1S-minute weekly commentary by Smoot, broadcast
on 70 radio and 40 television stations. Leading sponsor
of th'e program is D. B. Lewis, an Endorser of the John
Birch Society.
America's

F.ut11re ·

. . A 15-mtnute -commentary by· R. K. ·Scott, broadcast oh
365 stations in 48 states sponsored by America's Future,
on whose Board of Trustees serves Thomas Anderson
and F. Gano Chance, both members of the National
Council of the Birch Society.
/11dep111dentAmerican Radio Edition
A 15-minute weekly program broadcast on 39 stations
in 18 states, written by Kent and Phoebe Courtney,
whose Conservative Society of America has many Birch
Endorsers on its Board of Directors.

Billy lames Hargis
A JO-minute daily broadcast on 55 radio and 7 television stations, sponsored by Hargis' Christi~n Crusade.

I

Hargis is .an Endorserof the Birch Society.
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Appendix
Birch sponsored
appeared

C

ad that

recruitment

following

in many U.S. newspapers

the assassination

Kennedy.

of President

THE TIME HAS COME
The President of the United Stntes hes
heen murdered hy n Mnrxist·Communist
within the United States.

It hns been point ed out hy the Hon . Mortin Dies, since the nssa~o;inotion, that ''Lee
Hnrvey Oswald was o Commu nist, .. end
thnt when n Communist commi ts murder
he is acting under orders. The former Cong ressmen, heed of the origi nal Dies Com•
mittee , is probably second only to J . Ed~ar
Hoover in lir st ·hnnd knowledge acquired
from eorly nnd lonJ! experience in investi • ,
,:?nting,Commun ist nctivitics.
The Hon . J . Ed~nr Hoover snid in n
speech o n Octohcr 18. 1960: "We nre nt wnr
with the Communists, end the soo ner eoch
red · blooded Americnn rcnli, .es tho! the
better end soler we will be ... He emphnticolly repea ted this stntcment on December
3, 1963 - - ten dnys niter the nssnssi nnti on.
And this is none the less wnr bcco use the
Co mmuni sts conduct it nccordin(! to their
usunl method s, without regord to civiliz.ed
rule s o r human dec e ncy .

1

Nori s it in chorncter ro r the Communists
to re st on thi s success . I nstcnd, we con
expect them to use the shock. grie f, nnd
confusion of the American people, resulting from the nssnss inntion of our President,
es en opportunity for pushing their own
pla ns lester . Also . we shall be subjected ;
to en ever greeter ba rrn ~e of d isto rti ons
end fnlsehoods, aimed et imposing on the
notion a completely false picture of the
situation end of the forces et work. They

have to subvert our minds as well as our
institutions.
For five years The Jo hn Birch
hes seid the!, regerdless ol the
threat, Communism was a serious
menace in the United States. And

Society '
external
internal
we were

right. Thi s hns now been prov ed, trogicnlly
but conclu sively, to the deep so rrow , hut
nlso to the profound alarm, of nll good
Americnns . The time hns come for those
to join us in this fiJ.,!ht
•~•inst the powerfully or~aniied "mnsters
of deceit. .. F'or, es Edmund . Burk e once
wrote: "When bnd men comhine. the ~ood
must essocinte; else they will !nil one by
o ne, on unpitied sacri fice in e contemptible
strug~le ...

good Americans

The John Birch Society is nn ctfur11tin11nl
nnd our on l y wcnpon is the tn1th .
Dut Gco rJ!e Wn!-hins.:ton !-toted our prohlem well : "Truth will ultimntely prevoil
where there is pains tnkcn to hrinl,! it to
li~ht. " We tnke tremendou s pnins in pro portion to our number s nnd our stre ngth,
nml nil we need to win is thnt enough other
pntriot s join us in our detcrminntion and
-our lnhors. For there is not hin g the Co m muni!-t s fcnr w much in the whole wo rld
today as hnvin~ the Amer icon people Icon\,
too sonn. the truth nlx:,ut their purposes,
their method s. and their pro ,zress.
nrmy,

If you oppose the Co mmun ist conspiracy
by leerning ond spreading the trut h . you
moy expect to be smeared ns viciously es
we have bee n for live yenrs . But you will be
helping to save your lnmily nnd your country from the same cruel tyranny that hos
alrendy been imposed on e billio n human
beings.
The time hns come for every red blooded American to react ns such. If you
hove the willi n gness to lenm and the courage to support the disturbing truth, use
t he coupo n below. It will be without eny
o bligation o n your pert, end we shal l not
contact you further unless or until you
request us to do so.

1'HE°JOHNBIRCH·sociETY
Belmont, Massachusetts

The John Birch Society
02178
Massachusetts
Belmont,
Gentlemen:
D Please send me, without cost or obliga ·
tion on my patl, a sheet of preliminary
about the Society.
information
D For the encloscrl one dollar, plea se .send
Packet of THE
me your Introductory
SOCIETY .
JOHN BIRCH
0 For the enclosed five dollars please send

0217~

the
me your Special Packet, containing
fr om which I can obtain
basic materials
The
what
of
understanding
a thorough
John Birch Society is, how it works, ~nd
what it hopes to do .
Sincerely ,
.
............
...................................
(Name) ...!..........................
....................................,....................................
(Address)
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Fo ·r Membership

Application
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--------,
I

THE JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY
021 78
Massachusetts
Belmont,
Gentlemen:
in the
for member~hip
This is my application
for one year
SOCIETY,
BIRCH
of THE JOHN
Chapter
each year
renewal
automatic
for
and
from this date,
I unde .rstand
in writing,
I resign
unless
thereafter,
on the back of this sheet,
printed
the dues schedule
to · myself.
as applicable

-----

I agree that my memis accepted,
If my application
at anytime ., by a du~y appointed
may be revoked
bership
being stated,
the reason
without
of the Society,
officer
on Tefund of the pro rata part of my dues paid in

advance.
Sincerely,
\

\

\

(Name)

---------------

(Address)

Date
Dues

-------------------

--------Received

Application
By ________

------

Title

/.
I

\

Approved

---------

_

